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All logos on the products have been  

exhibited for the purpose of display and 

they are not for sale. We reserve the right  

to deliver articles that may differ in 

execution and/or colours from the 

products illustrated in the catalogue. 

Compositor’s misprints reserved.

Toppoint introduces at least eleven brands 

of promotional items for the coming 

year. These carefully chosen and unique 

portfolios speak for themselves with 

their own brand promise and recognition. 

We all know buying behavior has changed 

considerably in recent years, and brands 

and brand experience play an increasingly 

important role in the preferences of your 

customers.

With eleven new brands, Toppoint is 

responding carefully to the increasing 

demand for added value and quality.  

As a top dealer you can distinguish yourself 

in the market by creating more experience 

and recognition with our Toppoint brands. 

Each brand consists of a sophisticated 

range of different products. A unique choice 

for any of your target market segments.

NEW BRANDS



The realm of colours. The realm of fun, fiesta and 

fantasy. This is where all the greys are transformed 

into a twirling new landscape, in one fell swoop. 

A cheerful reality where there is no room for 

dreary, foggy shades and tones. A musical mix 

that makes bombastic blue resonate with dramatic 

red and where sun-drenched yellow overflows into 

tropical green. From intensely bright to babbling 

and soothing. The realm of colours. The kingdom 

of joy where fun can fly in any which way. Where 

moods always banish the world of black and 

white. This is where the best lines are drawn, the 

proper tone is set, and true colours are shown. 
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FLOWERS 
ARE OUR 
GREATEST 
SILENT 
FRIENDS

TopSmile • Gadgets for happiness

This happy flowerpot contains potting soil and seeds for a happy 
windowsill with daisies. The small pot with a large print area is a nice 
and reusable business gift. Size: 77x20mm. 

91222  Garden foldable flowerpot Daisy

Looking for an original and 

sustainable promotional gift? The 

cheerful vegetable and ornamental 

gardens consist of a nice pot, a little 

potting soil and seeds. Plants and 

herbs in the gardens are easy to 

maintain and so everyone has green 

fingers in no time. Experience the nice 

spring feeling in the house all year. 

FLOWERS 
ARE HAPPY 
THINGS 
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Wooden insect hotel that provide shelter to several 
insects like bees, wasps and butterflies. A warm an 
sheltered place in winter. Packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 200x77x246mm. 

94514  Insect Home

Cleaning spray with (62%) alcohol in a handy size. 
Size: 15x44x90mm. 

91209  Hand sanitiser spray

A window wiper with a built in sprayer! Handy! 
Clean dirty surfaces with a spray and a wipe. It also 
has a handy hanger on the handle, so you can store it 
away easily. You will need to fill the sprayer. 
Size: 250x225x65mm. 

91197  Wiper with spray

TopSmile design mint dispenser in bright colour 
combinations. Filled with 5 grams of EU mints 
Size: 35x15x65mm. 

91841  Mint dispenser Spring

Multiple hard colour lip balm ball. Ball can be opened 
by turning the screw lid. The ball has a flat base so it 
does not roll away. Size: Ø38mm. 

90478  Lipbalm Round Ball

Lip Balm in a round stick. The bottom of the stick has a 
twist mechanism for turning up the balm. Available in 
transparent colours and hardcolour black or white. 
Size: Ø18x70mm. 

90476  Lipbalm Stick
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MODULAR
SERIES
• POWERBANK
• SPEAKER
• USB

TopSmile • Gadgets for happiness

The TopSmile design compact wireless speaker from 
the Modular line has a high sound quality. Thanks to 
the 1300mAh battery, the speaker has a playing time 
of up to 10 hours. The speaker has a soft touch finish 
and a silicone wristband. Size: 22x106x65mm. 

93215  Modular Speaker

The TopSmile design USB flash drive with 8GB 
memory from the Modular line has a unique design 
and a soft touch finish. The USB will be delivered in a 
luxurious giftbox including a manual. 
Size: 12x67x22mm. 

93214  Modular USB

The TopSmile design Powerbank from the unique 
Modular line with 5000mAh capacity has a soft touch 
finish and a silicone wristband. The product will be 
delivered in a luxurious giftbox including manual and 
charging cable. Size: 10x66x125mm. 

93211  Modular Power Bank
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6000mAh Powerbank with silicone bumper. Will be 
delivered including cables to charge your powerbank. 
Each packed in a giftbox. Size: 21x116x66mm. 

91994  Powerbank Bumper 6000mAh

The Blade series wireless charging station is a real 
eye-catcher on the desk. The ultra-thin pad with its 
trendy colours and rubberised finish has a modern 
look. The charging station comes in a matching gift 
box, including cable and manual. 
Size: 6x126x65mm. 

95083  Blade Air Wireless pad 5W  

4000mAh Powerbank with silicone bumper. Will be 
delivered including cables to charge your powerbank. 
Each packed in a giftbox. Size: 21x116x49mm. 

91993  Powerbank Bumper 4000mAh

The Blade suction wireless power bank with a 
rubberised finish is not only a trendy gift, but also very 
handy for traveling. The suction cups on the power 
bank ensure the phone stays connected to the wireless 
charging area, even when it is in your bag. 
Size: 12x66x126mm. 

95082  Blade suction wireless  
powerbank

2200mAh Powerbank siliconen bumper. Will be 
delivered including cables to charge your powerbank. 
Each packed in a giftbox. Size: 21x116x29mm. 

91992  Powerbank Bumper 2200mAh

Ultra-thin powerbank (5000mAh) with a stylish design 
and a lovely matt finish. This powerbank is a nice 
addition for your mobile accessories. 
Size: 150x10x65mm. 

91195  Powerbank Blade 5000mAh
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Handy powerbank (2200 mAh) in stylish TopSmile 
design. The powerbank can easily be folded in and 
out when it is in use. The powerbank has a large print 
area and will certainly stand out positively. 
Size: 170x28x28mm. 

91277  Transformer powerbank 
2200mAh

This handy wireless speaker has a unique light 
function. The speaker part will lighten with rainbow 
colours and is provided with a mode to respond to the 
music playing. Size: 40x140x50mm. 

91122  Rainbow Speaker 3W  

Charge your phone and save your pictures on your 
computer? No problem with the Human link that has 
retractable and extendable cables. This unique 
TopSmile design is equipped with a USB, MICRO USB 
and a Type C cable. Size: 65x70x8mm. 

91263  Human Link

The Speaker Intense is compact but powerful. This 
wireless speaker has two speakers and plays your 
music easily. The smooth round design completes this 
speaker. Size: 68x60x164mm. 

91124  Speaker Intense 1.8W

Handy speaker with a stylish TopSmile design. The 
speaker can easily be folded in and out even when it 
is in use. The speaker has a large print area and will 
certainly stand be noticeable. Size: 107x60x26mm. 

91278  Tranformer Speaker 3W

Charge your mobile device with the TopSmile design 
Like Connect. The cable is designed as the well-known 
‘like’ thumb and contains a USB-, micro USB- and 
Type C cable. Size: 50x48x8mm. 

91128  USB multi cable Like Connect
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Headphone with rotating earflaps suitable for digital 
imprint. The headphone can be adjusted in size and has 
at least a 1m cable. Universal 3.5 mm plug. Each piece is 
delivered in a giftbox. Size: 190x170mm. 

95062  Headphone

Every sound, every rhythm and every voice, music produces a lot 

in our brain. It provides relaxation, reduces stress and can improve 

mood. Music creates a feeling and is therefore also called the 

‘language of emotions’. A universal language, because even music 

in a foreign language can touch us. The 

influence of music reaches our soul. 

MUSIC GETS ME  
THROUGH EVERYTHING! 
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TopSmile Design, ABS cardholder to protect your bank 
card from RFID skimming. Simply push the button and 
up to 5 cards will be ejected neatly. 
Size: 62x9x98mm. 

92191  RFID card holder ABS

Soft case card holder with RFID protection to prevent 
skimming. Card holder is made of a thin material so it 
is easy to put the card holder in your wallet. Ideal for 
a debit card and includes indentation to easily remove 
the card from the holder. Size: 92x63x1mm. 

91242  Cardholder Anti-Skim SOFT

Hard case card holder for a debit card. Card holder 
includes RFID protection to prevent skimming. Card 
holder has indentations to easily remove the card from 
the card holder. Size: 90x60x4mm. 

91241  Cardholder Anti-Skim Hard Case

With the RFID technology you can make payments by 
holding your bank card next to a payment device. The 
downside of this technology is criminals can skim your 
account via your bank card, with this aluminium card 
holder you can protect all your bank cards. 
Size: 58x90x5mm. 

91191  RFID card holder
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WEAR COLOUR. 
BE HAPPY.

Fancy 3-in-1 charging cable and keycord with 
optional print on the cable and/or cap. This keycord 
comes with USB to type-C, micro-USB and lightning 
jacks making it suitable for practically every 
smartphone that is currently in the market. Delivery 
time approx. 4 weeks. Size: 480x11mm. 

95309  Keycord charging cable 3-in-1 
custom made

Fancy 3-in-1 charging cable and keycord. This 
keycord comes with USB to type-C, micro-USB and 
lightning jacks making it suitable for practically every 
smartphone that is currently in the market. 
Size: 480x11mm. 

95308  Keycord charging cable 3-in-1

• Suitable for Type-C, Lightning and micro-USB

• Up to 4 colours of pressure possible on the cable

• Printing on both sides

• Extra pressure up to 4 colours on the cap 

95309 KEYCORD CHARGING CABLE CUSTOM MADE 
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Iconic sunglasses with transparent frame suitable for 
both men and women. The lenses come with an 
UV-400 filter, protecting the eyes during bright sunny 
days. Size: 150x150x50mm. 

86711  Sunglasses Bradley transparent 
UV-400

Step counter with four functions: time, steps, distance 
and calories are displayed in this elegant model. To 
calculate your steps, move your arms back and forth 
to activate the measuring tool in the watch. 
Size: 250x27x15mm. 

91168  Step counter

Trendy sunglasses with frosty coloured arms and 
frame. Size: 150x150x50mm. 

86708  Sunglasses Bradley

Keycord made from paracord with plastic safety 
connection and a metal clip. The keycord is adjustable 
with the plastic slide that can be provided with a 
doming sticker. Size: Ø5x500mm. 

95304  Paracord / Doming

Silicone, TopSmile design gift boxed fashion watch 
‘Flash’. Laser engraving possible on the back side of 
the watch. 1ATM, Chinese movement. 
Size: Ø42x258x23mm. 

91051  Silicone Watch Flash

Silicon, fashion watch in transparent gift box. 
Diameter of the watch is 44mm. Print on the box 
possible in two positions: one position is standard. 
Laser engraving possible on back side of watch. 
1ATM. Size: Ø44x250x21mm. 

91080  Silicone Watch Trendy
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Switch electrical devices on and off with this smart 
socket. Connected to Wi-Fi and operated on your 
smartphone. Thanks to the timer function, you can turn 
off fire-hazardous appliances such as an iron, style 
bar or coffee machine automatically. 
Size: 110x60x73mm. 

95030  Wall socket smart

Lens to attach to the camera of your smartphone. 
Capture VR images yourself without the need of an 
app or complicated software. Size: 39x69x30mm. 

91301  VR Maker

No space in your bag to take the VR-Glasses with 
you? The foldable VR-Glasses will barely take space 
whilst travelling and when you want to use them, you 
can easily pop them out to usable VR-Glasses. A 
handy design!! Size: 90x150x30mm. 

91156  Fold-Out VR

A compact and lightweight controller which you can 
connect wirelessly to your mobile. This way you can 
easily control your mobile via the controller without 
touching the screen. Select movies in the YouTube app 
while your mobile is connected to the VR-Glass.  
Size: 47x35x125mm.

91186  Bluetooth Controller Smart

These TopSmile design foldable Virtual Reality Glasses 
fit easily in your pocket making it easy to take with 
you. This makes it simple to share your overwhelming 
experience with family and friends anywhere and 
anytime. Size: 120x17x40mm. 

91150  VR Glasses, Foldable

A compact and lightweight controller which you can 
connect wirelessly to your mobile. This way you can 
easily control your mobile via the controller without 
touching the screen, I.e. select movies in the YouTube 
app while your mobile is connected to the VR. 
Size: 15x32x75mm.

91185  Bluetooth Controller Small  
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The everlasting search for a coin to use in your 
shopping trolley is now over. With the Park-n-Shop the 
coin for the shopping trolley is always in the same 
place. Thanks to this unique TopSmile design you 
never have to look for your parking ticket either. 
Size: 65x75x30mm. 

91281  Park-n-Shop

Smartphone holder with spring. Easy to convert your 
air vent into a car kit. Size: 29x96x50mm. 

91178  Air vent holder spring

Silicone card holder with phone stand, which can be 
easily attached to the back of your smartphone with a 
300LSE sticker. Simply push the strap in the middle of 
the card holder to make the card holder a phone 
stand, we are only able to do 7 spot colours only. 
Size: 84x56x3mm. 

90979  3M Phone Card Holder

An original gift! Use this phone stand to take 
panoramic photos. Because the phone stand can spin 
around it is able to take panoramic photos and 
movies. Nice to take selfies! Plus with this phone stand 
your pictures are not blurred. The phone stand is easy 
to use. Size: Ø70x48mm.

91144  Panorama phone stand

Silicone card holder that can be attached to the back 
of your smartphone. Suitable for multiple cards and 
can be closed with a push button. The card holder has 
a big imprint space for 7 spot colours only. 
Size: 95x55x5mm. 

95305  Cardholder Silicone

More and more people watch videos via their mobiles 
instead of a TV. With these artificial hands to hold 
your mobile you don’t need to use your own! 
Size: 45x95x115mm. 

91196  Smartphone holder Hands
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LET IT GRAB 
YOUR PHONE

The hands and legs of the phone holder can be folded 
around your mobile phone so you can charge your 
phone any place, high or low depending on where 
the plug socket is. Size: 45x145x210mm. 

91179  Phone holder Human

Funny smartphone lamp shade that can be attached to 
the flashlight of your smartphone. Size: Ø50x62mm. 

95031  Smartphone Lampshade

Powerful alarm if you get in trouble. Pull the pin out of 
the alarm and it will produce a powerful sound that 
will alarm bystanders. Size: Ø12x112mm. 

91234  Panic Alarm

Spray cleaner with a Microfiber cloth in-one. On the 
back of this product there is a nice surface to 
communicate your message or print your logo. 
Size: 20x95x20mm. Content: 2cl.

91729  Spray Cleaner
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HAPPY 
LIVING.
FEEL THE
VIBE.

TopSmile • Gadgets for happiness
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Bracelet with bling lights. With three different positions this 
bracelet is a real eye catcher at every event. 
Size: Ø55x230x23mm. 

91119  Bracelet Bling

Large event hand in the colours of the Dutch flag with a 
significant print area. The unique size of this hand ensures 
that it will be noticed. Strong promotional tool to use for 
events or parties. Size: 4x300x406mm. 

16209  Event Hand Holland

Red-white-blue face paint stick. Ideal for national (sporting) events or 
just to cheer for the Dutch team. Can be imprinted with your logo! 
Size: 17x38x74mm. 

16203  FacePaint Holland
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Large event hand in the colours of the German flag 
with a significant print area. The unique size of this 
hand ensures that it will be noticed. Strong 
promotional tool to use for events or parties. 
Size: 4x300x406mm. 

17209  Event Hand Germany

A tray for six beakers or glasses, suitable for almost 
all events. Size: 225x208x12mm. 

91567  Coffee-beer tray

Black-red-yellow face paint stick. Ideal for national 
(sporting) events or just to cheer for the German team. 
Can be imprinted with your logo! 
Size: 17x38x74mm. 

17203  Facepaint Germany

Large event hand in de colours of the Belgium flag 
with a significant print area. The unique size of this 
hand ensures that it will be noticed. Strong 
promotional tool to use for events or parties. 
Size: 4x300x406mm. 

18209  Event Hand Belgium

Hand clapper available in several colours. 
Size: 185x90x19mm. 

91225  Hand Clapper

Black-yellow-red face paint stick. Ideal for national 
(sporting) events or just to cheer for the Belgium team. 
Can be imprinted with your logo! 
Size: 17x38x74mm. 

18203  FacePaint Belgium
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DREAMS ABOUT  
THE FUTURE ARE  
ALWAYS FILLED  
WITH HAPPINESS

Large event hand in the colours of the Frensh flag with 
a significant print area. The unique size of this hand 
ensures that it will be noticed. Strong promotional tool 
to use for events or parties. Size: 4x300x406mm. 

19209  Event Hand France

Blue-white-red face paint stick. Ideal for national 
(sporting) events or just to cheer for the French team. 
Can be imprinted with your logo! 
Size: 17x38x74mm. 

19203  Facepaint France

Large event hand with a significant print area. The 
unique size of this hand ensures that it will be noticed. 
Strong promotional tool to use for events or parties. 
Size: 4x300x406mm. 

91212  Event Hand
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BRING 
SOME
COLOUR
IN YOUR
LIFE!

Highlighter in the well-known ‘like’ shape. Every finger 
has a different colour. The highlighters can help by 
indicating important text. Size: 15x75x90mm. 

81486  Highliker

Highlighter in the shape of a hand with 5 writing 
colours. Digital imprint is possible. 
Size: 75x96x19mm. 

81485  Hand Highlighter

TopSmile designed highlighter with 5 different writing 
colours. Print on the body. Size: 92x88x13mm. 

81409  Drop, Funny Highlighter
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Fidget spinner with highlighter! The Fidget Spinner is 
a nice gadget that releases some of your stresses. It 
has the same principle as a stress ball and keeps your 
hands busy. Size: 80x80x16mm. 

81285  Spinner Highlighter

A fish highlighter. Printing on the fish. From orders of 
10.000 pieces you can choose your own pantone 
colours. Size: 34x71x24mm. 

81505  Fish Highlighter

Round TopSmile designed highlighter with 3 writing 
colours. Large printing surface on the white body. 
Printing also possible with digital print or with a 
doming. Size: Ø69x14mm. 

81421  Puck Highlighter

Man shaped figure with fluorescent coloured 
highlighters. The legs, hands and head are 
highlighters and can be removed from the figure. 
Size: 95x75x16mm. 

81487  Highlighter Human
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Adhesive notes TopSmile design. Doing well, go on! 
Make it colourful with these bright notes. And 
remember, no matter what, always keep the 
thumbs-up! Size: 74x5x86mm. 

91824  Adhesive Notes Thumbs-up

Convenient TopSmile design notebook with a soft 
cover and an extra elastic strap and signature double 
page markers. The print on the sides of the 160 pages 
gives this notebook a fancy touch. 
Size: 140x10x210mm. 

92517  Notebook A5 Softcover Zebra

Adhesive notes TopSmile design. There is always 
something to say. Why don’t write it down on these 
adhesive notes? Size: 82x56x5mm. 

91823  Adhesive Notes Speech Bubble 

A5 notebook with 80 lined white pages and elastic 
pen loop. The design of this notebook creates an 
optimum printing surface. With convenient bookmark! 
Size: 220x160x15mm. 

92500  Notebook Colour Pop A5

Adhesive notes TopSmile design. A brilliant idea? 
Write it down on these adhesive notes in the shape of 
a light bulb. Size: 90x61x5mm. 

91822  Adhesive notes lightbulb

A6 notebook with 80 lined white pages and an elastic 
pen loop. This notebook contains an optimum printing 
surface, due the design with horizontal elastic across 
the book. Also with convenient bookmark! 
Size: 145x103x15mm. 

91813  Notebook colour pop A6
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An Aluminium ballpen. This TopSmile design pen has 
a solid metal clip and is available in many colours. 
Blue writing ink. Size: Ø10x142mm. 

87024  Ballpen Santiago

TopSmile design styluspen California with metalised 
tip. The barrel is white, the clip and stylus are 
available in multiple modern colours. Robust pen with 
twist mechanism. The clip is suitable for digital imprint. 
Size: Ø11x146mm. 

87566  California ball pen twist/touch

This TopSmile design ballpen is a pen with a solid clip 
with a special emphasis on the coloured rings at the 
bottom of the pen. The pen has blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø12x145mm. 

87026  Ballpen Offset

Ball pen in a sleek design. It has a metalised, 
standard: blue ink. Size: Ø11x140mm. 

87933  Balpen Basic X

Ball pen with push mechanism, metalised tip, 
standard: blue ink. Size: Ø11x139mm. 

87934  Balpen Illusion

TopSmile design ball pen California with metalised tip. 
The barrel is rubberised and available in various 
modern colours. Robust pen with twist mechanism. The 
transparent clip is suitable for digital imprint. 
Size: Ø11x146mm. 

87554  California Ball Pen twist/metal tip 
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Transparent box which can be imprinted. 
Size: Ø20x150mm. 

83112  Packaging, tube for 1 ballpen

TopSmile design pen with silicone loop to hang this pen 
onto your bag. Including flashlight. Size: Ø11x120mm. 

87766  Loop Pen

A TopSmile design modern ball pen! Unique design 
with hardcolour shaft and black grip. With a matt, 
metal tip and a silver clip. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87936  ZORRO Special

A TopSmile design modern ball pen! Unique design 
with silver parts and matt, metal tip. Coloured grip 
and spacer. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87938  ZORRO Silver

A TopSmile design modern ball pen! Unique design 
with transparent parts and metal tip. 
Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87937  ZORRO Transparent
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Also available with rubberised finish: 87765

TopSmile modern ball pen! Unique design with 
hardcolour shaft and metal parts. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87935  ZORRO Hardcolour

Elegant TopSmile design ballpen available in fresh 
colors. This pen has a stable clip perfect for branding 
any logo and comes with a jumbo ink cartridge in 
blue. Size: Ø11x147mm. 

87757  Ballpen Punto

Elegant TopSmile design ballpen with firm clip and a 
elegant space for your logo. This pen features a 
jumbo ink cartidge with blue ink. Size: Ø11x148mm. 

87756  Ballpen Long Shadow

TopSmile design ballpen with solid clip. Ballpen has a 
large imprint space on the clip or the barrel and 
comes with a jumbo ink cartridge in blue. 
Size: Ø12x143mm. 

87764  Clickshadow ABS

A TopSmile design ballpen in trendy metallic colours. 
This pen has a solid clip and a Jumbo refill with blue 
writing ink. Size: Ø13x143mm. 

87763  Clickshadow Metalised

TopSmile design ballpen with triangle barrel. Very 
elegant due to the soft-touch finish. This pen has a 
solid clip and a Jumbo refill with blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø12x145mm. 

87773  Ballpen Triago Silk Touch
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Also available with rubberised finish: 87025 Also available with rubberised finish: 87267

This elegant metal ballpen with black trims can be 
laser engraved and the logo will come out in the color 
of the stylus tip. Writing colour: blue. 
Size: Ø10x142mm. 

87755  New York Black rubberised 
stylus

Aluminum ballpen with elegant soft-touch finish. With 
solid metal clip and available in very nice colours. 
Writing color: blue. Size: Ø10x136mm. 

87767  Balpen New York

Aluminum rollerball with elegant soft-touch finish. It 
features a solid metal clip and is available in fantastic 
colours. Writing colour blue.  Size: Ø10x137mm. 

81875  Metal rollerball New York

Metal writing set with a ballpen and rollerball with 
elegant soft touch finish. It features a solid metal clip 
and both the ballpen and rollerball have a refill with 
blue ink. Size: 175x72x23mm. 

82912  Set Metal Pens New York  

TopSmile design Slash ball pen features a matt silk 
touch finish and is a tough looking giveaway. It 
features a twist mechanism and a firm clip. This pen is 
available in trendy colours with a Jumbo blue ink 
cartridge. Size: Ø12x145mm. 

87265  Ballpen Slash Silk Touch

TopSmile design ballpen is a very elegant pen due to 
the silk touch finish. This pen has a solid clip and a 
Jumbo blue ink cartridge. Size: Ø12x143mm. 

87032  Ballpen Clickshadow Silk Touch
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A TopSmile design metal pen with rubberised finish, 
provided with a metal refill (standard: blue ink). 
Including twist mechanism, metal clip and tip. Laser 
engraving possible. Size: Ø10x140mm. 

87762  Ballpen Modena

An Aluminium ballpen with a stylus tip. This TopSmile 
design pen with a touchscreen tip has a solid metal 
clip and is available in many colours. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø10x140mm. 

87023  Ballpen Lima

An Aluminium ballpen with a metal clip and push 
button mechanism. A TopSmile design with twisted 
rings for an attractive design. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø9x142mm. 

87022  Ballpen Havana

Plastic stylus ball pen TopSmile design with a twist 
mechanism and blue ink X-20 refill. 
Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87694  Touchy stylus ball pen  
(coloured)

TopSmile design ball pen Speedy transparent. A slim 
ball pen with modern clip and twist mechanism. The 
ball pen with metalized tip is available in different 
transparent modern colours. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø11x143mm. 

87269  Ballpen Speedy Transparent  

TopSmile design ball pen with metalized tip and twist 
mechanism. A slim pen with a modern clip. Available 
in multiple modern colours. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø11x143mm. 

87268  Speedy Ball Pen Twist/Metal tip  
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The light bulb can easily be attached to a keychain or 
bag. You can switch on the light by simply pulling the 
lightbulb. The light has 1 LED that provides 10 lumens 
and is made out of ABS. Size: 30x18x31mm. 

93314  Keychain Light Bulb  

Torch and warning light with build-in battery. Will be 
charged by the included 220v induction charging 
station. Packed in a nice giftbox. 
Size: 116x160x67mm. 

93304  Torch with charging station

Flashlight in a handy size. The stylish colours and the 
easy size make this flashlight a nice and handy 
accessory. Size: Ø33x91mm. 

91233  Pocket flashlight

Torch with silicone glow in the dark loop. Also suitable 
as a bike torch. Delivered including batteries and 
packed in a nice giftbox. Size: Ø13x55mm. 

93303  Loop Torch Glow in the Dark  

Lamp with different light functions. The lamp is 
foldable and can easily be hung on the loop. Can be 
used as a paperclip tray. Packed in a giftbox and 
delivered including batteries. Size: 31x153x82mm. 

93302  Desk light

Funny and innovative wobbly light. Tap the 
egg-shaped light and the light will light up. Each in a 
giftbox and delivered including batteries. 
Size: Ø44x80mm. 

93310  Wobbly Light
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A LIFE FULL 
OF LIGHT
IS A HAPPY 
LIFE.

Lamp with silicone cord and different light functions. 
Nice as a decoration. Delievered including batteries 
and packed in a giftbox. Size: Ø65x83mm. 

93301  Egg light

USB booklight with 4 USB connectors to connect 4 
devices to 1 USB input. Can be used with your 
computer, laptop or tablet. Available in different 
trendy colours. Each booklight is delivered in a 
giftbox. Size: 145x45x16mm. 

91139  USB Booklight

Night lamp with COB led. Easy to attach by velcro. 
With glow in the dark function. Including batteries and 
each packed in giftbox. Size: 85x85x25mm. 

93307  Night Light
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COFFEE.
A WARM LIQUID HUG FOR YOUR BRAIN

TopSmile • Gadgets for happiness
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The TopSmile design 100% leak free travel mug. Very 
useful to store in your bag without the contents leaking 
out. This mug is a very nice promotional item as it has 
a large imprint space. Size: Ø70x175mm. 
Content: 35cl.

98772  Thermo Mug 350ml

The TopSmile design 100% leak-proof vacuum mug in 
a super useful format for on the go! This vacuum cup 
is 100% leak-proof, so this is no problem to carry this 
mug with content in your bag. A nice promotional 
product through the flat and plain printing surface. 
Size: Ø70x120mm. Content: 20cl.

98818  Thermo Mug 200ml

Cup made of high quality porcelain from the TopSmile 
design ‘Satellite’ series. The cup is produced in 
Europe. A big advantage of this cup is that it’s 
stackable. The cup offers a large imprint space. 
Size: Ø77x70mm. Content: 18cl.

51291  Satellite Cup 180ml

TopSmile design mug made of high quality porcelain 
from the ‘Satellite’ series. A big advantage of this mug 
is that it’s stackable. The mug offers a large imprint 
space. Size: Ø77x97mm. Content: 27cl.

51301  Satellite Mug 270ml

TopSmile design mug from the ‘Satellite’ series made 
of high quality porselain. The mug has a special 
model and runs out upwards. Made in Europe. 
Size: Ø82x101mm. Content: 25cl.

51511  Satellite, Mug round handle 
250ml

Plastic travel mug with custom made paper inlay. 
Provided with a drink opening and re-closable lid. 
Open via a turning mechanism. Size: Ø83x177mm. 
Content: 40cl.

90496  Travel Mug Custom Made
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Stoneware sublimation mug type Marseille. Straight 
model with a modern round ear. Ideal for full colour 
pictures. Size: Ø73x106mm. Content: 25cl.

51501  Marseille, Subli Mug 250ml 

Sublimation mug. Size: Ø85x100mm. Content: 35cl.

51191  Melbourne , Subli Mug 350ml  

Oslo mug. Only possible with sublimation printing. 
Excellent photo-quality. Size: Ø82x97mm. 
Content: 30cl.

51161  Oslo Subli, Special White Cup 
300ml

Sublimation printing prints every image in 

clear quality on mugs. This popular printing 

technique creates a shiny effect with photo 

look. Ideal for full colour images and logos. 

MUGS WITH 
A PERSONAL 
TOUCH. 
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Easily peel your vegetables and fruits with this peeler! 
With nice large print surface. Size: 84x59x7mm. 

93240  Peeler

The leak-proof water bottle with silicone handle is a 
convenient drinking bottle on the go. The slim model 
fits easily in the (laptop) bag and has a modern look. 
The bottle is BPA free, durable and reusable. 
Size: Ø60x235mm. Content: 50cl.

98758  Colourful tritan bottle

TopSmile design solid and stylish drinking cup. Made 
of solid material. The cup is 100% leak free. The cup 
has a very large print surface, which makes this article 
an extremely suitable for advertising. 
Size: Ø72x152mm. Content: 36cl.

90467  Drinking Mug Fresh 360ml

A TopSmile design solid and elegant lunchbox. Made 
from a sturdy material. The lid of the lunchbox 
provides a large imprint space, which makes the 
lunchbox a very suitable giveaway. 
Size: 178x132x72mm. 

90466  Lunchbox Fresh 1000ml
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BAGS
CHANGE 
YOUR 
OUTFIT.

Large sized matt paper carrier bag with handles 
which are made of turned paper. The bag has an Eco 
look. Suitable as giftbag or a bag for presents. 120 
g/m2. Size: 300x120x400mm. 

91718  Kraft Bag large

Middle sized matt paper carrier bag with handles 
which are made of turned paper. The bag has an Eco 
look. Suitable as giftbag or a bag for presents. 120 
g/m2. Size: 240x100x300mm. 

91717  Kraft Bag medium

Small sized matt paper carrier bag with handles 
which are made of turned paper. The bag has an Eco 
look. Suitable as giftbag or a bag for presents. 120 
g/m2. Size: 180x80x240mm. 

91716  Kraft Bag small
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Compact rectangular shaped bag with plenty of space 
for brochures, leaflets and other marketing tools. 75 
g/m2. Size: 375x90x300mm. 

95140  Non-woven colour block bag

Nice shoulder bag in bright colour combinations. 
With the wide base it is surprisingly spacious. 75 g/
m2. Size: 350x100x400mm. 

95139  Non-woven Duo-tone bag

Polyester bag with eye-cathing, colourful woven 
handles. Reinforced at the bottom of the handles with 
metal buttons. Suitable for shopping and easy to carry 
with you to a conference. Size: 340x380mm. 

95101  Biba Bag

Non woven, modern shoulder bag available in stylish 
colours. It has a black strap and storage for 4 ball 
pens. 100 g/m2. Size: 360x65x300mm. 

91355  Non Woven Congress Bag

Rectangular heavyweight cotton canvas carrier bag. 
Different dimensions available with orders from 5.500 
pieces. 250 g/m2. Size: 415x120x430mm. 

91487  Cotton Bag, Canvas Rectangle

Rectangular cotton canvas bag in high quality. Long 
handles. 250 g/m2. Size: 415x120x430mm. 

91713  Cotton Bag, long handle
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Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy 
quality cotton. Ideal for promotional activities and 
everyday use, this Oekotex certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. 280 g/m2. 
Size: 420x120x430mm. 

95163  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy 
quality cotton. Ideal for promotional activities and 
everyday use, this Oekotex certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. 280 g/m2. 
Size: 420x120x430mm. 

95164  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic cotton shoulder bag and ideal for promotional 
activities. Oekotex certified this bag is a sustainable 
choice. 140g/m2. Size: 380x420mm. 

95156  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag and ideal for 
promotional activities. Oekotex certified this bag is a 
sustainable choice. 140g/m2. Size: 380x420mm. 

95155  Shopping bag 140g oekotex

TopSmile’s cotton bags are certified according to the 

OEKO-TEX® quality mark, a worldwide independent 

system for certification of textile products. The products 

therefore comply with the guidelines which in many 

cases are more stringent than the legal requirements. This 

is not only attractive for the consumer, but also for the 

people who process these substances on a daily basis. 

OEKO-TEX  
CERTIFICATION 
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Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag with gusset. 
Ideal for promotional activities, this Oekotex certified 
bag is a sustainable choice. 140g/m2. 
Size: 380x100x420mm. 

95157  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy 
quality cotton. Ideal for promotional activities and 
everyday use, this Oekotex certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. 280 g/m2. 
Size: 450x100x330mm. 

95162  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for 
promotional activities, this Oekotex certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. 140g/m2. 
Size: 400x100x350mm. 

95160  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy 
quality cotton. Ideal for promotional activities and 
everyday use, this Oekotex certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. 280 g/m2. 
Size: 450x100x330mm. 

95161  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for 
promotional activities, this Oekotex certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. 140g/m2. 
Size: 400x100x350mm. 

95159  Shopping bag Oekotex

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for 
promotional activities, this Oekotex certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. 140g/m2. 
Size: 380x100x420mm. 

95158  Shopping bag Oekotex
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Soft and comfortable like a sweatshirt, this TopSmile 
Design jersey shopping bag with its wide base is 
highly suitable for everyday use. 
Size: 440x135x400mm. 

95145  Jersey shopping bag

Soft and comfortable like a sweatshirt with the retro 
looks of a 70’s hoodie sweater! Fancy drawstring 
backpack with a kangaroo pocket on the front. 
Size: 360x420mm. 

95144  Jersey drawstring hoody bag



WORRY LESS. 
SMILE MORE.
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TOP 
TASTE

The best ingredients and the best taste come from the 
best ideas and the best kitchen tools. Make food taste 
even greater. Make sure you cook like a Michelin-
starred chef in your own kitchen. Put the pleasure of 
food at the center of your guests experience. Show off 
your cooking skills in everything you touch. Use tools 
that work for you. And present mouthwatering dishes 
in tasty looking cups and bowls. Make it look as great 
as it tastes. After all, we eat with our eyes. Artistically 
arranged meals are believed to be more tasty by most. 
And if it tastes good, they’ll eat it. 



PLEASURE 

IN COOKING
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LET’S
COOK

TopTaste • Pleasure in Cooking

One thing in life is certain: people have to 

eat. In almost all cases the food must be 

prepared: cut, cooked, grilled, and fried. 

Cooking has become a serious activity. 

Cooking is hot, so enjoy it again. Find 

beautiful ingredients and challenging 

recipes and use the very best kitchen 

utensils. The amateur cook needs a good 

tool in his hands. In his domain; in his kitchen. 
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A stylish TopTaste design corkscrew. No 
more plain corkscrews in the back of the 
drawer. This product makes the corkscrew a 
true kitchen accessory. The removable spiral 
has a nice and smooth print area. 
Size: Ø45x180x70mm. 

91259 CORKSCREW DIAMOND

Acacia cutting board with three ceramic bowls, a butter 
knife and a bread knife. The set is packed in a perfect 
giftbox. Size: 432x292x47mm. 

94501  BAQUETTE & SNACKSET

Spacious shopping bag made of felt. The large eyelets 
and faux-leather handles give this bag a fancy look. 
These bags come with a large fashionable print. 
Size: 420x150x350mm. 

95137  SHOPPING BAG FELT
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Solid shopping bag made out a beautiful mix between 
jute and canvas. With cotton rope handles. 
Size: 450x175x315mm. 

95131  SHOPPING BAG JUCA

Luxurious wine set in beautiful packaging. The set 
contains 3 pieces: a luxurious pull-it corkscrew 
including spare spiral and a foil cutter. 
Size: 194x200x50mm. 

94510  WINE SET

Set of 2 cheese knives, suitable for different types of 
cheese, a cheese cutting board made of beech wood, and 
a waiters knife with a beech wooden handle. The set is 
packed in ecological packaging in the style of a book. On 
the inside of the cover you will find an inforgraphic about 
cheese and wine combinations. Size: 316x227x40mm. 

91694  KITCHEN BOOKSTYLE  
WINE/CHEESE

Set of 2 glasses with acacia wood lid. Protects your 
drink and you can lay some delicious tapas on top. 
Packed in a giftbox. Size: 234x105x160mm. 

94507  SET OF 2 TAPAS GLASSES



45

COOK WITH 

LOVE
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Beautiful trendy apron in heavy quality with PU front 
pocket and matching glove. A perfect item for the grill 
masters among us who want to be cool at the BBQ! 
Delivered in a nice giftbox. Size: 320x250x50mm. 

94515  APRON AND OVEN MITT

Set of 2 skewers in giftbox. Keep your meat or 
vegetables together while roasting. Perfect 
for a BBQ. Reusable and easy to clean. 
Size: 330x84x24mm. 

94516  SKEWER

All your BBQ tools within a handy handle. Brush the meat, prick 
your steak, flip your burger and open a bottle of wine. All with just 1 
tool. Size: 225x85x18mm. 

91199  3-IN-1 BBQ SET
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IT’S BBQ 
TIME

Can you not wait to raid the barbecue? 

Slate skewers or juicy burgers slowly 

cooking on the grill. Dining for a long 

time with friends and family on a 

warm summer evening is the ultimate 

pleasure for many. 
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WINE & 

CHEESE
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A professional looking corkscrew with an eye-catching 
TopTaste design. The diamond 3d print transfers into a 
beautiful and remarkable print area. Size: 120x30x15mm. 

91262  CORKSCREW WAITERS

Party lighter. Ideal to light the barbecue, fireplace or 
candles, child-resistant. Size: 275x42x28mm. 

90669  FLEXI PARTYLIGHTER -  
BB8-FLEX METAL  

Set of 4 cheese knifes with beech wood handles, 
suitable for different types of cheese. The knifes are 
packed in ecological packaging in the style of a book. 
On the inside of the cover you will find an infographic 
with interesting facts about different types of cheese. 
Size: 255x167x28mm. 

91689  BOOKSTYLE CHEESE SET

Two ceramic bowls with spoons and a wooden tray made of acacia 
wood. Nice to serve your bites, nuts or snacks. Delivered in a nice 
giftbox. Size: 257x155x60mm. 

94506  SNACK SET
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Beautiful acacia wooden cookbook stand. Delivered 
including 5 different knives. Packed in a beautiful 
giftbox. Size: 420x297x48mm. 

94502  KNIFESTAND 5PC / COOKBOOK 
HOLDER

This happy flowerpot contains potting soil 
and seeds for basil. The small pot is easy to 
use and therefore is a nice and remarkable 
business gift. Size: Ø77x20mm. 

92222  GARDEN FOLDABE 
HERBS POT - BASIL

Shopping bag made out of jute material with cotton rope handles. 
An ecological giveaway. Size: 385x125x320mm. 

91322  JUTE SHOPPING BAG



5151

BECOME  
A CHEF
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Serve a delicious cold glass of whiskey with these whiskey 
stones. Three stones per glass will cool your whiskey. The 
set contains 12 stones and is therefore sufficient for 
4 glasses. Comes with a velvet bag to put the stones in the 
freezer and a handy gripper. Delivered in a nice gift box. 
Size: 156x120x24mm. 

94512  WHISKEY STONES

Glass carafe with a round cork stopper. Nice 
promotional gift for water, juice or wine. 
Size: Ø190x290mm. Content: 200cl.

51401  CARAFE CORK BALL CURVY

Shoulder bag made of jute with canvas handles. A 
sustainable business gift. Very appropriate for shopping 
or to take to the beach. 340 g/m2. 
Size: 380x100x420mm. 

95108  JUTE BAG

Serve your snacks on this beautiful acacia wooden board with 
a slate serving plate and a knife. The product will be delivered 
in a luxurious gift box. Size: 360x300x30mm. 

94503  SLATE SERVING PLATE WITH WOODEN 
BOARD AND KNIFE
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Electronic salt & pepper mill made with metal, transparent 
plastic and a soft touch underside. With its tough design it 
is a great gift receive. The salt & pepper mill is boxed 
individually. Ideal for every kitchen. Stainless steel: 18/0. 
Size: Ø63x185mm.

91114  PEPPER & SALT MILL ELECTRONIC

Italian set with 4 accessories for preparing Italian food, 
packed in a pizzabox style packaging. The set includes a 
cheese grater, spaghetti measure, pasta tongs and a 
pizza cutter. Size: 280x315x40mm. 

91688  KITCHEN GIFTSET ITALIAN

Picnic basket. Quick and easily to fold. Strong, high 
quality nylon. Printing possible by transfer print. 
Size: 390x270x240mm. 

91474  FOLDABLE PICNIC BASKET

Beautiful cheese plate with sliding lid that also functions as a 
serving board. With two cheese knives and a cheese fork. Made 
out of acacia wood and delivered in a gift box. 
Size: 335x208x38mm. 

94513  CHEESE PLATE (MINI KNIVES)
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SCREAM FOR 
COFFEE

Drinking coffee is a lifestyle. The kind 

of cup, the place where you drink it and 

the time play a role. In Italy, making a 

cup of coffee is considered a true art 

from grinding the perfect coffee to 

the presentation and drinking of this 

‘black gold’. 
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White cup and saucer made from porcelain. Ideal size for a 
cappuccino. Printing usually on the cup, but also possible on the 
saucer. Size: Ø92x66mm. Content: 20cl.

50171  MAGGIORE CUP AND SAUCER  
PORCELAIN 200ML

White mug made from porcelain. Conical and modern 
model. Size: Ø76x96mm. Content: 25cl.

50191  LUGANO CUP PORCELAIN EU 
250ML

White cup and saucer made from porcelain. 
Ideal size for an espresso. Printing usually on 
the cup, but also possible on the saucer. 
Size: Ø61x53mm. Content: 9cl.

50161  GARDA CUP AND  
SAUCER PORCELAIN 90ML
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Spacious shopping bag made of felt. The iconic large 
button on the front gives this bag the final touch and 
makes it closable. Size: 400x140x400mm. 

95138  SHOPPING BAG FELT XL

Sushi set with accessories to be able to make 
home made sushi. Packed in ecological 
packaging in the style of a book. The set 
includes a set of 2 chopsticks, 2 ceramic 
chopstick rests, 2 small ceramic sauce 
dishes, a sushi mat and a small wooden 
ricespoon. Size: 345x225x28mm.

91691  KITCHEN BOOKSTYLE SUSHI

Portable blender to prepare your perfect smoothie or juice at 
home, on-the-go or in the office. Packed in a nice carry box. 
Size: Ø90x262mm. Content: 45cl.

93237  BLENDER PORTABLE
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FOOD 
TRUCKS

Food festivals have become a real hype. You 

look with more than your eyes when you 

walk around at such a festival. You see the 

most diverse dishes while passing through 

these ‘rolling kitchens’. From fresh fruit 

juices, organic snacks, to bbq food trucks. 

All culinary creations in a hip jacket. 
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Acacia bread board with grooves to cut the perfect slice 
of bread. Packed in a beatiful giftbox. 
Size: 393x164x45mm. 

94500  BAQUETTE BOARD WITH KNIFE

Acacia wood cutting board with pizza slicer. Delivered in 
a nice giftbox. Size: 420x360x30mm. 

94504  PIZZA SERVE SET

Cheese board with two cheese knives and a cheese 
fork. Including integrated cheese slicer. Made out of 
acacia woord and delivered in giftbox. 
Size: 327x278x38mm. 

94505  CHEESE SLICER SET

Natural shopping bag made of jute and canvas with a button made 
of coconut. The wide shoulder straps make it comfortable to carry 
along and with laminated backing it is safe to carry your groceries. 
Size: 400x150x350mm. 

95153  SHOPPING BAG JUTE/JUCO/CANVAS
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Long and slim candle lighter, made of aluminum. Push 
button on the side. Size: 178x15x12 mm. Imprint size: 
8x50 mm. Size: 178x15x12mm. 

90915  LIGHTER LONG AND SMALL

Trendy foldable cool bag. Quick and easy to fold. Available in three 
colours. Printing is possible with transferprint. 
Size: 390x270x240mm. 

91498  FOLDABLE COOLING BAG

TopTaste design set of coasters for in your garden. 
Insert the iron pin in the ground and your drinks don’t 
tumble. Enjoy a summer evening with a cup of coffee or 
a glass of wine. Packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 125x25x625mm. 

94508  GARDEN SET

Big non woven bag which can be worn in different ways. 
The bag can be transported by the plastic handles or 
the long handles, by folding the top of the bag. The bag 
includes a front pocket, only the front side can be 
imprinted. 75 g/m2. Size: 420x200x330mm. 

91606  BAG DOUBLE HANDLE
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Aluminum bottle opener. Traditional design. Printing on 
the handle. Size: 125x20x14mm. 

93090  BOTTLE OPENER ALUMINIUM

Did you forget to put your white wine in the fridge? No problem 
thanks to this cooling stick. Make sure you always put this 
stick in the freezer. You will then hang it in a bottle of wine and 
it will cool in no time. This way you can enjoy a nice cold glass 
of wine. Thanks to the spout, you can easily pour the wine 
straight away. Delivered in beautiful gift box. Size: Ø24x315mm. 

94511  COOLING STICK

Wine set, 4 wine accessories in ecological packaging in 
the style of a book. The set includes a wine stopper, wine 
pourer, thermometer and a waiters knife. On the inside 
of the cover you will find an infographic with interesting 
facts about wine. Size: 255x167x28mm. 

91690  KITCHEN BOOKSTYLE WINE

Juco is developed to create the best of both jute (75%), and 
cotton (25%) into one bag. This bag is very sustainable because 
jute only takes 4 months to grow into an adult plant and only 
needs little irrigation. In addition, this bag also is finely woven and 
as strong as cotton. 270 g/m2. Size: 370x415mm. 

95109  JUCO BAG, 42X37X10CM  
WITH STRIPES
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BOT TLED  
POETRY



A desktop can say a lot about its owner. Is your desk 

a chaotic mess or neat and tidy? Are your writing 

instruments and note papers vivid or do they look almost 

nonexistent? Is your work space strictly functional or 

ever-inspiring? Why not let your desk depend on your 

mood? Why not make it change a lot? Anything is 

possible. After all, your desk is not just there to help 

you work. Daily work life could use an inspiration 

boost from time to time. From coffee 

cups, sharp pencils and coloured 

headphones to crazy stickers, 

air plants and electronic 

components.
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Porcelain mug. Suitable for coffee pads machine. Conical model with fine 
ear. Also Stackable. Size: Ø75x83mm. Content: 22cl.

51201  SENSI CUP CERAMIC 220ML

Set with 4 basic highlighters in useful plastic box with transparent lid. The 
highlighters are in a unique DeskPoint design. The coloured details of the 
highlighter mention the writing colors. Size: 128x128x23mm. 

81293  HIGHLIGHTER SET 4PC 110MM

Backpack that is suitable for all your adventures. 
With one main compartment and a front pocket. 
Available in trendy colors. 
Size: 280x110x430mm. 

95130  BACKPACK
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desktpoint..
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Connect this wireless charging pad to your device and your phone will be 
charged without using a cable. By using the 2 USB hubs, you can easily 
charge other devices than your phone as well. This product is very 
appropriate for all-over digital printing. Size: 9x90x90mm. 

95078  WIRELESS PAD WITH 2 USB HUBS 5W

Wireless charging rids you the hassle 

of cables and charging your phone has 

never been easier. Many smartphones 

already support this new form of 

charging. Do you have this trendy gift and 

eye catcher on your desk? 

Wireless charging 



Office
Happiness

DeskPoint • Office Life
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220V plug with USB port. Ideal for charging 
your tablet, smartphone or any other 
electronic device. Size: 23x40x85mm. 

90987  USB PLUG 220V

Slim DeskPoint design highlighter with clip. The 
coloured details mention the writing colour. 
Size: 136x17x15mm. 

81282  HIGHLIGHTER 135MM

Powerbank 4400mAh with double USB port to 
simultaneously charge two devices. The 
powerbank will be delivered including cable 
and manual in a corresponding giftbox. This 
powerbank has an official TÜV Tested 
Safety-quality mark. Size: 94x47x21mm. 

91042  POWERBANK DOUBLE TUV GS 
4400MAH
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A high quality porcelain white mug which is 
made in Europe. An elegant model with a large 
handle. Size: Ø70x103mm. Content: 25cl.

51471  MARSEILLE EU PRODUCTION 250ML

Wooden round pencil. HB, 100% Biological, 
sharpened. Size: Ø7x175mm. 

91596  PENCIL, BIO

A Rustic ruler made of ceder wood, which is 
30cm long and metric units. Due to the natural 
material, slight colour differences are possible, 
this is not a defect but simply a proof of 
nature. Size: 310x3x33mm. 

91927  RULER WOOD 30CM

Long drinking glass. An extremely popular 
choice. Size: Ø60x134mm. Content: 27cl.

98321  CUBA LONGDRINKGLASS 270ML

A great DeskPoint design powerbank 
(4000mAh). This powerbank looks like a 
notebook and is therefore the perfect 
accessory for in your bag. The powerbank 
is supplied with yellow and pink notes, a 
smartphone holder and also contains a 
cable to connect to your device. 
Size: 140x98x20mm. 

91291  POWERNOTE 4000MAH

A modern 3 in 1 ball pen with a stylus and 
phonestand. A very hip give away with a 
smooth design. Blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø18x146mm. 

80500  3 IN 1 TOUCH PEN
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White mug made from porcelain. Conical 
model with a large handle. Size: Ø81x98mm. 
Content: 30cl.

50211  CYPRUS CUP PORCELAIN 300ML

Set with 3 powerbanks (2200mAh) that can 
be charged in 1 docking station. The whole 
family can charge at the same time. A great 
item if you use multiple powerbanks on your 
journey. Powerbanks can also be charged 
individually. Size: Ø68x113mm. 

91131  POWERBANK SET 2200MAH (3PCS)

A Rustic ruler made of ceder wood, which is 
20cm long and metric units. Due to the natural 
material, slight colour differences are possible, 
this is not a defect but simply a proof of 
nature. Size: 209x3x33mm. 

91926  RULER WOOD 20CM

Always aware of the weather with this 
electronic weather station. With a clear digital 
display of temperature, humidity and time. 
There are different ways to place the station 
on your desk and hang on the wall. Each 
packed in a giftbox. Size: 120x100x10mm. 

93220  WEATHER STATION

The way to make your logo shine. This 
powerbank will light up during charging so your 
logo will literally be put into the spotlight. 
Especially designed for digital print. 
Size: 113x45x28mm. 

91273  POWERBANK LIGHT-UP 4400MAH

Rubberised matt metal ballpen in hip colours 
with a soft touch. The rubberised look makes 
this a great business gift. Suitable for laser 
engraving. Size: Ø10x138mm. 

80537  RUBBERIZED ALICANTE BALLPEN
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Tidy mind

deskpoint.

Foldable desk light with two COB functions 
and a magnifier. Size: 90x65x35mm. 

93218  DESK LAMP MAGNIFIER

Ballpen made from a bamboo material with a 
metal clip, metalized pusher and tip. The 
standard writing color is blue. 
Size: Ø11x138mm. 

87292  BALLPEN BAMBOO

Nice flat aluminum 4000mAh powerbank. Will 
be delivered including cables to charge your 
powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. This 
powerbank has the official TÜV Tested 
Safety-quality mark. Size: 110x68x10mm. 

91064  POWERBANK SLIM TUV GS 
4000MAH
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Lose 
yourself 
in the 
music!
Rectangular wireless speaker with a stylish wooden print. With this 
speaker you can play music wireless via the function on your device. 
Clean and modern design with a very good sound quality. 
Size: 78x60x90mm. 

91249  CLASSIC WIRELESS WOOD SPEAKER 3W

Useful dispencer with microfibre cleaning 
cloth (15x15cm) and 8ml cleaning spray. 
Including carabiner. Easily clean your 
smartphone or tablet and fix the spray on your 
bag. Size: 110x38x26mm. Content: 1cl.

95027  SCREEN CLEANER

An EU 220v plug adapter with 4 ports to 
charge several devices. No more arguments 
over a socket. Suitable for charging tablets and 
smartphones. Total output is 4.9A to be able to 
charge several devices. Size: 29x93x75mm. 

91181  USB ADAPTER 4 PORTS

Wireless desk lamp operating on batteries and 
micro USB input. The lamp can be controlled 
with a touch function and is easy to adjust. 
Batteries not included. Size: 520x15mm. 

93300  LUXO LIGHT
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White synthetic 15cm ruler. Large print area. 
Size: 160x38x1mm. 

91270  RULER 15 CM

Transparent mechanical pencil (0,5 mm) with 
eraser. Easy to refill. Size: Ø8x155mm. 

89251  ILLOC PENCIL TRANS. WITH ERASER

This webcam cover including screen cleaner is 
a useful and professional solution to protect 
your online privacy. Delivered with the product 
explanation on a full colour papercard. 
Size: 24x22x12mm. 

95034  WEBCAM COVER & SCREEN  
CLEANER
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Massive postman bag for everyday use. With a soft shoulder pad it is very 
comfortable to wear. Inside you’ll find lots of space for your stuff such as 
organizers, a padded laptop pocket (up to 17”) and a pocket with zipper 
closure. The width can be adjusted as well. Size: 400x140x310mm. 

95149  MESSENGER BAG BERLIN
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Firm tea glass with a large handle. Strong and 
thick glass. Keeps the tea warm for longer. 
Size: Ø75x95mm. Content: 20cl.

50511  NEW DELHI TEA GLASS 200ML

This trendy and multi-functional fabric 
mousemat has an integrated wireless charging 
pad and a large printing area. 
Size: 7x300x200mm. 

95091  FABRIC WIRELESS MOUSEPAD 5W

Small but powerful, this wireless speaker is an 
example of efficiency. This speaker can play 
your favourite music with high quality sound 
thanks to 3 built-in speakers. The speaker can 
also take a knock because of its strong casing. 
Size: 55x145x30mm. 

91264  ALUMINIUM SPEAKER 3W

Light up your logo with this trendy powerbank. 
By laser engraving, your logo will be spared out 
and the logo lights up while charging. The 
powerbank has a capacity of 4000mAh and 
will be delivered in a matching giftbox, 
including cable and manual. 
Size: 70x11x130mm. 

91288  LIGHT-UP LOGO POWERBANK

DeskPoint design mini highlighter. The coloured 
details mention the writing colour. 
Size: 75x25x13mm. 

81284  HIGHLIGHTER 75MM

Double wall coffee to go mug from the 
DeskPoint design ‘Flavour’ series with a hard 
plastic cap. It is very convenient to drink out of 
this mug due to the drinking hole in the middle 
of the lid and the mug doesn’t even feel hot, 
due the double wall. Size: Ø79x160mm. 
Content: 27cl.

91714  FLAVOUR, MIX & MATCH  
COFFEE TO GO
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Swing
bottle.

Leak free thermo drinking bottle. The thermo bottle keeps hot drinks hot and 
cold drinks cold. Each packed in a giftbox. Size: Ø70x245mm. Content: 50cl.

98807  SWING BOTTLE 500ML

The swing bottle is an ideal thermo 

bottle that excels at every workplace. 

They are leak proof so you can take 

them handy in your bag on the go. 

Hot and cold drinks stay well on 

temperature in this trendy drinking 

bottle. So you can still enjoy delicious 

hot coffee or tea hours later. 
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A white mug made from high quality porcelain. Made in Europe. Conical 
model with a large handle. Size: Ø81x98mm. Content: 30cl.

51461  CYPRUS EU PRODUCTION 300ML

Highlighter and ball pen, silver colour with black parts. With pad printing. 
Size: Ø15x140mm. 

81252  HIGHLIGHTER- AND BALLPEN

Notebook with 100 large adhesive notes (100x75mm) and 25 small 
adhesive notes (50x75mm) and 5x25 colourful remark strips. Price is 
based on full color imprint on the cover. 80 g/m2. Size: 106x75mm. 

91753  NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER, CUSTOMIZED

Aluminum ball pen with 3 chromed rings. The ball pen is packed in an 
aluminum tube. A true business gift. Size: Ø23x147mm. 

80536  ALU BALL PEN IN A TUBE
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Notebook with cardboard cover in A6 size with 
elastic strap and 80 creamed coloured lined 
70gr/m² pages. Including cardboard stylus pen. 
70 g/m2. Size: 140x90x14mm. 

90839  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A6 + PEN 
LT87949

Ecological wooden ball pen with metal parts. 
The writing colour of the pen is blue. 
Size: Ø10x141mm. 

87290  ECO BALLPEN WOOD

Porcelain white mug. High and elegant model 
with a large handle. Size: Ø73x106mm. 
Content: 25cl.

98181  MARSEILLE CUP PORCELAIN 250ML

Modern aluminum pen with a touchscreen top. 
The pen has a twist mechanism. With a 
rubberised soft touch function and black 
coloured clip, ring and tip. Size: Ø7x136mm. 

87761  SLIM STYLUS RUBBERIZED  

White synthetic 30cm ruler. 
Size: 310x38x1mm. 

91250  RULER 30 CM

The modern table lamp is made of high quality 
white plastic and provides a bright light. The 
lamp is battery powered and contains 5 LEDS 
with an intensity of 1W. The product comes in a 
giftbox including batteries. Size: Ø115x185mm. 

93315  DESKTOP LIGHT
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26502-26503 USB STICK 2.0 DOMING

Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and 
metalised tip, standard: black ink. 
Size: Ø11x140mm. 

87288  ALICANTE BAMBOO

Plastic, DeskPoint designed touchscreen pen 
with a metal clip and rubber grip. Twist 
mechanism. Blue refill. Size: Ø9x137mm. 

80494  BALLPEN MERCURIUS STYLUS

USB 2.0 flash drive with double sided doming 
including full colour imprint. Available from stock 
in the colours white and black . Will be delivered 
in a white box. Size: 60x18x3mm. 

This webcam cover is a handy and 
professional solution to protect your online 
privacy. Delivered with the product 
explanation on a full colour papercard. 
Size: 2x34x15mm. 

95033  WEBCAM COVER

A frosted, biodegradable and environmentally 
friendly ball pen, standard: blue ink. From 
orders of 5.000 pieces, you can choose your 
own colour combination and other writing 
colours are also available. Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87540  BALLPEN VEGETAL CLEAR

A hardcolour, biodegradable and 
environmentally friendly ball pen, standard: 
blue ink. From orders of 5.000 pieces, you can 
choose your own colour combination. Writing 
colour can be chosen. With X20 refill. 
Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87541  BALLPEN VEGETAL  

26503  USB FLASH DRIVE DOMING 8GB

26502  USB FLASH DRIVE DOMING 4GB
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Focus 
on your 
goals

Round plastic magnet. Size: Ø30x7mm. 

90460  MAGNET ROUND

A magnifying glass with a unique shape and a 
handy printing space is possible. This magnifier 
has a unique style and includes a useful light. 
Size: 5x35x140mm. 

91283  MAGNIFIER LIGHT MODERN

Ball pen made of bamboo with a metal clip and 
metalised tip, standard: black ink. 
Size: Ø11x134mm. 

87289  BALLPEN BAMBOO
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Powerbank 3000mAh with clip. The 
powerbank is easy to attach to something due 
to the clip. Available in multiple fancy colours 
and with a white clip. Including cable and 
delivered in a giftbox. This powerbank has an 
official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark. 
Size: 100x59x14mm. 

91136  POWERBANK CLIP TUV GS 3000MAH

Mini Pencil. Sharpened. Size: Ø7x85mm. 

91588  MINI PENCIL

Enjoy music while charging your phone with 
this unique 2-in-1 speaker including wireless 
charger. When the speaker is connected to a 
power supply, the phone can be placed on top 
of the speaker for wireless charging. 
Size: 40x80x80mm. 

95092  WIRELESS SPEAKER & CHARGER 5W

Small, aluminum pen with touchscreen top. 
Ideal for use with a Tablet or Smartphone. The 
pen has a twist mechanism. Size: Ø10x110mm. 

87558  TOUCH SCREEN PEN TABLET/
SMARTPHONE

White synthetic 20cm ruler. 
Size: 210x38x1mm. 

91260  RULER 20 CM

Metal ball pen with coloured cap and chromed 
parts. Blue writing ink with plastic liquid refill. 
Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø11x134mm. 

87800  KNIGHT BALLPEN METAL
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91949  ADHESIVE NOTES, 100, 125X72MM, FC

91948  ADHESIVE NOTES, 50, 125X72MM, FC

91947  ADHESIVE NOTES, 25, 125X72MM, FC

91946  ADHESIVE NOTES, 100, 100X72MM, FC

91751  ADHESIVE NOTES 100, 125X75MM91748  ADHESIVE NOTES 100, 100X75MM

91945  ADHESIVE NOTES, 50, 100X72MM, FC

91750  ADHESIVE NOTES 50, 125X75MM91747  ADHESIVE NOTES 50, 100X75 MM

91944  ADHESIVE NOTES, 25, 100X72MM, FC

91749  ADHESIVE NOTES 25, 125X75MM91746  ADHESIVE NOTES 25, 100X75MM A DeskPoint design powerbank (3000mAh) 
with 8GB USB flash drive and stylus pen. Big 
imprint space, suitable for digital imprint. 
Including USB / micro-USB cable. 
Size: 100x65x11mm. 

91132  POWERBANK 3000MAH, 8GB USB & 
STYLUS

Notebook in A5 size, with elastic strap and 
80 creamed coloured lined 70gr/m2 pages. 
Size: 210x140x14mm. 

90837  CARDBOARD NOTEBOOK A5

Adhesive notes. Full colour print 
is possible, ask for possibilities. 
80 g/m². Size: 100x75mm. 

Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 
80 g/m². Size: 100x72mm. 

91944-91946 NOTES FC

91746-91748 NOTES
Adhesive notes. Full colour print 
is possible, ask for possibilities. 
80 g/m². Size: 125x75mm. 

91749-91751 NOTES

Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 80 g/m².  
Size: 125x72mm. 

91947-91949 NOTES FC
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Bio-paper ball pen with coloured parts, 
X20 standard: blue ink. Size: Ø9x138mm. 

87294  PAPER PEN

Rectangle plastic magnet. Size: 55x22x9mm. 

90461  MAGNET RECTANGLE

Ecological bamboo ball pen with clip in the 
shape of a leaf. Coloured pusher and 
underpart, X20 standard: black ink. Printing on 
the clip possible. Size: Ø11x141mm. 

87518  BAMBOO PEN WITH PLASTIC   
LEAFCLIP

A metal pen with a coloured cap and stylus 
function. Blue plastic liquid refill. Laser 
engraving possible. Size: Ø14x125mm. 

87796  KNIGHT STYLUS PEN

This trendy and compact light-up logo 
flashlight is an original gift for young and old. 
The light can easily be attached to your 
keychain by means of the carabiner. This 
product contains a LED light and is supplied 
including batteries in a matching giftbox. 
Size: Ø17x66mm. 

93305  LIGHT-UP LOGO FLASHLIGHT

A white mug made from a high quality 
porcelain which is made in Europe. Large print 
area possible. Size: Ø80x93mm. Content: 30cl.

51441  OSLO WHITE EU PRODUCTION 300ML
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An Aluminium ballpen with a metal clip, 
DeskPoint design. Size: Ø11x140mm. 

87021  BALLPEN BUENOS AIRES

Nice flat aluminum 4000mAh powerbank. Will 
be delivered including cables to charge your 
powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 110x68x10mm. 

91174  POWERBANK SLIM 4000MAH

Set with 4 mini highlighters in useful plastic 
box with transparent lid. The highlighters are in 
a unique DeskPoint design. The coloured 
details of the highlighter mention the writing 
colors. Size: 128x92x23mm. 

81294  HIGHLIGHTER SET 4PC 75MM

Nice aluminum 4400mAh powerbank with 
double USB port to charge 2 devices. Will be 
delivered including cables to charge your 
powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 94x47x21mm. 

91173  POWERBANK DOUBLE 4400MAH

Round plastic magnet. Size: Ø36x7mm. 

90462  MAGNET ROUND

DeskPoint design basic highlighter. The 
coloured details mention the writing colour. 
Size: 110x25x13mm. 

81283  HIGHLIGHTER 110MM
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Bullet journals are hot! Write down what you wish as you wish, ideas, notes, 
you can even turn it into an agenda. This DeskPoint design A5 bullet journal, 
with 240 white pages and dot-grid pattern comes with double page 
markers and a nifty elastic strap. Size: 145x14x210mm. 

92516  BULLET JOURNAL A5 SOFTCOVER

An inspiring work environment helps 

you perform better and makes you feel 

happier. But what can you do to turn that 

boring desk into an inspiring and personal 

workplace? Decorate your desk with 

cool, smart gadgets. In addition, provide 

a personal touch with photo frames for 

example. Also, do not forget about plants 

and cheerful colours, because these are 

also factors that influence your emotions 

and mood. 

Creating an inspiring 
workplace 
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Let the words 
drip from your  
fingertips

Twist action ballpen with rubber grip and 
stylus function. The ballpen will be laser 
engraved, the integrated LED lights will light up 
your logo and/or company name. 
Size: Ø9x140mm. 

87027  BALLPEN LIGHT UP

Metal stylus ball pen with metal clip at the 
shell. European metal giant refill. Available in 
multiple fancy colours. Standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø10x149mm. 

81105  METAL BALLPEN STYLUS

Modern aluminum pen with a touchscreen top. 
The pen has a twist mechanism. 
Size: Ø7x136mm. 

87557  TOUCH SCREEN PEN TABLET/
SMARTPHONE
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Let the words 
drip from your  
fingertips DeskPoint design twist action ballpen with 

rubber grip and stylus function. The ballpen 
will be laser engraved, the integrated LED lights 
will light up your logo and/or company name. 
Size: Ø11x145mm. 

87778  BALLPEN ILLUMINI

Twist action ballpen with rubber grip and 
stylus function. The ballpen will be laser 
engraved, the integrated LED lights will light up 
your logo and/or company name in the colour 
of the rubber grip Size: Ø9x140mm. 

87029  BALLPEN LIGHT-UP LOGO

Plastic, DeskPoint designed ball pen with a bow 
clip, rubber grip and touch function. Twist 
mechanism. Blue refill. Size: Ø10x142mm. 

87695  COSMO STYLUS MET GRIP

A stylus pen made from recycled paper. Blue 
ink refill. Size: Ø10x112mm. 

87949  PAPER STYLUS PEN

A ball pen made from a bamboo material with 
a metalised pusher, tip and metal clip, 
standard: black ink. Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87287  BAMBOO TOUCH

Touchscreen pen with a LED light and ball pen.
The ball pen can be used by removing the cap. 
Standard: blue ink. Size: Ø13x124mm. 

87794  STYLUS SHINE, WITH LIGHT
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Frosted ball pen with wide clip. Plastic jumbo 
refill (standard: blue ink). From orders of 
5.000 pieces, you can choose your own 
colour combination. Size: Ø10x133mm. 

80902  BALLPEN BARON 03 ICE

A plastic, hardcolour DeskPoint designed ball 
pen with blue Jumbo refill, metal clip and 
metallised tip and pusher. Size: Ø14x147mm. 

80508  TEXAS BALLPEN METAL CLIP/ 
HARD COLOUR

Plastic hardcolour DeskPoint designed ball pen 
with blue jumbo refill and metallised tip and 
pusher. Size: Ø14x147mm. 

80506  TEXAS BALLPEN HARD COLOUR

Black gift box for one pen with transparent 
sleeve. Size: 186x25x20mm. 

83140  PEN BOX FOR 1 PEN PVC SLEEVE

Transparent packaging for 2 ball pens. 
Size: 160x48x22mm. 

83017  GIFTPACKAGING TRANSPARENT  
BOX (2)

Transparent packaging for 1 ball pen. 
Size: 160x48x22mm. 

83016  GIFTPACKAGING TRANSPARENT 
BOX (1)
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Modern transparent Stilolinea ballpen with 
bowclip. With a big imprint space and a 
X-20 refill with blue ink. Size: Ø10x138mm. 

87772  BALLPEN S45 TRANSPARANT

Baron ball pen with synthetic jumbo refill, 
standard: blue ink. From orders of 
5.000 pieces, you can choose your own 
colour combination. Size: Ø10x133mm. 

80900  BALLPEN BARON COLOUR

Modern hard color Stilolinea ballpen with 
bowclip. With a big imprint space and a 
X-20 refill with blue ink. Size: Ø10x138mm. 

87771  BALLPEN S45 HARD COLOUR



Sure, you know exercise is good for you. 
It keeps your weight in check, makes 
you stronger, and keeps you feeling 
youthful. But you also know a sporty life 
makes you a happier person. Regular 
work-outs make you feel less stressed 
out. A healthy mind in a heathy body. 
That is why, no matter how exhausted 
you are from a long day at work or from 
a busy weekend, you let your willpower 
force you to get off the couch and into 
workout mode. Feeling more energized 
throughout the rest of the day. And 
more energy equals greater happiness. 



Energetic 
lifestyle
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A healthy body for 
a healthy mind

Film all your outdoor activities with this Full HD action camera with 
a 2.0 inch screen and 1080p resolution. Supplied with 11 different 
accessories. The waterproof case can withstand a collision and 
the camera captures everything clearly. Supplied in gift packaging. 
Size: 45x78x80mm. 

91175  ACTION CAM

Sporting is healthy and not just to 

get fit. Regular exercise ensures 

positive changes such as increased 

metabolism, less stress and a better 

night’s sleep. During sports a substance 

is released in the body, making sports 

enthusiasts feel happier. Sports are 

not only physically healthy, but also 

have many positive mental advantages. 

There are enough reasons to do get 

moving today. Become TopActive! 
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TopActive design rucksack in fluorescent yellow 
or black with reflecting patterns and adjustable 
shoulder straps. The rucksack has 1 head 
compartement and a lockable pocket. In addition 
the bag has a closable frontpocket and 2 side 
pockets. Size: 400x360x170mm. 

91202  SAFETY RUCKSACK

The activity tracker heartbeat can record all of your daily activities 
(sleep monitor, calorie counter, distance calculator and more). 
Setting new goals via a special app. Easy to connect to your 
phone, letting you know when you receive messages. 
Size: 240x20x12mm. 

91170  ACTIVITY TRACKER HEARTBEAT

The perfect wireless earbuds for running, cycling etc. No wires 
hanging down your shirt to your mobile phone with these wireless 
earbuds. Size: 70x375mm. 

91167  BLUETOOTH EARBUDS CARDIO
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Do an intensive work-out or relaxing yoga session on the 
comfortable 4mm thick fitness mat (183x61cm). It provides you a 
better grip and supports you in your activities. This mat is 
convenient to carry in the provided bag and includes a number of 
sample exercises. Size: Ø125x650mm. 

93241  FITNESS-YOGA MAT WITH CARRIER

Sports jumping rope! Perfect for training 
your agility, endurance and coordination. 
Size: Ø3x300mm. 

93242  JUMPING ROPE

Improve your grip strength with this 
convenient hand trainer. Your forearms, 
hands and fingers will become much 
stronger with the use of this hand trainer. 
The hand trainer provides 21 kilograms of 
resistance. Size: 15x70x70mm. 

93236  HAND EXERCIZE

This fitness expander is very useful for 
training multiple muscle groups. You can 
choose the desired level of resistance from 
low to high, by using the band in different 
ways. A number of example exercises are 
shown on the attached label. 
Size: 10x270x70mm. 

93234  FITNESS EXPANDER
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Get your
gear now!

Beautiful duffel bag made of high quality 
canvas. Including front pocket and the main 
compartment can be closed by zipper. 390 
g/m2. Size: 400x240x240mm. 

95132  CANVAS BOWLING BAG

Ideal during sports. The headphone will be 
delivered including USB/mini-USB cable. 
Size: 132x153mm. 

95061  HEADPHONE BLUETOOTH

The TopActive design shaker with has 
everything you need during and after 
exercising. The shaker offers a storage box for 
sport supplements, that are used by many 
fanatical athletes. The Snap-On screen will 
shake all of your powdery contents. 
Size: Ø86x220mm. Content: 50cl.

98757  SHAKER WITH 
COMPARTMENT 500ML
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Ride your 
bike

Handy light that you can fold onto your 
bike’s handlebars or into your bag. 
Size: 125x30x10mm. 

91239  FOLD-ON LIGHT

Notable gifts: polyester elastic saddle cover. 
Easy to cover the bicycle saddle. 
Size: 260x245mm. 

90408  SADDLE COVER 
POLYESTER

Tire repair kit for the bicycle. Contains: glue, 
2 tire levers, 2 valve caps, 2 valve hoses, a 
scouring pad and 4 patches. 
Size: 118x62x22mm. 

90302  TIRE REPAIR KIT IN PLAS-
TIC BOX

More and more people are 

getting on a bike, as cycling is 

fun and healthy and provides 

an ultimate sense of freedom. 

Whether it’s a hobby or sport, 

hit the bike pedals and go 

out. In addition, to a good 

two-wheeler, the right bicycle 

accessories are also essential. 

Experience your own stage 

with the TopActive bike items. 
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All you 
need.

Powerbank 3-in-1 (2200mAh) with a built in 
wireless speaker and flashlight. The powerbank 
and flashlight can easily be installed onto your 
bike with the attachment provided, so you can 
see the road. It is also possible to charge your 
mobile phone or listen to music. 
Size: Ø35x157mm. 

91162  POWERBANK 2200MAH, 
SPEAKER 2W & TORCH

Intelligent duo bike light. Can be used as a 
front or backlight. The elastic attached to 
the bike light duo is easy to attach to your 
handlebars or luggage carrier. 
Size: 40x80x18mm. 

91188  BIKELIGHT DUO

Set of 2 bike lights in a firm plastic 
packaging. 1 red and 1 white bike light, 
You can switch on by the push of a button. 
Also provided with a flashing function. 
Size: 95x45x20mm. 

91519  SET OF BIKE LIGHTS

Metal bell on a plastic holder. Top with cut 
out for doming. Size: Ø56mm. 

91536  BIKE BELL
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FULL COLOUR... 

98838 - with full colour imprint 

98835 - with full colour imprint 98836 - with full colour imprint 

98837 - with full colour imprint 98839 - with full colour imprint 

...PRINT POSSIBLE

TopActive design high quality Sports bottle 
with a vaporiser. Push the button and this 
will release a small amount of water from 
the spray, helping your body to cool down 
quicker. The sport bottle is 100% leakfree, 
BPA free and can be printed all over. 
Size: Ø73x255mm. Content: 75cl.

98799  SPORTSBOTTLE WITH 
VAPORIZER

TopActive design high quality sport bottle. 
Can be delivered in multiple colours. Mix & 
Match until you have found the perfect 
colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle is 100% leakfree, BPA free 
and can be printed all over.  
Size: Ø73x178mm.Content: 50cl.

98796  SPORT BOTTLE TOPPOINT 
DESIGN 500ML

TopActive design high quality sport bottle. 
Can be delivered in multiple colours. Mix & 
Match until you have found the perfect 
colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle is 100% leakfree, BPA free 
and can be printed all over.  
Size: Ø73x178mm.Content: 50cl.

98795  SPORT BOTTLE TOPPOINT 
BASIC 500ML

TopActive design high quality 750ml sport 
bottle. Can be delivered in multiple colours. 
Mix & Match until you have found the perfect 
colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle has an ergonomically shaped 
lid that makes drinking even easier.  
Size: Ø73x248mm.Content: 75cl.

98798  SPORT BOTTLE TOPPOINT 
DESIGN 750ML

TopActive design high quality sport bottle. 
Can be delivered in multiple colours. Mix & 
Match until you have found the perfect 
colour combination between bottle and lid. 
The sport bottle is 100% leakfree, BPA free 
and can be printed all over.  
Size: Ø73x248mm.Content: 75cl.

98797  SPORT BOTTLE TOPPOINT 
BASIC 750ML
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Motivate
Hydrate

Feel Great

Plastic sports bottle crate for ten bottles, with 2 intergrated 
handles these are stackable and good quality. 
Size: 195x395x268mm. 

91684  SPORTS BOTTLE TRAY

Stay hydrated during your workout with 
one of TopActive’s sports bottles. 

THE BOTTLES ARE: 
• Own design 
• Stitching and flexible material 
• 100% leak-free, taste-free and  
 odor-free 
• All-over up to 4 colours & full colour  
 printing 
• Mix & match; endless colour  
 combinations 
• Own pantone colours from 5000 pieces  
• Materials comply with European laws  
 and regulations 
• Made from 100% reusable material 
• BPA-free 
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Run. Let 
the rhythm 
move you

This handy set includes a wireless music receiver, earbuds and 
charging cable. Turn your headphones and earbuds into a 
wireless music accessory in no time. The wireless receiver 
connects easily with your phone. Size: 20x70x70mm. 

93223  EARBUDS & WIRELESS MUSIC RECEIVER
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A light that is easy to attach onto clothes 
and bags. Can also be used as a front or 
backlight. Practical when you want to be 
seen whilst sporting at night. 
Size: 18x30x62mm. 

91238  CLIP-ON LIGHT

With this sport activity tracker you can record 
all of your daily activities (sleep monitor, calorie 
counter, distance calculator and more). Setting 
new goals via a special app. Easy to connect 
with your phone, also letting you know when 
you receive messages. Size: 12x20x245mm. 

91169  ACTIVITY TRACKER

LED sports bracelet which can be attached 
to your arm by velcro. A must-have for 
outdoor sporters, or when walking with the 
dog! The bracelet can be worn with 
constant or flashing light. 
Size: 383x37x13mm. 

90907  LIGHT SPORTS BRACELET

This handy wireless music receiver turns all headphones and 
earbuds into an instant music accessory wirelessly. Connect 
easily with your smartphone and has a beautiful flat print area. 
Size: 50x30x5mm. 

93202  WIRELESS MUSIC RECEIVER 90MAH
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TopActive design cap made from reflective material. No more 
difficult straps to attach to your arms or legs just a cap for your 
head. This way you will be seen during your night jog or evening 
walk. Size: 290x180x115mm. 

91208  SAFETY CAP

Seeing and being seen during your 

training session is very important and the 

risk is often underestimated. Whether 

you go hiking, running or cycling, use 

fluorescent articles that feature reflective 

patterns to avoid danger by increasing 

your visibility. From an elastic armband 

to a waterproof waist bag, either during 

the day or in the dark you will not go 

unnoticed by other traffic users. 
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A TopActive design fluorescent slapwrap 
with imprint possibilities. Ideal for runners, 
hikers, bikers and children in the traffic. Well 
visible during both day and night. EN13356 
certified. You wear the slapwrap on you 
wrist. Size: 400x30mm. 

91205  SAFETY SLAPWRAP

TopActive design bracelet for running including 
reflecting material and fluorescent colour. Suitable 
for almost every smartphone. Adjustable through 
the velcro (for men and women). Use your 
smartphone due to the transparent PVC, including 
opening for earbuds. Size: 160x130mm.

90901  SPORT BRACELET RUNNERS

TopActive design waterproof waistbag that can be closed with a 
zipper. Adjustable and attachable with the plastic buckle. 
Fluorescent yellow with reflecting patterns. Size: 1x285x100mm. 

91203  WAISTBAG

TopActive design fluorescent, elastic braceling 
with imprint possiblities at the attached clip. 
Bracelet has reflecting patterns and is 
adjustable. EN13356 certified. Suitable for 
runners, hikers, bikers and childeren in traffic. 
Size: 40x170x30mm.

91206  BRACELET FLUOR
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A TopActive design polyester sportbag with zipper puller. Main 
compartment features an inside pocket. In addition the bag has a 
side pocket suitable for shoes and a front pocket that can be 
closed. Available in trendy colour combinations. 
Size: 540x300x320mm. 

95113  MATTHEW SPORTBAG
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Elegant aluminium in-earbuds, wireless and 
with call function. Because of the easy to 
operate control panel your smartphone can 
stay in your pocket. Size: 600mm. 

91166  WIRELESS EARBUDS - 
TUNE

Plastic TopActive design shaker for all your 
healthy drinks. The shake ball included 
prevents lumps. The shaker has a lid that 
can be closed. Ideal to take with you during 
sports. A great gift for everybody who 
wants to stay fit or who is on the road a lot. 
Size: Ø86x213mm. Content: 60cl.

98756  SHAKER 600ML

Get rid of the sweat at the gym. This quickdry 
microfibre fitness towel keeps you dry. It 
includes a custom made full colour print on 
one side and an optional full colour print on 
the back side. In addition, the colour of the 
seam can be adjusted. Delivery time approx. 
4 weeks. Size: 50x50x120mm. 

95038  FITNESS TOWEL 
30X80 WITH POUCH

Get rid of the sweat at the gym. This quickdry 
microfibre fitness towel keeps you dry. It 
includes a custom made full colour print on one 
side and an optional full colour print on the back 
side. In addition, the colour of the seam can be 
adjusted. Delivery time approx. 4 weeks. 
Size: 800x300mm. 

95037  FITNESS TOWEL FULL 
COLOUR WITH POUCH

Tough! A TopActive design polyester travelbag 
with zipper puller. A main compartment, 2 side 
pockets and a front pocket which can be 
closed. Available in trendy colour 
combinations. Adjustable shoulder strap and 
padded velcro handles. With a reinforced 
bottom. Size: 550x340x330mm. 

95114  MATTHEW TRAVELBAG

A TopActive design polyester rucksack. 
Main compartment features 2 inside 
pockets. In addition the bag has different 
pockets including a side pocket and front 
pocket that can be closed. On the side 
there is an extra open side pocket. 
Size: 290x200x390mm. 

95112  BACKPACK MATTHEW
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50lb Hand trainer. Made of high-quality 
silicone, resulting in no cracks in the 
material. Also suitable as an anti stress tool. 
Size: 78x100x20mm. 

93239  HAND TRAINER

Wireless earbuds with call function. The 
V-shaped clip can easily be attached to your 
t-shirt and the buds stay in your ear due to 
the ear clips. The earbuds are so comfortable 
that you almost don’t notice that you are 
wearing them. Perfect during your workout. 
Size: 580mm. 

91165  WIRELESS EARBUDS - 
SPORT

Microfiber sports towel, packed in a 
polyester pouch (7x15cm). This towel can 
be used for sports, but it’s also very suitable 
for traveling. A useful and sporty giveaway. 
Size: 800x400mm. 

91312  MICROFIBER 
SPORTTOWEL

A workout towel. This towel has a size of 30x90cm dries very 
quickly and easy to remove sweat and dirt from your body or 
fitness equipment. Very suitable for in the gym due to the size. 
Nicely packed in a bottle. Size: Ø65x190mm. 

91214  FITNESS TOWEL
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Keep your 
gear dry

Waterproof duffel bag, ideal for the beach, 
on a boat or just for a stroll through the 
forest. Filled with air this bag also stays 
afloat in emergencies! With the additional 
ring and carabiners this bag can also easily 
be carried cross-body. 
Size: 210x210x500mm. 

95143  DRYBAG RIPSTOP 15L

Waterproof duffel bag, ideal for the beach, 
on a boat or just for a stroll through the 
forest. Filled with air this bag also stays 
afloat in emergencies! With the additional 
ring and carabiners this bag can also easily 
be carried cross-body. 
Size: 180x180x440mm. 

95142  DRYBAG RIPSTOP 10L

Waterproof duffel bag, ideal for the beach, 
on a boat or just for a stroll through the 
forest. Filled with air this bag also stays 
afloat in emergencies! With the additional 
ring and carabiners this bag can also easily 
be carried cross-body. 
Size: 155x155x340mm. 

95141  DRYBAG RIPSTOP 5L
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Cute white peppermint box in the shape of a house. 
Opening of the box in the chimney. Ca. 7 grams of 
sugerfree peppermints. Size: 73x65x7mm. 

91779  MINT DISPENSER HOUSE

Rectangle peppermint box with dispenser. 
Ca. 7 grams of sugerfree peppermints. 
Size: 79x48x6mm. 

91793  MINT DISPENSER

Peppermint box in the shape of a truck. Opening of 
the box is at the back of the truck. Ca. 7 grams of 
sugerfree peppermints. Size: 90x55x7mm. 

91778  MINT DISPENSER TRUCK

Peppermint box in the shape of a heart. In 
transparent red or white hardcolour. Ca. 7 grams of 
sugerfree peppermints. Size: 72x65x7mm. 

91773  MINT DISPENSER HEART

Peppermint dispenser in the shape of a thumb. 
Opening of the dispenser at the wrist. Ca. 5 grams 
of sugerfree peppermints. Suitable for full colour 
digital imprint. Thumbs up! Size: 83x58x7mm. 

91725  MINT DISPENSER THUMB

Peppermint dispenser in the shape of a T-shirt. 
Opening of the box at the bottom of the T-shirt.  
Ca. 7 grams of sugerfree peppermints. Suitable for 
full colour digital imprint. Size: 73x73x6mm. 

91726  MINT DISPENSER T-SHIRT
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Flat round box of peppermints. In a transparent or 
hardcolour white. Ca. 6.5 grams of sugerfree 
peppermints. Size: Ø62mm. 

91799  MINT DISPENCER ROUND 62 MM

Round pot which includes 12 grams of dutch 
peppermints. Not sugarfree. Box has a swivel 
lid. Transparent coloured lids or hard cover in 
black or white. Size: Ø44x27mm. 

91798  TRANSPARENT ROUND BOX,  
PEPPERMINT

Square peppermint tin. Filled with 23 grams of 
dutch peppermints. Not sugarfree. 
Size: 62x48x15mm. 

91795  MINI THIN PEPPERMINT BOX

With one click you can open this peppermint box 
and, with a simple hand movement you can close it 
again. Includes 12 grams of dutch peppermints. Not 
sugarfree Size: Ø45x15mm. 

91794  MINI CLICK THIN PEPPERMINT BOX

A peppermint box is a tasteful 

promotional item to give a fresh 

impression. The peppermint of 

TopBasic is freshly produced 

by a BRC certified company, so 

that there is excellent control on 

the origin and origin of the raw 

materials. The peppermint can be 

kept for no less than 36 months. 

EUROPEAN 
MINT 
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White, mini, flexible, plastic ruler on a keyring. 
Foldable 0.5m ruler. Size: 66x24x13mm. 

91200  MINI FOLDABLE RULER, 0.5MTR/
KEYRING

3 meter tape measure. Easy to use. Print available 
by Doming. Size: Ø83x30mm. 

90443  TAPE MEASURE 3 METRE + LOGO-
TOP

5 meter tape measure. Large print area. 
Size: Ø93x35mm. 

90444  TAPE MEASURE 5 METRE

2 meter tape measure. Large print area. 
Size: Ø83x30mm. 

90440  TAPE MEASURE 2 METRE

1 meter tape measure. Can also be used as a 
keyring. Size: 40x10x40mm. 

90445  TAPE MEASURE / KEY RING

3 meter tape measure. Large print area 
Size: Ø83x30mm. 

90442   TAPE MEASURE 3 METRE
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The tape measure fix has a measuring range of 
500cm and a white tape measure. Easy to attach 
to your trousers and accurate by the hook at the 
beginning of the tape measure. A fun and practical 
gift. Size: 90x40x75mm. 

91821  MEASSURE TAPE FIX 5M

The tape measure fix has a measuring range of 
300cm and a white tape measure. Easy to attach 
to your trousers and accurate by the hook at the 
beginning of the tape measure. A fun and practical 
gift. Size: 80x35x70mm. 

91819  MEASSURE TAPE FIX 3M

Easy to carry because of the belt clip. Features a 
500cm long white measuring tape. This measuring 
tape guarantees a long service life thanks to its 
sturdy casing with profile. A nice and practical 
promotional gift. Size: 70x80x35mm. 

91818  MEASURE TAPE ASSIST 5M

Easy to carry because of the belt clip. Features a 
300cm long white measuring tape. This measuring 
tape guarantees a long service life thanks to its 
sturdy casing with profile. A nice and practical 
promotional gift. Size: 70x30x70mm. 

91817  MEASSURE TAPE ASSIST 3M

The giant tape measure is a measuring greatness. 
Due to its range of 500cm and a white measuring 
tape the tape measure is a very useful gift. Easy to 
carry with the belt clip and accurate due the hook 
at the beginning of the tape. Size: 65x37x65mm. 

91816  MEASSURE TAPE  5M

The giant tape measure is a measuring greatness. 
Due to its range of 300cm and a white measuring 
tape the tape measure is a very useful gift. Easy to 
carry with the belt clip and accurate due the hook 
at the beginning of the tape. Size: 58x35x57mm. 

91814  MEASSURE TAPE  3M
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Non woven white carrier bag with long handles 
made of light fiber. Different dimensions 
available with orders from 10.000 pieces.  
75 g/m2. Size: 380x420mm. 

91377  NON WOVEN SHOULDER BAG, WHITE

Non woven white carrier bag with short handles 
made of light fiber. Different dimensions 
available with orders from 10.000 pieces.  
75 g/m2. Size: 380x420mm. 

91376  NON WOVEN CARRIER BAG, WHITE

Coloured non woven carrier bag with 
long handles. Large print area. 75 g/m2. 
Size: 380x420mm. 

91379  SHOULDERBAG, NON WOVEN

Big shiny shopping bag made of PP Woven 
material. Large print area. 160 g/m2. 
Size: 450x180x450mm. 

91483  PP WOVEN BAG

Large non woven shopping bag. Large print area. 
75 g/m2. Size: 450x180x450mm. 

91387  BIG SHOPPINGBAG NON  
WOVEN

Coloured non woven carrier bag with 
short handles. Large print area. 75 g/m2. 
Size: 380x420mm. 

91378  NON WOVEN CARRIER BAG,  
SHORT HAND.
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Rugged big bag out of PETquality. Made of 80% 
recycled PET material. Large print area. 
Different dimensions available with orders from 
10.000 pieces. 110 g/m2. 
Size: 450x150x330mm. 

91478  PET BAG

Large shopping bag made of PP non woven 
material with lamination effect. White sides. 
120 g/m2. Size: 400x160x350mm. 

91644  SHOPPING BAG BIG, PP NON WOVEN

Non woven bag in trendy colours. Matt 
laminated. The handles are made of non woven 
material. Ideal for your groceries or a day at the 
beach. Also appropriate for business 
conferences. 105 g/m2. Size: 240x110x300mm. 

95110  NON-WOVEN BAG MATT LAMINATED

Non woven bag in trendy colours. Matt 
laminated. The handles are made of non woven 
material. Ideal for your groceries or a day at the 
beach. Also appropriate for business 
conferences. 105 g/m2. 
Size: 400x160x350mm. 

95111  NON-WOVEN BAG MATT LAMINATED

Non woven carrier bag. With long handles. Can also 
be used as a shoulder bag. Large print area.  
75 g/m2. Size: 380x90x420mm. 

91479  CARRIER BAG WITH LONG HANDLES 
NON WOVEN

Non woven bag in trendy colours. Matt 
laminated. The handles are made of non woven 
material. Ideal for your groceries or a day at the 
beach. Also appropriate for business 
conferences. 105 g/m2. 
Size: 300x120x400mm. 

91723  LAMINTATED NON WOVEN BAG
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100% natural cotton carrier bag with short handles. Cost effective and 
excellent branding possibilities. 105 g/m2. Size: 380x420mm. 

91350  COTTON CARRIER BAG, SHORT ECRU

100% cotton ecru shoulder bag with long handles. Cost effective and 
excellent branding possibilities. 105 g/m2. Size: 380x420mm. 

91360  COTTON SHOULDERBAG, LONG ECRU

Elegant non woven bag with long handles (70cm). 75 g/m2. 
Size: 475x200x300mm. 

91625  FEMALE BAG, NON-WOVEN

Non Woven Shoulder bag. Long, wide straps.  
75 g/m2. Size: 300x80x370mm. 

91419  SHOULDER BAG NON WOVEN
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91372

91370

91366

91696

91364

91480

91482

91697

100% cotton shoulder bag with long handles. 105 g/m2. Size: 380x420mm. 

91364 - 91482  COTTON SHOULDERBAG

Shoulder bags, carrier bags, backpacks or shopping 

bags; long or short handles and large or small, with 

TopBasic there is something for everyone. They are 

available in many designs and colour options; basic, 

but suitable for every occasion and therefore an 

indispensable item. 

BASIC BAGS EVERYONE 
SHOULD OWN 
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Plastic PP carrier bag. Translucent colours. Large 
bag. Maximum 1 colour print per side. Multicolour 
print and custom dimensions of this bag are 
possible with orders from 10.000 pieces (Delivery 
time approx 12 weeks). Size: 280x110x380mm. 

91409  PP BAG BIG LARGE

Medium Plastic PP carrier bag with rope 
handles. Translucent colours. Ideal packaging 
for perfume and related articles. Maximum  
1 colour print per side. Multicolour print and 
custom dimensions of this bag are possible 
with orders from 10.000 pieces. 
Size: 230x95x280mm. 

91410  PP HAND BAG MEDIUM

Non-woven foldable shoulder bag with long 
handles. Very suitable for full colour imprint 
with the sublimation imprint technique. 
Unfolded the bag dimensions are: 
360x110x440 mm. 75 g/m2. 
Size: 185x45x110mm. 

91706  FOLDABLE SHOPPINGBAG  
NON-WOVEN

Small paper bag with rope handles. Available in 
black & white. Strong and suitable for small 
articles. Glossy lamination. 200 g/m2. 
Size: 180x80x240mm. 

91511  PAPER BAG SMALL

Medium large paper bag with rope handles. 
Available in black & white. Large print area on 
both sides. Strong bag. Glossy lamination.  
200 g/m2. Size: 240x100x300mm. 

91512  PAPER BAG MEDIUM

Large paper bag with rope handles. Available in 
black & white. Large print area on both sides. 
Strong bag. Glossy lamination. 200 g/m2. 
Size: 300x120x400mm. 

91513  PAPER BAG LARGE
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Lightweight backpack made from a non woven 
material. Bag has black handles. 75 g/m2. 
Size: 370x410mm. 

91602  BACKPACK NON WOVEN

Polyester Rucksack with drawstring handles. 
Size: 340x455mm. 

91397  PREMIUM RUCKSACK

Waterproof duffle bag with a content of 5L. 
Perfect to keep your travel documents, 
smartphone and camera in. This bag is perfect 
during water sports or for travelling. Splash 
water proof and resistant to brief immersion. 
Size: 370x275mm. Content: 500cl.

95121  WATERPROOF DUFFLE BAG 5L

Waterproof duffle bag with a content of 10L. 
Perfect to keep your travel documents, 
smartphone and camera in. This bag is perfect 
during water sports or for travelling. Splash 
water proof and resistant to brief immersion. 
Size: 480x320mm. Content: 1000cl.

95122  WATERPROOF DUFFLE BAG 10L

Non woven large cool bag with zipper and a 
firm handle. A large print area.   
100 g/m2. Size: 325x195x390mm. 

91408  COOLING BAG

Polyester Rucksack with reflective strip and 
cord closure. Printed 1 colour by silkscreen or 
multicolour print with transfer print. 
Size: 340x420mm. 

91398  REFLECTIVE RUCKSACK
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INSERT 
COFFEE 
TO BEGIN Coloured stoneware mug. Large print area. 

Size: Ø80x93mm. Content: 30cl.

98261  OSLO COLOUR, STONEWARE 300ML

White porcelain mug. Large print area available. 
Size: Ø80x93mm. Content: 30cl.

98091  OSLO WHITE 300ML

A high quality porcelain mug in a conical shape. 
Suitable for coffee pads and other coffee 
machines. Size: Ø74x87mm. Content: 18cl.

50131  GENEVE CUP PORCELAIN 180ML

Bright red stoneware mug white on the inside. 
Large imprint area. Size: Ø80x93mm. 
Content: 30cl.

51421  OSLO BRIGHT RED 300ML
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To keep your drinks hot and cold. With a 
transparent cap and a drinking gap. The whole 
design is made to keep the liquid at temperature. 
Size: Ø88x175mm. Content: 55cl.

98816  ISO MUG 550ML

To keep your drinks hot and cold. With a 
transparent cap and a drinking gap. The whole 
design is made to keep the liquid at temperature. 
Size: Ø100x200mm. Content: 85cl.

98817  ISO MUG 850ML

Stackable porcelain cup and saucer, strong and 
solid. Round Model. Size: Ø74x65mm. 
Content: 16cl.

98631  ROMA CUP AND SAUCER PORCELAIN 
160ML

Stackable white porcelain mug. Popular item. 
Traditional item. Size: Ø65x90mm. Content: 20cl.

98061  LUXEMBURG CUP PORCELAIN 
STACKABLE 200ML

Stackable porcelain cup and saucer. Strong and 
solid. Slim model. Size: Ø63x68mm. Content: 13cl.

98611  MADRID CUP AND SAUCER POR-
CELAIN 130ML

White porcelain mug, One of the more popular 
selling mugs. Size: Ø80x95mm. Content: 30cl.

98011  AMSTERDAM, CUP PORCELAIN 
300ML
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Cardboard gift box with custom made full 
colour printing for a small mug. 
Size: 98x80x98mm. 

83259  CUSTOMIZED BOX MUG 
(98X80X98MM)

Blue gift box for 4 mugs. Size: 210x205x115mm. 

83205  PACKAGING BLUE, FOR 4 CUPS

Blue (standard) or white gift box for 1 mug, with a 
window. Size: 110x100x100mm. 

83200  PACKAGING FOR 1 CUP

Blue (standard) or white gift box for 2 mugs, with a 
window. Size: 210x105x110mm. 

83201  PACKAGING, FOR 2 BIG CUPS

White gift box for 6 mugs. 
Size: 320x210x110mm. 

83206  PACKAGING, WHITE FOR 6 CUPS

Cardboard gift box custom made with full colour 
printing for a normal mug. Size: 110x100x100mm. 

83260  CUSTOMIZED BOX MUG 
(100X100X110MM)
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THERE IS 
ALWAYS 
A REASON 
TO SMILE,
FIND IT

Cup with straw. Suitable for cold drinks, for 
example smoothies or soda. The beaker offers a 
large imprint space which makes it a perfect 
promotional item. BPA free. Size: Ø100x158mm. 
Content: 50cl.

98789  MUG WITH STRAW IN GIFT BOX

The vacuum double walled thermo flask will keep 
your hot drinks hot and cold drinks cold for a long 
time. The bottle has an easy to use pouring 
system with a pressure closure. The bottle is 100% 
leak free and the lid can be used as a cup. 
Size: Ø70x245mm. 

98842  THERMO FLASK 500ML

Drinking flask made of a tritan material from the 
TopBasic design ‘Flow’ series. The flask is 100% 
leak-free and BPA free. This flask can be used for 
cold drinks. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 50cl.

98787  FLOW TRITAN BOTTLE 500ML

Metal thermo car mug, suitable for hot drinks. 
Outside metal, inside plastic. Keep the mug 
upright as it is not 100% leak free. Delivered in a 
giftbox. Size: Ø75x176mm. Content: 35cl.

98759  THERMO MUG METAL 350 ML
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Connect your USB flash drive to your mobile phone and transfer easily data 
with this On-The-Go (OTG) USB flash drive in many different colours and are 
interchangeable. Suitable for smartphones with a micro-usb connection. 
Always in stock! Size: 69x19x10mm. 

26854  USB FLASH DRIVE TW. DOM. OTG 16GB

Connect your USB flash drive to your mobile phone and transfer the data 
fast with this On-The-Go (OTG) USB flash drive. In 12 different colours and 
are interchangeable. Suitable for smartphones with a micro-usb connection. 
Always in stock! Size: 69x19x10mm. 

26804  USB FLASH DRIVE TW OTG 16GB  

USB-STICKS 

USB stick: fun, useful and always successful as a 

promotional gift. They are a compact and flexible 

solution for exchanging files between multiple devices 

or for storing documents and media as backup. Looking 

for a new stick to safely store files and take them 

everywhere? Then view our collection and see all our 

colour combinations, models and storage capacities. 
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26402-26604 USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 26452-26654 USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER DOMING

26303  USB FLASH DRIVE CREDITCARD 8GB

26304  USB FLASH DRIVE CREDITCARD 16GB

26302  USB FLASH DRIVE CREDITCARD 4GB

Credit card size USB 2.0 flash drive including full colour all-over imprint. 
Size: 83x52x2mm. 

26302  USB FLASH DRIVE CREDITCARD 4GB

26654  USB FLASH DRIVE TW. DOMING 3.0 16GB  26604  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 3.0 16GB

26453  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER DOMING 8GB26403  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 8GB

26454  USB 16GB TWISTER WITH DOMING26404  USB 16GB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER

26452  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER DOMING 4GB26402  USB FLASH DRIVE TWISTER 4GB

Popular USB 2.0 flash drive with aluminum twist cap. Available in many 
colours. The USB flash drive can be personalised with a doming. 
Size: 54x19x10mm. 

Popular USB 2.0 flash drive with aluminum twist cap. The body and the 
aluminum cap are available in 12 colours. Laser engraving possible. The USB 
flash drives are available from stock. The item will be delivered in a white 
giftbox. Size: 59x20x10mm. 

USB Flash drive in the shape of a key. Aluminium material. As standard 
supplied in a white gift box. Size: 57x24x3mm. 

26903  USB KEY 8GB
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Plastic card holder, which can be easily attached to the back of your 
smartphone. The card holder offers a nice imprint space for your logo. 
Size: 91x56x4mm. 

90948  PHONE CARD HOLDER

Always up to date with the weather with this electronic weather station. The 
LCD display shows a thermometer (C&F), hygrometer, barometer, time, moon 
phase and calander. The product has a timer function included. Operates on 
one LR1130 battery as included Size: 52x57x108mm. 

91077  WEATHER STATION ELECTRONIC BLACK

2 meter flexible PVC ruler Size: 235x31x15mm. 

91220  FLEXIBLE RULER

1 meter flexible PVC ruler. Size: 130x13x25mm. 

91210  FLEXIBLE RULER
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The 11-in-1 multi-tool card crafted of Stainless Steel is a handy credit card 
tool. This item will be delivered in a PU case and can be easily carried in your 
wallet. With this card, you will have an array of handy tools in your pocket. 
Size: 80x55mm. 

93403  MULTI-TOOL IN PU LEATHER CASE

A can opener, ruler, compass or screwdriver all in 

one compact tool? With the 11-in-1 multi-tool you 

won’t be caught unprepared; as the name implies this 

multifunctional tool holds at least eleven possibilities 

for almost any task. This ideal pocket tool in a 

convenient format is made of strong stainless steel. Be 

prepared for every situation with this cool gadget. 

ONE TOOL,  
ELEVEN FUNCTIONS 
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Hobby Knife. With 12 snap off blades. Clip 
attachment. Size: 140x20x7mm. 

90720  HOBBY KNIFE

Hobby knife with 14 snap off blades. The 
XXL-version. Size: 155x40x12mm. 

90730  HOBBY KNIFE XXL

Hobby knife in an elegant design with a safety 
stop. Size: 137x15x9mm. 

90729  HOBBY KNIFE CURVE

Have you ever removed a screw with a knife or 
a way too small screwdriver? This handy repair 
set is perfect to repair sunglasses, small 
electronics i.e. remote controls, small clocks or 
even to replace your iPhone screen! 
Size: 28x105x155mm. 

91192  REPAIR SET

25 piece toolset in the shape of a tire and with a 
handy handle. The outside of the case has a 
profile-shaped pattern so it looks even more like a 
tire. Size: Ø260x35mm. 

91217  TOOLSET TIRE SHAPE

Transparent hobby Knife. Modern design in fresh 
colours. Loop for attachment to keyring. 
Size: 131x24x12mm. 

90727  SAFETY KNIFE
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Never search for long for your keys using this 
luxury key finder for iPhone, Android and 
Windows phone. With a click on the button of 
the app you will hear an alarm from key finder. 
Of course you can also use it for hand bags, 
luggage and even your wallet. 
Size: 37x37x4mm. 

93201  KEY FINDER

Retractable earplugs. With this retractable 
function your earplugs will always be re-wound 
properly. Doming sticker possible on 1 side only. 
Size: Ø30x100x10mm. 

90494  RETRACTABLE EARBUDS  

Earplugs available in a plastic square box with a 
transparent cover. Includes a 1m cable with a 
universal 3.5 mm jack. Nice print area. 
Size: 65x65x17mm. 

90492  EARBUDS SET SQUARE BOX

Round pop-up speaker which you are able to 
connect to your smartphone, tablet or MP3/4 
player by using the 3,5mm jack (included). Also 
includes USB charging cable. Size: Ø52x39mm. 

90992  POP UP SPEAKER 3W

Wireless speaker including AUX function. A fun 
and easy way to listen and share music. 3W. 
Size: Ø58x50mm. 

91279  SPEAKER MINI 3W

Wireless speaker. With the attached cord it is 
easy to hang the Speaker ball i.e on your bag 
making it easy to take with you. 
Size: Ø65x70mm. 

91160  SPEAKER BALL 2W
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Pouch for glasses or sunglasses. This pouch is 
made of microfiber material. Not only a pouch 
to put your glasses in, you can also clean your 
glasses with this microfiber pouch. 
Size: 180x90mm. 

86707  POUCH FOR SUNGLASSES

Kitchen apron with front pocket. Cotton with 
polyester. Quality 35% cotton and 65% 
polyester. Size: 600x800mm. 

91682  APRON MEDIUM QUALITY

Carrier bag made of woven paper (extra strong) 
with long handles. The bag is made of recycled 
sustainable material. Size: 380x420mm. 

95119  PAPER WOVEN BAG, 100GSM

Polyester beach bag with cotton handles. A 
perfect giveaway during the summer period. 
Your logo comes out perfectly due to the big 
imprint space which is possible on this beach 
bag. Size: 355x140x450mm. 

91659  BEACH BAG COTTON ROPES

Compact dishwashing brush with imprint space 
on the handle. Dish soap can be poured into the 
transparent handle. Ideal for the camping site 
as well as in the kitchen. Size: Ø60x100mm. 
Content: 5cl.

95303  DISHWASHING BRUSH COMPACT

Kitchen apron with front pocket. Easily 
adjustable. Quality 35% cotton and  
65% polyester. Size: 700x900mm. 

91683  APRON HIGH QUALITY ADJUSTABLE
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Metal trolley coin on a carabiner with keychain. 
Easy to attach to your keys. Suitable for trolleys 
with €1,00 and 50ct coin deposits. 
Size: Ø23x78mm. 

99791  COIN KEYCHAIN

Little synthetic pig money box. Printing through 
pad printing. Ideal promoting item for the 
financial world. From orders of 5.500 pieces 
you can choose your own pantone colours. 
Size: 78x103x82mm. 

91539  LITTLE PIGGY SWIENTIE

Metal keyring with round doming and bottle 
opener. Size: 52x32mm. 

99709  OPENER KEYRING METAL LOGOTOP

2-in-1 ball pen with matt metalic body, rubber 
grip and a metal clip. The tip of the grip can be 
used as a touchscreen pen. If you press the 
pusher, standard: blue ink. Size: Ø11x141mm. 

80434  STYLUS 2-IN-1 PEN

Suitcase shape luggage tags. Only your name is 
visible to protect your privacy. With black 
closure. Size: 92x54x4mm. 

90459  LUGGAGE TAG / SUITCASE SHAPE

Plastic rain poncho. One size fits all. Printing 
possible with a sticker. Size: 135x95x4mm. 

90489  RAIN PONCHO
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A set of 3 amenity bags packed in a transparent 
storage bag. All 3 sizes are closable with a 
zipper and suitable for toilet articles and 
cosmetics. The storage bag has a handle. With 
the 3-in-1 amenity bag you always have the 
right size. Size: 270x85x210mm. 

91098  TOILETBAG 3-IN-1

Solar truck is a TopBasic design portable 
battery (4000mAh) with a solar cell and holder 
in the shape of a truck. The solar cell offers the 
opportunity to charge a smartphone or tablet 
with solar cell technology or with the integrated 
battery. Size: 118x73x88mm. 

91023  SOLAR TRUCK 4000MAH

The TopBasic design Solar Factory is the perfect 
gift for a sustainable message! Solar Factory is 
a portable battery (7800mAh) in the shape of a 
factory with solar cells on the roof. Charge your 
smartphone or tablet with solar cell technology 
or the integrated battery. Size: 150x92x56mm. 

91022  SOLAR FACTORY 7800MAH

Tablet organizer for in the car. Suitable for most 
tablets, including extra pockets. The organizer is 
foldable making it easy to carry your tablet 
outside the car. Packed in a giftbox.  
Size: 455x284x10mm.

90916  TABLET SLEEVE (CAR USE)

A TopBasic design parking disc and ice scraper. 
The parking disc complies with the european 
laws (except France). Large print area on the 
back of the ice scraper. Size: 154x110x6mm. 

90721  PARKING DISC / ICE SCRAPER 
EUROPE

A paper parking disc which complies with the laws 
of France. There is a big print area on the back of 
the parking disc. Size: 150x150mm. 

90719  PARKING DISC FRANCE
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Earplugs with a cord. Suitable to protect your ears 
during several activities, for example on an 
aeroplane, in work or during events. With the 
handy cord you can easily hang the ear plugs 
around your neck when you’re not using them. 
Size: Ø41x19mm. 

90342   EAR PLUGS WITH CORD

Round scented candle in a tin with lid. The perfect 
gift for birthdays and parties. Delicious fragrance 
and creates a nice atmosphere. Size: Ø53x31mm. 

91117  CANDLE SCENTED ROUND

Heart shaped scented candle in a tin with lid. The 
perfect valentine gift but also suitable for 
birthdays and parties. Delicious fragrance and 
creates a nice atmosphere. Size: 47x50x26mm. 

91116  CANDLE SCENTED HEART

Functional dispenser with 15 disposable bags, 
including carabiner. Size: Ø41x105mm. 

90514  PLASTIC BAG DISPENSER  
CARABINER

Water bottle, suitable for cold drinks. Incuding 
detachable compartment where fruit or mint can 
be put in which gives your water some flavour. 
Very suitable to offer this item as a healthy 
giveaway. Size: Ø70x220mm. Content: 65cl.

98774  FRUIT BOTTLE

Jumbo lunchbox. Large printing space is possible 
on the top. Keeps your lunch fresh. 
Size: 215x142x52mm. 

90416  LUNCH BOX 1200ML
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6 short colour pencils in a carton. From orders of 300 pieces it is 
possible to custom make the box. Size: 90x45x9mm. 

91576  PENCIL BOX

4 chalks in a box. Printing on a sticker. From orders of 300 pieces it 
is possible to custom make the box. Size: 135x97x25mm. 

90421  STREET CHALK

Wasco play set with wasco crayons, a drawing and some stickers. 
Size: 160x100mm. 

95200  WASCO PLAY SET

6 small colour pencils in transprant case. Printing with a sticker. 
Size: 95x55x8mm. 

91575  PENCIL SET
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A4 colouring book (31x21,5 cm), 8 pages. With 6 short 
colour pencils (91575) in a transparent polybag. Printing 
with a sticker. Size: 310x215x9mm. 

91540  COLOUR BOOK SET

A6 colouring book (15x10,5 cm), 16 pages. With 6 short 
colour pencils (91575) in a transparent polybag. Printing 
with a sticker. Size: 148x105x9mm. 

91571  COLOUR BOOK SET
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Puzzle tray, square. Full colour print possible. 
Size: 75x75x6mm. 

90772  PUZZLE TRAY

Puzzle tray, rectangle. Large print surface for your 
logo. Full colour imprint possible. 
Size: 90x75x6mm. 

90770  PUZZLE TRAY

Modern sunglasses with coloured temples. 
Excellent choice for a budget giveaway! 
Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86703  SUNGLASSES NEON 400UV

Contemporary sunglasses for a fashionable 
look. Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86700  SUNGLASSES JUSTIN IN POLYBAG
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Nice gadget: small plastic truck. Wheels can 
rotate, so the truck can ‘drive’. 
Size: 192x30x45mm. 

91245  MINI TRUCK

Transparent YoYo in fresh colours. White is a hard 
colour. Large print area. Size: Ø55x35mm. 

90225  YOYO

With this bubble blower in a round bottle you can 
blow the most beautiful bubbles. It comes with a 
safety break cord, this Ideal for weddings, parties 
and festivals. Bubble fun guaranteed! 
Size: Ø65x85mm. Content: 4cl.

90264  BUBBLE BLOWER ROUND

Connect your mobile to this controller and play 
games like the free & easy to download Asphalt 8. 
This way, you can transform your mobile with a 
switch into a real portable game computer. 
Delivered in a giftbox. The controller is only 
compatible with Android devices. 
Size: 45x150x110mm. 

91187  BLUETOOTH CONTROLLER ORI-
GINAL

Cup cake set that consists of 1 large cake form, 
8 small cupcake forms, 1 spatula, 1 brush and 
1 decoration injection. Cheerfull and colourful 
siliconematerial. Everything you need to make 
the perfect cup cakes, packed in a giftbox. 
Size: Ø230x42mm. 

91733  CUPCAKE SET, SILICONE

A keychain with a transparent colour trolley coin. 
Handy when shopping. Size: Ø41mm. 

91568  COIN KEYCHAIN
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Handy ice scraper with interchangeable triangle 
to remove snow, ice and condensation. The 
handle has a large print area for your logo. 
Size: 17x113x255mm. 

91198  3-IN-1 ICE SCRAPER

Hardcolour ice scraper. Triangular model. 
Size: 110x105mm. 

90787   ICE SCRATCHER, TRIANGLE

Frosty ice scraper. Small but extremly handy. 
Size: 120x110mm. 

90782  FROSTY ICESCRAPER

Little frosted ice scraper. Rectangle model. 
Size: 120x100mm. 

90789  ICE SCRAPER LITTLE

TopBasic design hardcolour ice scraper with 
sponge and wiper. A useful promotional product 
with a large imprint area. Size: 229x135x56mm. 

90557  ICE SCRAPER-SPONGE-WIPER

Frosty ice scraper with large print area. A best 
seller in the ice scrapers category. 
Size: 245x110x30mm. 

90792  FROSTY ICE SCRAPER
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Let it snow, Let it snow…. With this snowglider in 
the shape of a shovel you can have endless fun. 
PE material. Size: 485x370x35mm. 

90418   APRES SNOWGLIDER

Solid snow shovel. The perfect gift during winter. 
A suitable promotional item, due to the imprint 
space on the handle of the shovel. This item can 
easily be put together. Size: 1135x254x10mm. 

90731  SNOW SHOVEL

Ice scraper with warm glove. More printing 
possiblities. Size: 280x170x20mm. 

90793  ICE SCRAPER WITH GLOVE

Ice scraper with warm glove. More printing 
possiblities. Size: 345x150x30mm. 

90794  ICE SCRAPER WITH GLOVE

Most cars contain an ice scraper, as 

this practical tool is indispensable 

during the cold winter months. Save 

cold hands and scratch for minutes 

with the wide range of ice scrapers 

from TopBasic. Car windows are 

easy to de-ice in no time. From 

multifunctional ice scrapers to basic 

ice scrapers find the perfect ally in 

the fight against snow and ice. 

WINTER TOOLS 
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2200mAh powerbank available in multiple colours. 
Will be delivered including cables to charge the 
powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 98x22x22mm. 

91089  POWERBANK 2200MAH

Popular 2200mAh powerbank available in multiple 
colours. Coloured inside with a transparent cover. 
Will be delivered including cables to charge your 
powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 91x25x25mm. 

91029  POWERBANK TRANSPARANT 
2200MAH

Powerbank round 2000mAh. Suitable to (partly) 
charge your smart phone, tablet or other electronic 
devices. This item will be delivered in a standard 
white gift packaging with USB / micro-USB cable. 
Size: Ø22x97mm. 

90968  PORTABLE BATTERY ROUND SHAPE 
2000MAH

Powerbank 2000mAh, in a compact size. Very 
useful to partially charge your electronic devices 
wherever you are. Due to the compact size of the 
powerbanks it is easy to carry with you.This item will 
be delivered in a standard white gift packaging with 
cable. Size: 90x56x7mm. 

90975  CREDIT CARD, PORTABLE BATTERY 
2000MAH

Flat 2000mAh powerbank including LED capacity 
indicators. Big imprint surface for full colour digital 
imprint. Will be delivered including cables to charge 
your powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 92x59x9mm. 

91071  POWERBANK LED 2000MAH

Popular aluminum 2200mAh Powerbank with on/
off button. Available in multiple colours. Will be 
delivered including cables to charge your 
powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. 
Size: 95x22x22mm. 

91030  POWERBANK ALUMINUM 
2200MAH
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Easily charge your phone by using this 5W wireless 
charging pad. The colourful wireless pad with rubber 
edge is an eyecatcher for your desk. 
Size: 10x70x70mm. 

95076  BASIC WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W

Dispenser with cleaning fluid (30ml) for glasses, 
screens, mobile phones and tablets. Due to the size, 
it is easy to take with you. Dispenser will be 
delivered with a microfiber cloth. Size: Ø34x103mm. 

91715  CLEANER WITH MICROFIBER 
CLOTH

Powerbank (2200 mAh) with a full colour paper 
inlay. Round model including USB / micro-USB 
cable. Delivered individualy in a box. 
Size: Ø25x95mm. 

91130  POWERBANK PAPER 2200MAH

A TopBasic design powerbank (3800mAh) with a 
retro look. The rubberised outer edge gives the 
powerbank a retro and tough look. The LED on the 
dial indicates the power level of the powerbank. 
Including USB / micro-USB cable. Individually 
packed in a giftbox. Size: 115x65x15mm. 

91096  RETRO POWERBANK 3800MAH

Popular Aluminium 2600mAh Powerbank with an 
on/off button. Available in multiple colours. A cable 
to charge your powerbank is included. Each 
individually packed in a gift box. This powerbank has 
the official TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark. 
Size: 95x22x22mm. 

91149  POWERBANK ALUMINIUM TUV GS 
2600MAH

A powerbank / USB cable with multiple connectors. 
Micro-USB and connectors for Apple devices 
(30-pin and lightning). Size: 300x25mm. 

91126  POWERBANK 3 IN 1 USB CABLE
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Microfiber cleaning cloth (20x30cm) with a full 
colour and all-over imprint for electronic displays or 
glasses. Each packed in a polybag and optionally 
available in a PVC pouch and with a print on the 
backside of the cleaning cloth. Delivery time around 
3 weeks. Size: 200x300mm. 

91057  MICROFIBER CLOTH 20X30CM

250gr/m² microfiber cleaning pouch (9x18cm) for 
glasses. The pouch can be closed with a cord and 
stopper. Full colour and all-over imprint possible. 
Available from 300 pieces and the delivery time is 
approximately 3 weeks. Other sizes available on 
request. Size: 180x90mm. 

91058  MICROFIBER POUCH 9X18CM

Microfiber cleaning cloth (15x18cm) with a full 
colour and all-over imprint for electronics displays 
or glasses. Each packed in a polybag and optionally 
available in a PVC pouch and with a print on the 
backside of the cleaning cloth. Delivery time is 
approx. 3 weeks. Size: 180x150mm. 

91056  MICROFIBER CLOTH 15X18CM

Keychain with microfiber cleaning cloth 
(150x150mm) for cleaning electronic displays or 
glasses. Including full colour all-over imprint. 
Available from 600 pieces and the delivery time is 
approximately 3 weeks. Size: 150x150mm. 

95028  MICROFIBER CLOTH KEYRING, 
15X15CM
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Microfiber sticky cleaner (35x35mm) for cleaning 
the display of electronic devices. After use it can be 
placed on the back of the device. Each piece is 
packed in a polybag with a customised inlay card. 
Including full colour all-over imprint and inlay card. 
Size: 35x35mm. 

91059  MICROFIBER STICKY CLOTH 
35X35MM

The VR Glasses enable you to enjoy your VR 
content in an easy way. The product has an 
adjustable head strap. Thanks to the spring in the 
cover, your smartphone is always situated in the 
middle of the lens. Size: 99x158x90mm. 

91152  VR GLASSES, STANDARD

This handy phone standard can be easily attached 
to the back of your smartphone and has three 
functions: phone stand, magnet function and ring 
buckle for extra grip to take a selfie for instance. It 
comes in a polybag including an instruction card. 
Size: 4x22x32mm. 

95035  PHONE STANDARD 3 IN 1

For the ultimate Virtual Reality experience these VR 
Glasses are a real must-have. One of features of 
these VR-Glasses is the luxurious magnetic 
open-and-close cover, high quality lenses that can 
be adjusted in three different ways. 
Size: 135x200x102mm. 

91153  VR GLASSES, DELUXE

Experience the ultimate possibilities of Virtual 
Reality at a great price. The cardboard version of the 
Virtual Reality glasses are easy to fold and suitable 
for smartphones with a maximum screen diameter 
of 12cm. Make your own design full colour 
packaging. Size: 13x130x205mm. 

91154  VR GLASSES, CARDBOARD 
CUSTOM-MADE

Experience the ultimate possibilities of Virtual 
Reality at a great price. This cardboard version of 
the Virtual Reality Glasses is easy to fold and 
suitable for smartphones with a maximum screen 
diameter of 12cm. Size: 13x130x205mm. 

91151  VR GLASSES, CARDBOARD
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Hardcolour ball pen with twist mechanism, 
X20 standard: blue ink. For orders from 
25.000 pieces, other writing colours are 
available. Size: Ø8x134mm. 

87587  TWISTY SOLID COLOUR BALLPEN

Aluminum ballpen with a solid metal tip and 
the barrel has a gradient. This pen comes with a 
Jumbo cartridge with blue ink. 
Size: Ø10x136mm. 

87798  BALLPEN SUNRISE

Frosted ball pen with rotary mechanism. Blue 
writing ink with synthetic X20 refill. For orders 
from 25.000 pieces, other writing colours are 
available. Size: Ø8x134mm. 

87596  TWISTY FROSTY BALLPEN

Multifunction ballpen with touchscreen tip, 
including a screwdriver, ruler and spirit level 
featuring blue ink. Size: Ø10x148mm. 

87797  TOOL PEN BUILD-IT

Writing old-fashioned? Think 

twice! Writing makes you 

happier, trains your brain and 

makes sure that you remember 

information better. Everyone 

writes for a different reason. 

Keep a diary, write a to-do list, 

take minutes during a meeting 

or write a personal card. 

LET’S WRITE 
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Transparent injection pen available in multiple 
colours. The pen is designed as a syringe. 
Size: Ø13x134mm. 

87227  INJECTION PEN TRANSPARENT

4 in 1 Pen. White, hardcolour ball pen with 
coloured grip and 4 writing colours to choose 
from: blue, red, black and green. 
Size: Ø11x137mm. 

87226  BALLPEN 4 COLOURS

Novelty plastic pen with football and 
transparent parts. Football can turn around. 
Blue ink. Size: Ø11x145mm. 

80463  FOOTBALL PEN

Transparent, plastic ball pen with metal clip. 
Blue writing ink. X-20 refill. Size: Ø10x135mm. 

80435  ANTARCTICA, BALLPEN METAL CLIP

Transparent ball pen with rubber grip. Full 
colour printing on both sides of the banner, 
X20 standard: blue ink. Also possible with 
imprint on the body or clip. Size: Ø12x147mm. 

80388  BANNERPEN GRIP TRANSPARENT

Frosted ball pen. Full colour printing on both 
sides of the banner. Also possible with imprint 
on the body. Size: Ø13x147mm. 

80390  BANNER-PEN FROSTY
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Transparent ball pen with metal clip, standard: 
blue ink. For orders from 10.000 pieces, other 
writing colours are available. Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80423  HAWAII BALLPEN FROSTY

A stylish, hardcolour ball pen with an original 
metal clip, standard: blue ink, with a comfortable 
grip. From orders of 10.000 pieces, you can 
choose your own colour combination. 
Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80421  HAWAII HARD COLOUR

Ball pen with a touchscreen tip, twist mechanism, 
metal tip, ring and clip. Blue ink X20 refill. 
Size: Ø13x135mm. 

80433  HAWAII STYLUS WHITE COLOUR 
GRIP&TIP

White ball pen with metal clip, push button, ring 
and tip, standard: blue ink. Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80432  HAWAII WHITE COLOURED GRIP

Metallic coloured ballpen with black colour metal 
clip, pusher, ring and pen point.Standard with blue 
ink. Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80436  BALLPEN HAWAII METALLIC

Silver coloured ball pen with metal clip, standard: 
blue ink. Size: Ø13x140mm. 

80422  HAWAII SILVER BALLPEN
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Round pencil with eraser, unsharpened. 
Size: Ø7x186mm. 

91585  PENCIL WITH ERASER

Plastic ball pen with a touchscreen cap and twist 
function. Blue writing ink. Size: Ø13x135mm. 

80429  HAWAII, TOUCH SCREEN PEN

Slim, plastic touchscreen pen with a twist 
function. Blue refill. Size: Ø7x136mm. 

80493  PLASTIC STYLUS PEN SLIM MODEL

Round pencil, unsharpened. Size: Ø7x180mm. 

91580  PENCIL, UNSHARPENED

A mechanical propelling pencil with push 
mechanism and eraser. Available in multiple 
colours. Easy to refill. Size: Ø8x155mm. 

89260  PENCIL SMILING MECHANICAL

Wide Carpenter pencil, unsharpened. With large 
print area. FSC wood. Size: 247x15x8mm. 

91592  CARPENTER PENCIL BIG
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Elegant, aluminum ball pen with a stylus function. 
Two rings in the body of the pen to give it that 
touch of elegance. Standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø12x134mm. 

87918  ALICANTE STYLUS

Stylish aluminum mechanical pencil (0.7 mm) 
With 2 rings in the body of the pen. Single name 
engraving available from orders of minimal 
50 pieces. Size: Ø10x135mm. 

89216  ALICANTE PENCIL METAL

Elegant aluminum pen. With two rings in the body 
of the pen as remarkable detail. Blue ink refill 
plastic. Size: Ø10x135mm. 

87915  ALICANTE SPECIAL, BALLPEN

Transparent injection highlighter. Colour indicates 
writing colour. Size: Ø16x136mm. 

81458  INJECTION HIGHLIGHTER

Triangle highlighter with 3 writing colours. Large 
printing surface on both sides. Ideal for digital 
printing in full colour or with a doming. 
Size: 78x78x12mm. 

81423  TRIANGLE HIGHLIGHTER

Frosted round highlighter with 5 writing colours. 
Big print area. ABS material. Size: Ø99x20mm. 

81401  FLOWERMARKER, HIGHLIGHTER
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Metal keychain with pen light. Three small LED 
lights provide enough light to find a keyhole. 
Batteries included. Size: Ø18x68mm. 

90957  MINI LED LIGHT WITH KEYRING/3 
LED

Rectangle black carton gift box for 1 ball pen, has 
a window and sliding lid. Printing on the box is 
possible. Size: 182x43x21mm. 

83013  PACKAGING, BLACK CARTON 1 
BALLPEN

Black velvet pouch for 1 ball pen. Supplied plain 
only. Size: 160x29mm. 

83001  PACKAGING, ETUI

Frosted, oval gift box for 2 ball pens. With 
transparent lid. Printing on lid is possible. 
Size: 175x45x22mm. 

83006  PACKAGING, OVAL FOR 2 BALL-
PENS

Cardboard gift box with custom made full colour 
printing. Suitable for any type of pen. 
Size: 20x20x150mm. 

83258  CUSTOMIZED BOX BALLPEN 
(20X20X150MM)

Writing set with Alicante ball pen (87915) and 
pencil (89216) in oval transparent gift box. 
Printing is standard on the giftbox. 
Size: 175x45x22mm. 

82221  ALICANTE SET 
(87915+89216+83006)
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Metal oval keyring with double sided doming 
possible. Size: 103x35x6mm. 

99652  KEYRING METAL, OVAL

Metal rectangle keyring with double sided 
doming. Size: 108x25x5mm. 

99610  KEYRING METAL, RECTANGLE

A metal, rectangular keyring with a single sided 
doming. Size: 114x28x8mm. 

99681  KEYRING METAL WITH LOGOTOP

A metal rectangular keyring with a single sided 
doming. Size: 107x28x8mm. 

99693  KEYRING METAL WITH LOGOTOP

Metal round keyring with double sided doming. 
Size: 90x36x6mm. 

99618  KEYRING METAL, ROUND

Metal keyring with doming and plastic detail at 
the bottom. Size: 74x22mm. 

99711  METAL KEYRING LOGOTOP
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ALL THE 
BASIC THINGS 
YOU NEED
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An electronic refillable translucent lighter. 
Child-resistant. Size: 81x24x9mm. 

90610  TORPEDO TRANSPARANT, LIGHTER

An electronic refillable lighter with silver cap. 
Child-resistant. Size: 81x24x9mm. 

90604  POLO, LIGHTER

Disposable Cricket lighter with nickel cap. 
Child-resistant. Size: 80x22x10mm. 

90590  CRICKET ORIGINAL METAL

Disposable Cricket lighter with silver cap. 
Child-resistant. Size: 81x22x13mm. 

90580  CRICKET FEUDOR, LIGHTER

Frosty electronic refillable lighter. Large print 
area. Child-resistant. Size: 190x41x20mm. 

90577  BARBECUE LIGHTER

Electronic lighter with bottle opener. 
Child-resistant and refillable. 
Size: 80x25x9mm. 

90912  LIGHTER ELECTRONIC OPENER 
EB15
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An electronic refillable lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x25x12mm. 

90660  ELECTRONIC, LIGHTER

An electronic refillable lighter with a LED light. 
Child-resistant. Size: 82x25x11mm. 

90687  LED LIGHTER

An electronic refillable lighter. Child-resistant. 
Size: 82x24x10mm. 

90698  TORPEDO, LIGHTER

An electronic frosty refillable lighter. Matt silver 
coloured cap. Child-resistant. Size: 82x25x11mm. 

90666  HEAT, LIGHTER

Disposable frosted/hardcolour Tokai lighter 
with black cap. Child-resistant. 
Size: 83x23x11mm. 

90620  TOKAI M13LCS DISPOSABLE 
LIGHTER

An electronic disposable Tokai lighter. Note: 
The white version is with a black or white cap. 
Child-resistant. Size: 83x25x11mm. 

90652  TOKAI P12C, LIGHTER
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An electronic refillable silver lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 81x24x9mm. 

90708  POLO DE LUXE, LIGHTER

Firm, large, metal lighter with plastic body. Ideal to light the barbecue. 
Large printing surface. Child-resistant. Size: 229x45x20mm. 

90691  HOT FIRE PARTYLIGHTER / BB2-HC

An electronic refillable metallic lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 82x24x9mm. 

90699  TORPEDO METALLIC, LIGHTER
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Electronic lighter with custom made full colour labelling. Refillable and 
child-resistant. Minimal order of 5.500 pieces. Size: 80x25x9mm. 

90905  LIGHTER 90660 (INCL.LABELING)

Disposable lighter with bottle opener. Child-resistant. Size: 89x22x10mm. 

90711  FLINT LIGHTER-BOTTLE OPENER

Disposable lighter. Child-resistant. Size: 82x23x11mm. 

90700  BURN, DISPOSABLE LIGHTER

Large, flat, electronic refillable lighter in hard or transparent colours. Child-resistant. 
Hardcolour black and white (with black cap). Size: 80x36x9mm. 

90703  ELECTRONIC LIGHTER, BREED MODEL
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Handy pocket-size booklet with horizontal elastic 
and lined paper. 70 g/m2. Size: 13x130x90mm. 

91709  POCKET BOOK A6

PU notebook with elastic strap and ribbon. White 
colour lined paper, with 80 lined sheets. 70 g/m2. 
Size: 141x90x15mm. 

91065  NOTEBOOK A6 PU

PU notebook with an elastic strap and a ribbon. 
White lined paper, 80 lined sheets. 70 g/m2. 
Size: 210x141x15mm. 

91066  NOTEBOOK A5 PU

Notebook A5 spiral, 100 sheets. 80 g/m2. 
Size: 210x155x14mm. 

90894  SPIRAL NOTEBOOK A5

Small note book with 100 large adhesive notes 
(100x75mm) and 25 small adhesive notes 
(50x75mm) and 5x25 colourful strips. Large print 
area on the front and back side. 
Size: 105x80x19mm. 

90865  NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER

A small notebook available in black, white and 
brown with sticky notes. The white and brown 
version come with yellow sticky notes, the black 
one with white sticky notes (50 sheets of 
100x75mm, 25 sheets of 50x75mm, and 5x25 
coloured page markers). Size: 80x106x7mm. 

90869  NOTEBOOK ECO + STICKY NOTES
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Cube pad with white paper. Printing on each 
sheet possible. Ca.420 wood-free sheets. Each 
cube sealed. 80 g/m2. Size: 100x100x50mm. 

91810  CUBE PAD WHITE, 10X10X5

Create your own adhesive notes. Over 50 different 
shapes are available for orders from 600 pieces. Imprint 
on each note possible. Pastel colours are available 
without extra costs, intensive colours are possible with 
extra costs. 

91757  ADHESIVE NOTES SPECIAL SHAPE

Cube pad with white paper. Ca. 730 wood-free 
sheets. Single sheet printing possible. Each cube 
sealed. 80 g/m2. Size: 90x90x90mm. 

91700  CUBE PAD WHITE, 9X9X9

Lovely designed paper pad. 80 grams of paper. 
Create an effect with this descending paper 
block. Ca. 220 sheets. 80 g/m2. 
Size: 100x135x20mm. 

91825  EFFECT BLOCK, 12,5X10X2
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Cube in the shape of a shipping container. White 
paper, ca.690 sheets. Printing on each sheet 
possible. 80 g/m2. Size: 150x80x85mm. 

91855  CONTAINER BLOCK, 15X8X8,5

Cube pad with white paper and a hole for a ball 
pen. Ca. 840 wood-free sheets. Printing on each 
sheet possible. 80 g/m2. Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91801  CUBE PAD WITH HOLE, 10X10X10

Cube box with white paper. Ca. 800 wood-free 
sheets. Printing on each sheet possible. Each cube 
is sealed. 80 g/m2. Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91910  CUBE BOX, 10X10X10

Cube box with four transparent 
compartments for several desk-items. White 
paper. Ca. 800 wood-free sheets. Each cube 
is sealed. 80 g/m2. Size: 100x100x100mm. 

92010  CUBE BOX, 10X10X10

Cube pad with white paper. Ca. 840 wood-free 
sheets. Printing on each sheet possible. Each cube 
sealed. 80 g/m2. Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91800  CUBE PAD WHITE, 10X10X10

Handy cube box with white paper. Printing on 
the sides, printing on each sheet is also 
possible. Ca. 320 wood-free sheets. Each 
cube is sealed. 80 g/m2. 
Size: 100x100x45mm. 

97000  CUBE BOX, 10.5X10.5X5CM
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Cube pad with white paper on wooden Pallet. 
Ideal for use at home or at the office. Printing on 
each sheet possible. Ca. 420 wood-free sheets. 
Each cube is sealed. 80 g/m2. 
Size: 100x100x50mm. 

91815  CUBE PAD WHITE + WOODEN 
PALLET

Cube pad with white paper on wooden pallet. Ca. 
840 wood-free sheets. Printing on each sheet 
possible. Each cube is sealed. 80 g/m2. 
Size: 100x100x100mm. 

91805  CUBE PAD WHITE+WOODEN 
PALLET

Bookmark with fifteen sticky notes per colour / 
size. Notes 5 colours (44X12 mm) and a large set 
of notes (44X40 mm). Size: 205x60mm. 

91735  BOOKMARK/STICKY NOTES/SQUARE

Cube pad on a pallet. White paper, ca. 530 sheets. 
Printing on each sheet possible. 80 g/m2. 
Size: 120x80x60mm. 

91845  PALLET BLOCK, 12X8X6

Feel and smell the paper we 

write on, the colour ink that 

appears on the paper from the 

pen and makes letters, words 

and sentences. These sensory 

and physical experiences of 

writing leave us to think about 

what we experience in the 

moment we write about. 

WRITING IS 
THINKING 
ON PAPER 
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91943  ADHESIVE NOTES, 100, 72X72MM, FC91940  ADHESIVE NOTES, 100, 50X72MM, FC

91942  ADHESIVE NOTES, 50, 72X72MM, FC91939  ADHESIVE NOTES, 50, 50X72MM, FC 91941  ADHESIVE NOTES, 25, 72X72MM, FC91938  ADHESIVE NOTES, 25, 50X72MM, FC

91745  ADHESIVE NOTES 100, 75X70MM91742  ADHESIVE NOTES 100, 75X50MM

91744  ADHESIVE NOTES 50, 75X70MM91741  ADHESIVE NOTES 50, 75X50MM 91743  ADHESIVE NOTES 25, 75X70MM91740  ADHESIVE NOTES 25, 75X50MM

Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 80 g/m².  
Size: 50x72mm.

91938-91940 NOTES FC
Adhesive notes. Full colour imprint. 80 g/m².  
Size: 72x72mm.

91941-91943 NOTES FC

Adhesive notes. Full colour print is possible, ask for possibilities. 
80 g/m². Size: 75x50mm. 

91740-91742 NOTES
Adhesive notes. Full colour print is possible, ask for 
possibilities. 80 g/m². Size: 75x70mm.

91743-91745 NOTES
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EVERYDAY
BASICS

FOR SPECIAL 
PEOPLE





SUMMER
HAPPINESS

With your feet buried deep in the warm sand, 

or dipping into cool, blue and refreshing 

water, Summer is always a welcome change. 

Make sweet Summer nights memorable and 

blazing hot sun rays bearable. Experience, 

enjoy and make your Summer more complete 

than ever before. Find the right bit of comfort 

for the campground, terrace, boat or country 

house. Leave your busy life for what it is and let 

everything fall back into place. This is possible 

in Summer. Clear your mind, pause your 

calendar. This is allowed in Summer. Have fun. 



SUNNY
SIDE UP
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Compact and light backpack with two compartments. It 
still falls within the limitation to backpacks with modest 
sizes, on the many music festivals across Europe. 
Size: 300x80x400mm. 

95151  Backpack Festival

Luggage tag in the shape of a slipper. With this luggage 
tag you can already visualise your holiday destination. 
Another advantage of this luggage tag your luggage is 
easily visible due to the unique shape of the tag. 
Size: 112x48mm. 

91036  Luggage Tag Slipper
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PLAY SOME 
UPBEAT 

SUMMER 
JAMS

Everyone remembers the time that there is no sun lotion 
on hand on an unexpected summer day. With the sun 
lotion spray you will be protected from the sun on sunny 
days. Suitable for digital print. Size: 109x42x9mm. 
Content: 1cl.

91831  Sunscreen Spray SPF30

The SummerTop design wireless speaker bottle (3W) is a 
uniquely designed drinking bottle which can be used to 
play music. A unique combination between a drinking 
bottle and a speaker, the Speaker bottle is easy to take 
with you. Size: Ø75x272mm. Content: 73cl.

91184  Speaker bottle

Hip sun visor made of EVA material. Available in multiple 
hip colours and adjustable in size with the push buttons. 
The perfect business gift for the summer and at every 
event. Also suitable for kids. Size: 3x225x235mm. 

91256  Sun Visor
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Water resistant pouch for your smartphone, camera or 
MP3/4 player. Also suitable for storing your personal 
documents or a passport during travelling. Neck cord 
included. Suitable for almost all smartphones. 
Size: 220x127mm. 

91662  Waterproof smartphone bag

Help reduce the millions of plastic straws used every day with 
this reusable and flexible silicone straw. The straw is BPA free, 
meets the food grade requirements and is dishwasher proof. 
Thanks to the plastic case it becomes a convenient item to 
take everywhere in your bag. Size: Ø55x20mm. 

93094  Reusable Silicone Straw in box  

Peppermint dispenser with plastic screw cap. Includes 
7 grams of dutch peppermints. Not sugarfree.  
Size: Ø18x74mm.

91784  Mint Tube Dispenser, twist-click

A foldable and adjustable headphone for a great price! 
Easy to take with you in the car, on the bike or in the train. 
Nice and striking print area that can also be seen by 
others. Delivered in a pouch. Size: 50x130x160mm. 

91268  Foldable Headphone
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COOL DOWN
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ENJOY 
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Nylon frisbee, foldable in pouch. Printing 
standard on the frisbee, but also possible 
on the pouch (transfer imprint). Size pouch: 
100x85 mm. From orders of 5.500 pieces 
you can have full colour printing possible. 
Size: Ø250mm. 

90511  Foldable Frisbee

Polyester cool bag with belt for transportation. Compact 
and suitable for 6 cans (33cl.) With zipper to close the bag. 
A perfect cool bag for a summer day. Size: 200x130x125mm. 

95104  Cooler Bag 6pc Cans

A stylish bag with countless 
opportunities. Take it to the beach, 
city, on holiday or use it for 
shopping. Because of the stylish 
and fresh design you will stand out 
with this bag! 380 g/m2. 
Size: 500x180x360mm. 

95103  Canvas bag, 34x52x17cm
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stay
hydrated

168

Transparent drink bottle (tritan material). Due to the 
siliconetop the bottle is 100% leak free. Suitable for cold 
drinks. The product has a large imprint space which 
makes it the ultimate promotional gift. Delivered in 
giftbox. Size: Ø65x230mm. Content: 58cl.

98773  # Tritan Bottle 580ml
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stay
hydrated

Sunglasses  
not included

No matter how active you are in the water, 
you won’t loose your glasses anymore. This 
fancy retainer will simply keep your 
sunglasses afloat! With the silicone 
connector it is suitable for most of the 
glasses on the market. Size: 300x25x11mm. 

91836  Floating Eyewear Retainer 

Trendy sunglasses with a wooden look. A fashionable 
gift to promote your brand name. 
Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86704  Sunglasses Wood Look

Polyester cool bag which can be worn 
as a rucksack. Big cooler 
compartment and a storage 
compartment on the sides and with 
adjustable straps. Also with 2 short 
handles the cool bag is easily 
transportable. Handy while on the 
move. The rucksack can carry a 
maximum of 5kg. 
Size: 310x130x360mm. 

95105  Cooler Rucksack
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TAKE  
ME TO 

THE
BEACH

Amplifier Pop is a SummerTop design stereo speaker with 
2 foldable silicone amplifiers. Pop will be delivered in a 
giftbox including USB charging cable and a connection 
cable to plug into your smart phone or tablet. 
Size: 180x78x40mm. 

91026  SiliconeStereo Speaker 3W

Refreshing travel hand sanitiser spray. A useful and 
compact item. Containing alcohol, Aloe vera and Vitamin 
E. Size: Ø18x125mm. 

90345  Hand sanitiser spray

This bag provides enough space for all your beach items 
on a nice summer day! The ideal promotional gift that is 
endurable for a long time which is made from durable 
jute. 340 g/m2. Size: 345x130x415mm. 

95012  Jute Bag, 35x44x13cm
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Modern radio with FM and DAB+ receiver. This new DAB+ 
technology is a must for the future. This digital broadcasting 
signal allows you to listen noise free and with a much wider 
coverage of local and national broadcasting stations. This radio 
will be supplied including AC cable and is packed in a giftbox 
including manual. Size: 178x54x92mm. 

91997  DAB+ radio

A nice gift set with different parts that can be attached to 
your tablet, laptop or smartphone. Contains a book light 
and a fan that is suitable for iPhone & Android models. 
Size transparent box : 13,8x8x3,3cm. Size: 32x80x138mm. 

91180  Plug-n-play Set

Trendy sunglasses with frame in 2-tone color scheme . 
Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86712  Sunglasses 2-tone

A flexible booklight that can be connected to a USB port. 
Suitable for laptops and tablets with a USB connection. 
The LED light gives sufficient light. Size: 168x17x10mm. 

91109  Booklight USB
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Mini USB-fan, easy to take with you on the road. The fan 
can connect to your laptop, tablet or powerbank via a 
USB connection. Nice and refreshing during hot days. 
Size: Ø16x174x17x9mm. 

91129  Mini USB fan

Make your own water ice lollies with this icemaker. Ideal 
for the summer. You can make 4 lollies at a time with 
joyfull and colourful sticks. Size: 147x86x140mm. 

91304  Icemaker

This sun lotion is the perfect size to take with you for a 
day at the beach or to a festival! The special designed 
tube with a keychain hole can be easily attached to your 
keychain or bag. Size: 25x35x100mm. Content: 3cl.

91832  Sunscreen Lotion SPF30

Bright retro-style sunglasses with consistent transparent 
pastel tone frame and lens. The lens comes with an 
UV-400 filter making these the perfect accessory for 
festival grounds or the town. Size: 150x150x55mm. 

86713  Sunglasses June UV-400
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HAVE A GOOD

SUMMER
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Design vacuum bottle with 1000ml content. 
Keeps your drinks hot and cold and is 
perfect to take with you whilst travelling. 
Size: Ø95x290mm. Content: 100cl.

98819  Iso flask 1000ml

Useful lunchbox with detachable cooler 
compartment, cooler is located in the lid of the 
lunchbox. Handy for keeping your lunch cool whilst 
travelling. Size: 147x140x64mm. 

90483  Lunchbox with cooler 750ml

Foldable portable cool bag. Bag can 
be folded into a small pouch. Zipper 
closure. Additional compartment on 
the side. Size: 410x140x440mm. 

91533  Cooler Bag Foldable
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CUSTOM MADE
TOWELS

FULL COLOUR POSSIBLE
IN YOUR OWN DESIGN

Let’s go to the beach! Super large beach towel made 
of quick dry microfibre (200g/m2) with full colour 
custom made print on one side.  Plus, the other side 
can be also be printed. In addition, the colour of the 
seam can be adjusted. Delivery time approx. 4 weeks. 
Size: 1800x1000mm. 

95041  Quick dry beach towel with custom print

Let’s go to the beach! Super large beach towel made of 
quick dry microfibre (200g/m2, 100x180cm) with full colour 
custom made print on one side.  Plus, the other side can 
be also be printed. In addition, the colour of the seam can 
be adjusted. Delivery time approx. 4 weeks. 
Size: 80x80x230mm. 

95042  Quick dry beach towel with custom print 
and pouch
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Rain poncho packed in a ball. Always handy especially for 
travelling. Has a useful keyring for attaching it to 
something. Size: Ø60mm. 

90449  Rain Poncho in ball

Sunglasses shape luggage tags. You already feel the 
sunshine from your holiday destination. Another 
advantage of this luggage tag! your luggage is easily 
visible due to the unique shape of the tag. Size: 130x47mm. 

91037  Luggage Tag Sunglasses

Fan with water atomiser. Transparent bottle with a plastic 
top, available in different summer colours. A delightfull 
cooler and the perfect giveaway for summer events. The 
water misting fan operates on 2xAA batteries (not 
included). Size: Ø80x220mm. Content: 33cl.

91075  Water misting Fan 330ml

100% cotton sailor bag with adjustable cord. 200 g/m2. 
Size: Ø250x450mm. 

91383  Sailor Bag, Cotton
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Polyester cool bag with adjustable handle (120x3cm). One 
big cool part and a small pocket on the front. Both zipper 
closing. Size: 313x180x170mm. Content: 80cl.

91547  coolerbag 8L

Frisbee in several fresh colours. Large print area. 
Ideal advertising item. Size: Ø230x25mm. 

90252  Frisbee

Powerbank 2200mAh with quality speaker. Connect 
directly to your smartphone you can also use the 
powerbank as a phone standard. Multiple colours 
available. Will be deliverd including cables to charge your 
powerbank. Each packed in a giftbox. Size: Ø30x135mm. 

91062  Powerbank with Speaker, 2200mAh

Selfie stick. Can be connected to your smartphone with 
the wire and activated with the integrated push button. 
Very useful for taking a selfie or making a video with your 
smartphone. The handle has a big imprint space. 
Size: 860x31mm. 

91112  Selfie stick
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Sun, sand 
& sea

Enjoy tropical temperatures, swaying palm trees and fine lounge music in the background; the 

ingredients for a perfect beach day. Plop down on a lounger and order a refreshing drink at 

the trendy beach bar. For even more cooling, the azure blue water beckons. Or would you 

prefer sports frisbee? End the day with an exotic cocktail, while you are treated to the sunset. 
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Aeroplane shape luggage tags. Your luggage is easily 
visible due to the unique shape of the tag. 
Size: 255x90mm. 

91035  Luggage Tag Plane

Thanks to this handy UV-tester, the amount of UV radiation 
makes it easy to measure so you can take precautionary 
measures such as sunscreen or protective clothing. The 
indicator part in the middle of the tester will become lighter 
or darker depending on solar intensity. Size: Ø38mm. 

91833  UV checker keychain

Large beach bag made of jute and canvas. The thick 
ropes used as shoulder strap add to the natural 
character. With laminated backing, the bag can also be 
used to carry groceries. Size: 500x130x400mm. 

95152  Beach bag jute/juco/canvas

Take this handy mini fan with wristband everywhere you 
go: the perfect gadget to beat hot summer days. The 
bright, striking colours will really make your customer’s 
logo shine. This item will be delivered in a giftbox 
including batteries. Size: 50x40x260mm. 

95036  Summer fan
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Friends, drinks, fun, happiness

Summer



Short memos, long stories. Uncertain love songs, 
ground-breaking contracts. Additional adjustments 

and precise calculations. With three decimal 
places and as a rough calculation. You write 

them down with the right pen. Within the 
margins or way outside. You draw them 
with your pen. You tap the table with it, 
nervously click it and literally bite down 

on it. Your pen. Made from materials 
that suit you best. In the colours that 
suit you best. Combine your writing 
style with your own style of writing. 

By choosing the right pen. 
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AVALON

Available hardcolour and transparent parts

Metal tip only available with LT87946

Metal tip only available with LT87946

87943 87946

MIX & MATCH!

Transparent parts

Hardcolour parts

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Jumbo refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4,5 km

Barrel

8794687943

Barrel Upper
part

Upper
part

Clip Clip

87943  AVALON BALLPEN COMBI 87946  AVALON BALLPEN METAL TIP COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with foil and 360° print 

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with foil and 360° print 



MADE IN GERMANY
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87941

87942

AVALON

87941 87942

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always in stock  

which means:  
short production times!

Jumbo refill! Writing length: 4,5 km

87944

87945

87944 87945

87945  AVALON BALLPEN METAL TIP TRS.87942  AVALON BALLPEN TRANSPARANT

87944  AVALON BALLPEN METAL TIP HC87941  AVALON BALLPEN HC
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8711087100 87105

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Barrel

87110

Upper
part

Grip

Clip

MIX & MATCH!
Available hardcolour and transparent parts
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87100

87105

These basic models in the 
colour combinations  
shown are always in  
stock which means:  

short production times!

Jumbo refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4,5 km

87110

TOPPOINT DESIGNAPOLLO

87105  APOLLO BALLPEN FROSTY

87100  APOLLO BALLPEN HC 87110  APOLLO BALLPEN COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with foil and 360° print 
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8798587975 87980

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Barrel

87985

Upper
part

Clip Pusher

MIX & MATCH!
Available hardcolour and transparent parts
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87975

87980

These basic models in the 
colour combinations  
shown are always in  
stock which means:  

short production times!

Jumbo refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4,5 km

87985

MADE IN GERMANYCUBE

87980  CUBE BALLPEN TRANSPARANT

87975  CUBE BALLPEN HC 87985  CUBE BALLPEN COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 



It’s not too late  
to write your best story.
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TOPPOINT DESIGN

These basic models in the 
colour combinations  
shown are always in  
stock which means:  

short production times!

80541

MIX & MATCH!  
Available hardcolour parts!

80538 80541

Jumbo refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4,5 km

Mix & match hardcolour parts!

Barrel

80541

Upper
part

MADE IN GERMANY
UNIVERSE

80538  UNIVERSE METAL TIP BALLPEN 80541  UNIVERSE METAL TIP COMBI BALLPEN

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with foil and 360° print 
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These basic models in the 
colour combinations  
shown are always in  
stock which means:  

short production times!

80804 80805

80804

80805

80806
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r p
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ts

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts
Clip

80806

Barrel Upper
part

80806

MIX & MATCH!
Available hardcolour and transparent parts

Jumbo refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4,5 km

TOPPOINT DESIGNNASH

80805  NASH BALLPEN METAL TIP TRANSPARENT

80804  NASH BALLPEN METAL TIP HARD COLOUR 80806  NASH BALLPEN METAL TIP COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 
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These basic models in the 
colour combinations  
shown are always in  
stock which means:  

short production times!

80801 80802 80803
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80801

80802

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Barrel Upper
part

Clip

80803

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

80803

Grip

MIX & MATCH!
Available hardcolour and transparent parts

MADE IN GERMANYNASH

80802  NASH BALLPEN RUBBER GRIP TRANSP.

80801  NASH BALLPEN RUBBER GRIP HARD COLOUR 80803  NASH BALLPEN RUBBER GRIP COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 
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These basic models in the 
colour combinations  
shown are always in  
stock which means:  

short production times!

80815 80816

80815

80816

80817

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Clip

80817

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

Barrel Upper
part

80806

MIX & MATCH!
Available hardcolour and transparent parts

TOPPOINT DESIGNNASH

80816  NASH BALLPEN TRANSPARENT

80815  NASH BALLPEN HARD COLOUR 80817  NASH BALLPEN COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 
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8764987647

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

BarrelGrip

8764987647

Upper
part

Pusher

Rubber grip only available with LT87649

Rubber grip only available with LT87649

Transparent parts

Hardcolour parts

Barrel Upper
part

Pusher

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

MIX & MATCH!
Available hardcolour and transparent parts

MADE IN GERMANYMERCURIUS

87647  MERCURIUS BALLPEN ZONDER GRIP COMBI 87649  MERCURIUS BALLPEN MET GRIP COMBI
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Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Barrel

8795687953

Upper
part

Clip

Available hardcolour and transparent parts

Coloured tip only available with LT87953

Coloured tip only available with LT87953
87953 87956

Transparent parts

Hardcolour parts

BarrelTip Upper
part

Clip

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

87953

Jumbo refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 4,5 km

87956

TOPPOINT DESIGNDENIRO MIX & MATCH!

87953  DENIRO BALLPEN COMBI 87956  DENIRO BALLPEN METAL TIP COMBI

Make your own colour combination! Make your own colour combination!
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87951 87952 87954 87955

X20 refill! Writing length: 2,5 km

87951

87952

87954

87955

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always in stock  

which means:  
short production times!

Jumbo refill! Writing length: 4,5 km

87951 87952 87954 87955

MADE IN GERMANYDENIRO

87955  DENIRO BALLPEN METAL TIP FROSTY87952  DENIRO BALLPEN FROSTY

87954  DENIRO BALLPEN METAL TIP HC87951  DENIRO BALLPEN HC
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Available hardcolour and transparent parts

Rubber grip only available with LT87628

Rubber grip only available with LT87628

87618 87628

Transparent parts

Hardcolour parts

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

Barrel

8762887618

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Clip

Barrel Pusher Pusher

Clip

TOPPOINT DESIGNCOSMO MIX & MATCH!

87618  COSMO BALLPEN COMBI 87628  COSMO BALLPEN COMBI RUBBERGRIP

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with foilprint and 360° print
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87622

87626

87622 87626

87612

87616

87612 87616

X20 refill! Writing length: 2,5 km

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always in stock  

which means:  
short production times!

MADE IN GERMANYCOSMO

87626  COSMO BALLPEN TRANS. RUBBERGRIP87616  COSMO BALLPEN TRANSPARANT

87622  COSMO BALLPEN HC RUBBERGRIP87612  COSMO BALLPEN HC
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Available hardcolour and transparent parts

Rubber grip only available with LT87619

Rubber grip only available with LT87619

87615 87619

Transparent parts

Hardcolour parts

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

8761987615

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

BarrelGrip Pusher

ClipClip

Barrel Pusher

TOPPOINT DESIGNCOSMO MIX & MATCH!

87615  COSMO ROUND CLIP COMBI 87619  COSMO ROUND CLIPPART COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with foilprint and 360° print
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87610 87614 8761487620 87624

87620

87624

87610

87614

X20 refill! Writing length: 2,5 km

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always in stock  

which means:  
short production times!

MADE IN GERMANYCOSMO

87624  COSMO BALLPEN TR. RUBBER ROUND CLIP87614  COSMO BALLPEN TRANS. ROUND CLIPPART

87620  COSMO BALLPEN HC RUBBER ROUND CLIP87610  COSMO BALLPEN HC ROUND CLIPPART
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Available hardcolour and transparent parts

Rubber grip only available with LT87664

Rubber grip only available with LT87664

87661

Transparent parts

Hardcolour parts

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

8766487661

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

BarrelGrip Pusher

Clip

Barrel Pusher

87664

TOPPOINT DESIGNCOVAAL MIX & MATCH!

87661  COVAAL BASIC COMBI 87664  COVAAL BASIC GRIP COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with foilprint and 360° print
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87657 87658 87662 87663

87662

87663

87657

87658

X20 refill! Writing length: 2,5 km

The basic models in  
the colour combinations 

shown on this page  
are always in stock  

which means:  
short production times!

MADE IN GERMANYCOVAAL

87663  COVAAL BASIC GRIP TRANSPARENT87658  COVAAL BASIC TRANSPARENT

87662  COVAAL BASIC GRIP HARDCOLOUR87657  COVAAL BASIC HARDCOLOUR
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These basic models in the 
colour combinations  
shown are always in  
stock which means:  

short production times!
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ts

80886 80887

80886

80887

80888

Mix & match hardcolour and transparent parts

Clip

80888

X20 refill! Choose your writing colour. Writing length: 2,5 km

Barrel

80888

Pusher

MIX & MATCH!
Available hardcolour and transparent parts

TOPPOINT DESIGNFUTUREPOINT

80887  FUTUREPOINT TRANSPARENT

80886  FUTUREPOINT HARDCOLOUR 80888  FUTUREPOINT COMBI

Make your own colour combination!
Possible with 360° print 
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802998029080380
Assembled stock available

X20 refill

Assembled stock available

X20 refill

Assembled stock available

Jumbo refill

MIX & MATCH!

MADE IN GERMANY925 DP

80299  BALLPEN 925 / TRANSPARANT / X20

80290  925 DP BALLPEN80380  925 BALLPEN





In harsh outdoor conditions your survival instincts kick 
in. When you travel the wilderness you cannot trust on 

smarts, willpower and a little luck alone. You need to 
rely on your gear to endure the toughest challenges. To 

make sure your hard work pays off. Are you outward 
bound? Do you love the outdoors and spend time in 

nature? Do you like extreme adventures and traveling 
to the ends of the Earth? Then know what to pack 
when climbing a mountain, hiking a trail, cycling 
rocky paths or go camping on a backpacking trip. 



AdventureTop • Outdoor Gear
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GO OUT 
INTO  
NATURE

Tarjeta de supervivencia multi-herramientas, se entrega en caja 

de aluminio y proporciona una gran variedad de herramien-

tas útiles para cualquier ocasión. La llave metalica se puede 

enganchar fácilmente a la bolsa o a la ropa y viene en una caja 

de regalo. Tamaño: 85x2x55mm.

The survival multi-tool card in an aluminium case provides a 
variety of useful tools for any occasion. The iron key can be 
easily attached to the bag or clothing and the tool comes in a 
matching giftbox including instructions. Size: 85x2x55mm. 

93400  SURVIVAL MULTI-TOOL CARDGo out into the wild, primordial nature 

with just a backpack and tent. Escaping the 

grind in the middle of one of the wonderful 

nature reserves that our globe has to offer. 

What outdoor activity pushes your limits? 

There are so many such as hiking, cycling, 

mountaineering or maybe canoeing? 

Experience the ultimate feeling of freedom. 

Make time for the great outdoors. 
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LET THERE 
BE LIGHT  
IN DARK  
MOMENTS

Keychain with innovative COB technology where 
multiple LED lights are combined to one bright light. 
Thanks to the magnet on the back you can also hang 
the keychain up. Size: 70x35x20mm. 

91246  COB LIGHT WITH CARABINER

A AdventureTop design 9 function Multi Tool is a reliable tool within 
its class.  During designing extra attention was given to the design 
as well as usage. The Multi Tool comes in an EVA packaging. 
Includes pliers, saw, bottle opener, knife, screwdrivers, can opener, 
piercer and nail file. Size: 20x69x29mm.

91732  ADVENTURE MULTI-TOOL 9 FUNCTIONS

Flashlight in the shape of a light bulb. 
Size: Ø50x110mm. 

91247  FLASHLIGHT EDISON



AdventureTop • Outdoor Gear

OUTDOOR 
WATER  
RESISTANT 
GEAR
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Water resistant pouch for your tablet. Also suitable for safely 
carrying your personal documents, passport or other 
electronic devices. Suitable for almost all tablets.  
Size: 280x210mm.

91663  WATERPROOF TABLET BAG

Water resistant powerbank with light function and 6000mAh 
battery power. Each packed in giftbox. Size: 105x67x30mm. 

91995  POWERBANK WATER RESISTANT 6000MAH  

Waterproof polyester duffle bag. Perfect to keep your travel 
documents, smartphone and camera in. This bag is perfect during 
water sports or for travelling. Splash water proof and resistant to 
brief immersion. Size: 300x180x380mm. 

95129  BACKPACK WATERPROOF
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OPEN 
VIEWS AND 

HIGHER
GROUNDS

Foldable silicone lunchbox with 2 compartments includes 
a fork and spoon. When the lunchbox is empty it can easily 
be folded, therefore requiring less storage space. 
Size: 205x150x27mm. 

90387  FOLDABLE SILICONE  
LUNCHBOX 1000ML

Double wall vacuum bottle from the AdventureTop design ‘Flow’ 
series including hand grip and fliplid. The flip lid is 100% leak-free 
so, it is easy to carry. The mug is double walled stainless steel. 
The mug is developed and produced under high quality condit 
Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 40cl.

98793  FLOW MUG 400ML MATT
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AdventureTop • Outdoor Gear

The magnetic aluminium survival torch with carabiner is easy to 
attach anywhere such as your jeans or bag. A single movement 
turns on the 0.5W LED light as you pull the lamp from the carabiner. 
It easily reattaches with internal magnets that pull together and the 
light will turns off again. Size: Ø18x64mm. 

93313  SURVIVAL MAGNETIC TORCH

Functional and beautiful. Something that doesn’t usually go 
together. This AdventureTop design pocket-knife has 11 functions 
and is useful with a futuristic design. Let your gift stand out to give 
an existing product a new design. Includes knife, saw, scissors, 
bottle opener, screwdrivers, piercer, nail file, sewing awl, 
corkscrew, can opener, and eyelet. Size: 18x76x21mm. 

91731  ADVENTURE POCKET-KNIFE  
11 FUNCTIONS
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SURVIVAL 
MULTITOOL

The set for every outdoors person. This complete set of 
AdventureTop design includes a Powerbank Flashlight 5000mAh 
and the Adventure Multi-Tool with 9 functions. Size: 145x192x40mm. 

91091  ADVENTURE SET

The adventure multi-tool provides a variety of useful tools for any 
outdoor occasion, such as a pocket knife, bottle opener and rotating 
screw bits. The tool can be easily attached to the bag or clothing. 
This item will be delivered in a matching giftbox including small 
instruction card. Size: 6x85x40mm. 

93401  COMPACT OUTDOOR MULTI-TOOL

Full HD camera with 1080p resolution due to the around 360° lens. 
The camera also operates via an app on your mobile phone via a 
Wi-Fi signal and the video material can be converted into real virtual 
reality movies which you can watch through your VR-Glasses. 
Size: 55x70x75mm. 

91176  360 ACTION CAM



AdventureTop • Outdoor Gear
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OUTDOOR
ESSENTIALS
THAT HANG
ON TO YOU

The AdventureTop design water-resisting powerbank 
2200mAh. Suited to use during water sports or when you are 
working with or around water. The powerbanks will be 
delivered including cable and in a giftbox. Size: Ø29x109mm. 

91133  POWERBANK WATER RESISTANT 2200MAH

100% leak-proof vacuum mug with a safety button. With 
this vacuum flask all the stuff in your bag is safe. The 
vacuum flask can only be opened by a click and a push 
on the button. A nice promotional product through the 
flat and plain printing surface. Size: Ø70x177mm. 
Content: 33cl.

98815  THERMO CLICK-TO-OPEN 330ML

A AdventureTop Design Pocket-knife with 7 functions 
including a knife, scissors, can opener, bottle opener, 
corkscrew, screwdrivers and a nail file. Packed in a gift box. 
Size: 15x76x21mm. 

90726  POCKET-KNIFE / 7 FUNCTION



CLIMB THE 
WALL AND 
ROCK THE 
MOUNTAIN
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Aluminum flashlight with powerbank 2200mAh. Will be 
delivered with the cables to charge your powerbank.  
Each packed in a giftbox. Size: Ø30x115mm. 

91020  POWERBANK FLASHLIGHT 2200MAH A real adventurer and crazy about 

mountaineering? In the spectacular 

mountain landscapes you feel connected to 

nature. Climbing is not without risks and 

therefore only suitable for real daredevils. 

Good equipment and the management of 

the right climbing techniques are essential. 



AdventureTop • Outdoor Gear
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LIFE’S A 
CLIMB BUT 
THE VIEW 
IS GREAT

A AdventureTop design compact 3 in 1 powerbank with a USB flash 
drive and flashlight. The powerbank has a capacity of 900mAh & a 
USB drive with 8GB. Provided with a handy USB / micro USB cable 
which can also be used to hold the powerbank around your wrist. 
With a rubberised outer edge giving the 3 in 1 a tough look. 
Per piece in a gift box. Size: 25x85x20mm. 

91090  POWERBANK, FLASHDRIVE & TORCH 900MAH

Take this compact and light-weight aluminium torch with you 
on a survival trip or while camping. The torch with a 3W LED 
comes in a giftbox including 3xAAA batteries. 
Size: 36x36x140mm. 

93312  SURVIVAL TORCH
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CUSTOM MADE 
TOWELS
FULL COLOUR POSSIBLE IN YOUR OWN DESIGN

A AdventureTop design Powerbank and flashlight in one. 
Powerbank (5000mAh) with LED light on the front and the side. The 
light on the side is red and white and can be set to continuous or 
flash. The handy USB/micro USB cable which can also be used to 
hold the powerbank around your wrist. Tough power bank, easy for 
when on the road. Delivered in a gift box. Size: 132x55x25mm. 

91093  POWERBANK FLASHLIGHT 5000MAH

Super comfortable outdoor towel made of quick dry 
microfibre (200 g/m2). It includes a custom made full 
colour print on one side and an optional full colour print 
on the back side. In addition, the colour of the seam can 
be adjusted and it comes with a pouch. Delivery within 
4 weeks. Size: 1400x700mm. 

95039  QUICK DRY TOWEL 70X140 FULL COLOUR

Super comfortable outdoor towel made of quick dry 
microfibre (200 g/m2, 70x140cm). It includes a custom 
made full colour print on one side and an optional full 
colour print on the back side. In addition, the colour of the 
seam can be adjusted and it comes with a pouch. Delivery 
time approx. 4 weeks. Size: 65x65x190mm. 

95040  QUICK DRY TOWEL 70X140 WITH POUCH
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PUSH YOUR 
LIMITS 
IN THE 
OUTDOORS

Floatable keyring. Printing available by using pad print. 
Size: Ø25x95mm. 

99758  FLOATING KEYRING
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Head lamps provide you the freedom of being hands free in the 
dark: especially during walking, running or other outdoor activities. 
The lamp is equipped with 10 LED lights and therefore has sufficient 
light intensity. The headband and the lamp are adjustable and are 
delivered in a giftbox including batteries. Size: 39x59x32mm. 

93311  ADVENTURE HEADLIGHT

Aluminum ballpen with twist mechanism and stylus function. Also 
usefull as a phone stand and screen cleaner. A 2 pieces screwdriver 
is intergrated in the barrel of the ballpen and a ruler in centimetres 
and inches is printed on the barrel. With bluewriting refill. 
Size: Ø11x157mm. 

87813  METAL TOOL PEN

A AdventureTop design outdoor powerbank (4000mAh) with tough 
rubberised outer edge. The powerbank is delivered including USB/
micro USB cable which can also be used to hold the powerbank on 
the wrist. Ideal for when on the road. Per piece delivered in a gift 
box. Size: 115x67x13mm. 

91092  ADVENTURE POWERBANK 4000MAH





Around the world in eighty days. What a delight, the 
well-seasoned traveller thinks. Eighty days on the road 

with eighty days’ worth of travel gadgets in your suitcase. 
Eighty days of comfortable travel sounds like music to 

a globetrotter’s ears. Airport lounges take on a different 
meaning, layovers become another destination and final 

destinations are no longer final. What’s the saying again? 
It’s not about the destination, it’s about the journey. 

Lovely. What a thing to look forward to. Get your things 
together, start packing, and shut the door behind you. 



Travel  
lifestyle,  
go wherever 
you want!
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Make traveling 

your lifestyle 

and discover the 

world wonders 

of our planet. 

Would you like to travel more and 
discover what the globe has in 
store? Do you find life too short to 
travel only two weeks a year? Why 
not make traveling your lifestyle. 
Airport lounges have a different 
meaning, the layovers become 
a different destination and the 
final destinations are no longer 
definitive.  
 

Traveling does not have to be 
expensive, difficult or dangerous. 
Even with a limited budget, 
there are fantastic places to 
admire. There are ways to travel 
for free or to work abroad and 
to make a lifestyle choice. With 
passion, creativity and an internet 
connection you can work online 
and earn money to travel or 
live anywhere in the world. 
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Wireless earbuds in a plastic square box with transparent cover. 
Nice imprint space on the box. Will be delivered including charging 
cable. Size: 61x61x20mm. 

95073  IN-EAR EARBUD BLUETOOTH

TravelTop design hand bag in sturdy 300D polyester with artificial 
leather details. Stylish design with one closable main compartment. 
Size: 520x180x340mm. 

95124  WILLIAMSBURG TOTE

Aluminum, rectangular luggage label with steel wire and twist lock. 
Provided with paper for writing down information, protected by a 
plastic sheet. Size: 80x40mm. 

99609  ALU LUGGAGE TAG/LABEL RECTANGLE
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TravelTop • Gear for Travelling Pioneers

A flat mirror with 2 mirrors on the inside. 1 normal and 1 magnifying 
mirror. Easy to take with you. Digital imprint possible, big imprint 
space. Size: Ø68x10mm. 

90723  MIRROR FLAT

A 2200mAh powerbank in a handy size. With extendable holder 
where you can place your phone i.e. whilst watching a movie 
during charging. Size: 116x25x25mm. 

91218  POWERBANK PHONESTAND 2200MAH

Silicone card holder with phone stand, which can be easily 
attached to the back of your smartphone with a 300LSE sticker. 
Simply push the strap in the middle of the card holder to make the 
card holder a phone stand, we are only able to do 7 spot colours 
only. Size: 96x56x3mm. 

90978  3M PHONE STAND/CARDHOLDER

Flat 11000mAh powerbank with double USB port to charge 
2 devices. Super large capacity capable to charge and ipad or 
similar. The powerbank has a big imprint surface for a digital 
full-colour imprint. Will be deliverd including cables to charge the 
powerbank. Packed in a giftbox. This powerbank has an official 
TÜV Tested Safety-quality mark. Size: 152x72x15mm. 

91033  POWERBANK FLAT TUV GS 11000MAH



The  
rise of 
solo 

travel
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Whichever destination is crossed of your bucket list, travel 

enriches your life and makes you happier. Follow in the 

footsteps of an explorer to admire the world wonders 

of our globe. Do not let it fade with dreams and make 

memories that leave you many passport stamps. 

Traveling alone is still a big step outside the comfort zone for 

many people. Yet how nice is it that you do not have to take 

anyone into account and decide how your day looks? ‘On 

the road’ you will meet many new fellow travelers around the 

world for social fun. During solo journeys you get to know 

yourself well, because you are dependent on yourself. 
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TravelTop • Gear for Travelling Pioneers

Double wall vacuum isolated bottle from the TravelTop design 
‘Flow’ series. The flask with mug lid is 100% leak-free, which 
makes it easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are made of 
stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and 
under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the 
desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x250mm. Content: 50cl.

98784  FLOW THERMO FLASK 500ML

Don’t loose your cables anymore, whit this handy Powerbank 
(2200mAh) with storage for cables. Size: 114x35x30mm. 

91243  POWERBANK SLIDE-N-CHARGE 2200MAH

TravelTop design backpack in sturdy 300D polyester with artificial 
leather details. Stylish design and with one closable compartment. 
The closure of this bag is unique and easy to use. 
Size: 280x130x440mm. 

95126  WILLIAMSBURG BACKPACK

A TravelTop design flashlight in a credit card format. Extremely flat 
flashlight with 4 LED lights. Very suitable for digital imprint due to 
the big imprint space. 2 batteries included. Size: 91x59x11mm. 

91072  FLASHLIGHT CREDIT
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Stream music from your smartphone or tablet to your headphone. 
The wireless headphone Urban is the way to enjoy your favourite 
music without loss of quality. Supplied with AUX- and call function. 
Packed per piece in a giftbox. Size: 68x140x180mm. 

91163  BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE URBAN

Small, plastic keyring with light. Doming sticker possible. 
Size: 43x23x8mm. 

90990  MINI EVENT LIGHT ROUND SHAPE

TravelTop design powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on parts 
that are easy to attach / detach to the powerbank. This set 
includes a flashlight, fan and speaker and is perfectly suited for 
traveling. Size: 250x150x40mm. 

95071  POWER TRAVEL SET 2200MAH

Keyring with bottle opener. Size: 9x55x12mm. 

99710  KEYRING WITH BOTTLE OPENER
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TravelTop • Gear for Travelling Pioneers

Useful luggage tag. Pad printed. PVC Material. Size: 110x59x1mm. 

90411 LUGGAGE TAG

TravelTop design 2W draadloze mini speaker silicon loop. Easily 
attach this speaker to your bag! Size: Ø37x40mm. 

93207  MICRO BLASTER LOOP

Handy combination lock in pocket format with the official 
TSA certification. This American label stands for Transportation 
Security Administration. Ensures that security officials don’t 
have to break open your suitcase at security checks in airports. 
Size: 10x30x59mm. 

91293  COMBINATION LOCKTSA

Two soft earplugs, packed in transparent box. Can be printed 
with a tampo pad print on the box. Earplugs are packed in 
polybag. Size: 38x36x18mm. 

90500  EAR PLUGS
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Anti-theft 
backpack

Keep your belongings safe with this large and super comfortable 
heavy-duty backpack with padded shoulder straps and back panel. 
The opening of the main compartment is on the backside, giving 
pickpockets no chance! Inside there are ample storage options for 
laptop (up to 15”) and tablet computer. Zipper pockets on both sides 
provide additional storage. Size: 300x120x460mm. 

95148  NO-THEFT SECURITY BACKPACK
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Pack up  

and you’re 

ready  

to go!

If it doesn’t fit into 

the suitcase it is 

probably something 

you don’t need. 

Going on holiday with only hand 
luggage? For many people 
traveling light is probably a 
challenge, but definitely practical. 
Lugging a big suitcase is spared, 
no time is lost with check-in, and 
luggage costs are also a thing of 
the past. But how do you travel 
with just that one small suitcase? 
It starts with the choice for a 
lightweight trolley. In addition, 

take only necessary items and 
when it comes to toiletries and 
choose mini-packages. Perhaps 
most importantly: be choosy in 
what you take with you. Put on 
heavy clothes for traveling and 
pack lightweight clothes in the 
hand luggage. Pack your stuff 
with plan and you’re ready to go! 
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A playful powerbank (5000mAh) with wireless speaker and a large 
print area. Your logo will be noticed thanks to this unique gift in the 
shape of a suitcase. A TravelTop design business gift is a 
powerbank, wireless speaker and a phone stand in one. 
Size: 110x75x40mm. 

91266  SUITCASE POWER BANK 5000MAH 
& SPEAKER 3W

Cabin size trolley with one main compartment with grey lining and 
is equipped with a double zipper. Suitcase has four spinner wheels. 
With metal plate for logo. Each packed in a box. 
Size: 330x200x530mm. 

95135  TROLLEY 18 INCH

TravelTop design mintcase. Just press the trolley bar and you get 
your mints! Filled with Dutch mints, 5gr. Size: 42x18x72mm. 

91842  MINT DISPENSER SUITCASE
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Keychain with USB, micro USB and Type C connector. A handy 
gadget to charge your mobile devices. The white square block is 
perfect for an eye-catching print area. Size: 165x30x15mm. 

91189  KEYCHAIN CHARGING CABLE

Transparent plastic round pot with lip balm. Box can be opened by 
a turning the screw lid. Easy to take with you and easy to use. Very 
suitable for full colour digital imprint. Size: Ø39x22mm. 

91719  LIP BALM ROUND

Powerbank (2000mAh) and speaker with suction cups to attach 
the powerbank to the backside of your smartphone. Ideal for digital 
imprint. The powerbank will be delivered including cable and 
packed in a giftbox. Size: 110x61x23mm. 

91135  POWERBANK 2000MAH & SPEAKER 3W

Shoe buffer. Available in black or white packaging. Black sponge. 
Size: Ø60x18mm. 

91314  SHOE POLISH
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Share 

your light 

with the 

world
Powerbank  

not included

The Speaker Lamp is a surprising and modern promotional gift. 
Connect the USB light with the built-in wireless speaker to a 
powerbank or USB adapter and take it with you wherever you go. 
Touch the lamp to change the colour from bright light, useful for 
reading a book, to warm mood light. The position of the lamp can 
be easily adjusted with the gooseneck. Size: Ø56x390mm. 

91289  SPEAKER LIGHT



European
business travelers
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The popular business travel 
destinations in Europe are 
London and Paris. But Vienna 
and Amsterdam are also strong 
runners’ up in popularity for 
business travelers. Outside 
Europe, New York and Shanghai 
are the frontrunners of cities that 

are most visited by business 
travelers. But how do you 
prepare well for such a business 
trip? Download useful apps 
and information on your phone 
such as flight details, travel 
schedules and check online 
for time. Good preparation is 

half the job. Immerse yourself 
in the business manners of the 
destination you are going to. 
Make sure you also take hard 
copies of important documents, 
if your laptop and smartphone let 
you down and keep important 
things in your hand luggage. 
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Aluminum flashlight in case. LED lighting. Batteries included. Gift 
box included Size: Ø26x89mm. 

90960  FLASHLIGHT, ALU, 9 LED IN BOX

Transparent plaster box with a handy sliding lid. Includes 5 plasters. 
Size: 100x40x10mm. 

90397  BANDAGE BOX

TravelTop design lunchbox with 1 main compartment that can be 
closed with the flexible clip. Made in Germany. Ideal for on the 
road. A great business gift due to the big imprint space. 
Size: 135x190x65mm. 

91257  LUNCHBOX ONE 950ML

This compact multi-tool provides a variety of useful tools for 
traveling and can be easily attached to the bag or clothing. This 
item will be delivered in a polybag including small instruction card 
on which all functions are explained. Size: 2x25x80mm. 

93402  MULTI-TOOL COMPACT
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Easy bottle with 62% alcohol based cleaning gel for your hands . 
The bottle fits into bags, backpacks, suitcases and also in your 
pocket. A good promotional gift that is used by several people. 
Size: 23x36x70mm. Content: 3cl.

91295  HAND SANITISER GEL

Nice duo pocket mirror with a normal and a magnifying mirror. 
Printing on the outside possible. From orders of 5.500 pieces other 
colours are available with a delivery time of 10-12 weeks. 
Size: Ø68x14mm. 

90548  POCKET MIRROR 2

Always be well organised on holiday or business trip with these 
transparent and splashproof travel organisers. Set of 3 pieces 
which fit into each other (small 120x160mm, medium 150x210mm, 
large 220x280mm). Suitable for clothes, toiletries, electronics and 
travel documents. Size: 280x220mm. 

95115  TRAVEL ORGANIZERS (SET OF 3PC)

A TravelTop design booklight with LED. Suitable for digital imprint. 
The light can be attached via a clip. 2 batteries included. Handy for 
traveling when reading a book or magazine in the dark. Big imprint 
space. Size: 86x55x6mm. 

91104  BOOKLIGHT LED



Tips to 
avoid 

waiting
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Luckily most everyone has a smartphone in their pocket. 

Quickly find the latest tips and sights from your travel 

destination, or put your headphones on and listen to 

your favorite music, while you dream away about the 

destination you are going to or are coming from. Other tips 

to kill time are relaxing in the lounge or duty-free shopping. 

Traveling usually includes long waits. For example, it 

takes time to board, and then there can be delays or 

cancellations. Waiting seems like a waste of time and can 

be boring, especially at small airports where there is little to 

experience. But how do you enjoy waiting at the airport? 



Cars. We love them, we hate them, we spot them, 

we collect them or we just use them. But we 

simply cannot do without them. For transport, for 

deep thoughts while driving, for showing off or 

for freedom of the open road. Drive anywhere, 

whenever you want. Your car is your campground. 

You love driving and may take the long way to your 

destination. You zone out while you are out and 

about in the world, yet you are alone. You take care 

of your car to appreciate the engineering that’s 

been put into it. With the best tools and gadgets. 



THE CARS WE DRIVE 
         SAY A LOT ABOUT US
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THE ULTIMATE
AMERICAN 
CLASSIC 

Chevrolet Deluxe

TopRide • Speed, Style & Luxury

Leak free double-walled thermo bottle with a 
unique diamond pattern. The thermo bottle 
keeps liquids at temperature. Suitable for in 
the car, the office or whilst travelling. 
Size: Ø80x180mm. Content: 45cl.

91213  BOTTLE DIAMOND PATTERN 450ML

Never again do you have too few USB 
connectors in the car with enough charging 
facilities for the whole family with this HUB car 
charger. A super product with striking logo 
space. 2.4A output per port, 6A max. 
Size: 20x22x110mm. 

91287  HUB CAR CHARGER

Wireless headphone which is foldable 
into an easy size. Supplied with 
AUX- and call function. Nice design 
and packed per piece in a gift box. 
Size: 30x188x195mm. 

91164  BLUETOOTH HEADPHONE 
COMFORT

Chevrolet Deluxe Chevrolet, 

also known as Chevy, is an 

American car brand owned 

by General Motors. The name 

of the famous car driver 

Louis Chevrolet was linked 

to the brand to stimulate 

sales. The Chevrolet brand 

continued to come up with 

new models, some of which 

became a legend. One 

striking model is the Chevrolet 

Deluxe that was on the 

market from 1941 to 1952. 
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VINTAGE
BUT CLASSIC

INTERIOR

The exterior with smooth curves 

with chrome and stainless finishes 

are photogenic; moreover the 

vintage interior is also dazzlingly 

beautiful. The interior consists 

of fabric sofas and a metal 

dashboard, sometimes with 

a simulated wood grain. 
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TopRide design 1200mAh keychain power bank. Will be delivered 
including cables to charge your powerbank. Each packed in a 
giftbox. Size: 72x59x9mm. 

91990  POWERBANK 1200MAH

2.1A car charger with 2 USB ports. Suitable for charging your 
smartphone, navigation system and your tablet too. 
Size: 30x45x65mm. 

90976  DOUBLE USB CHARGER FOR CAR

TopRide design powerbank (2200mAh) with various plug-on 
parts that are easy to attach/ detach to the powerbank. This 
set includes screwdriver with different bits and a COB led 
where several LED’s are combined into one powerful LED. 
Size: 250x150x40mm.

95072  POWER TOOL SET 2200MAH

Aluminum LED torch with light on the front and top side. Flash and 
static light possible. Back side has magnets, always functional. 
Will be delivered with a wristband and batteries included. Gift box 
included. Size: Ø30x140mm. 

90997  ALU TORCH MAGNET 5+8 LED
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TIME FOR A 

ROADTRIP

A metal rectangular keyring made from real 
leather with a single sided doming. 
Size: 107x34x8mm. 

99662  KEYRING METAL, REAL 
LEATHER, LOGOTOP

TopRide design mint dispenser in a 
sophisticated metallic look. Filled with 
5 grams of EU mint. Size: 35x15x65mm. 

91844  MINT DISPENSER SPRING 
SPECIAL EDITION

This TopRide design Brixton backpack 
focuses on the trends at the moment. The 
unique hip design provides enough space 
for all your stuff. Made from 300D polyester. 
Main compartment with magnetic snap 
closure. There are also multiple 
compartments inside the bag including a 
tablet compartment (Size 272x210mm). With 
a reinforced base. Size: 500x160x300mm. 

91296  BRIXTON BACKPACK
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GET IN THE 
DRIVER’S 

SEAT

Vibe is a portable powerbank (6000mAh) and speaker in one 
in a sturdy TopRide design. With Vibe you will be able to 
charge your smartphone and tablet or you can listen to music 
with the speaker function. Delivered including a USB charging 
cable and a 3.5mm jack, packed in a useful neoprene pouch. 
Size: 115x98x40mm. 

91025  VIBE POWERBANK 6000MAH & WIRELESS 
SPEAKER 3W

Transparent parking ticket holder. Ensures that the 
parking ticket does not fall off your dashboard. 
Size: 70x40x5mm. 

90923  TICKET HOLDER

Cool sunglasses with 400uv protection. 
Size: 145x145x48mm. 

86709  SUNGLASSES 400UV
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GET IN THE 
DRIVER’S 

SEAT

A car is a lot more than four wheels 

and a steering wheel; it’s your 

own habitat. A place of your own. 

Individualized with personal items, 

handy tools or smart gadgets; 

everything for a great driving 

experience and a comfortable 

journey. Get in the driver’s seat and 

drive, transport, enjoy, and impress. 



TopRide • Speed, Style & Luxury
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ALL YOU NEED
FOR AN URBAN
GETAWAY

Ready for an urban getaway? 

Check your car well before 

departure, as no one wants 

to be stuck on the roadside 

unprepared. Pack delicious 

snacks in your weekend bag 

and grab your favorite travel 

mug to ease the pain of a traffic 

jam. To make your journey more 

enjoyable bring useful gadgets 

for the car, such as a phone 

charger, sunglasses, and other 

items that cannot be missed. 
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Magnetic holder which has two parts: a metal part with a 
sticker to attach to the back of your phone and the 2nd part 
for in your car air vent. Easy to convert your air vent into a 
car kit. Size: 50x40x40mm. 

91177  AIR VENT HOLDER MAGNETIC

Roll those windows down or drop the top of your 
cabrio with these sunglasses! They will take you right 
back to the race action of the 70’s. Built for speed, 
they protect your eyes well with the UV-400 filter and 
come with a protective EVA Case. 
Size: 150x150x50mm. 

86714  SUNGLASSES MCQUEEN UV-400

Trendy cooling bag with plenty of space for all your 
drinks and food on a nice summer day. With adjustable 
shoulderstrap and 2 short handles. 300D. 
Size: 470x180x270mm. 

95133  COOLBAG
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Travel in 
style

Ideal for a weekend away. The Brixton travel 
bag is TopRide design and uses all of the latest 
trends. The bag has several pockets, making it 
easier to organise your stuff. Made from 300D 
polyester. With a reinforced bottom, 
2 compartments at the front with magnetic 
snap closure and the main compartment with 
zip closing also with an adjustable shoulder 
strap. Size: 480x260x280mm. 

91298  BRIXTON WEEKEND BAG
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The high-quality stainless steel bottle 
provides insulation for cold and hot drinks 
and is therefore very useful to accompany 
you on the road. The metallic finish 
ensures a sporty and robust design. 
Size: Ø70x245mm. Content: 50cl.

98841  SWING METALLIC EDITION 500ML

This TopRide design special multi-tool Powerbank 
(2200mAh) is not only suitable for charging your phone, 
but also includes different plug-on parts. COB led light 
where different LED lights are combined into a bright 
light, with screwdriver bits, fan, flashlight and speaker. 
With this complete set in your car you can travel 
anywhere. Size: 250x150x40mm. 

95070  POWER TOOL & TRAVEL 2200MAH
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A TopRide design metal ball pen with a bow clip and twist 
mechanism. Including metal refill (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø12x140mm. 

87769  BALLPEN SEATTLE

Safety vest for adults with two reflective stripes and a velcro 
closure. According to regulation EN20471 Class 2/2. One size fits 
all. Obligated in most European countries. Size: 650x650mm. 

90921  SAFETY VEST XL

Ice scraper with comfortable handle because of the soft nylon 
material. Printing possible on the front part. Size: 215x90x35mm. 

90783  ICE SCRAPER

Drinking flask from the TopRide design ‘Flow’ series. The flask 
with spout and straw is 100% leak-free and BPA free. This flask 
can be used for cold drinks. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 50cl.

98788  FLOW TRITAN DRINKING BOTTLE 500ML
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NEVER SPILL 
A DROP

TopRide design foldable funnel to refill the 
windscreen wiper fluid. Plastic box with foldable 
silicon funnel. Imprint on the box. 
Size: Ø90x15mm. Content: 20cl.

90473  FOLDABLE FUNNEL FOR CAR Engine oil ensures that the engine 

of your car runs smoothly. Therefore 

check your oil level regularly and if 

necessary top off your oil. With the 

expandable funnel, topping up car 

liquids is so simple and will have 

you ready for departure again.
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VIRTUAL 
REALITY 
GLASSES

Complete VR Glasses with a built in sound set. These Virtual 
Reality Glasses can give you a complete VR experience. The 
glasses are adjustable in three different ways and they sit 
comfortably. Size: 185x210x110mm. 

91157  VR GLASSES THEATRE

Virtual Reality glasses with slide where you can slide the 
smartphone into. The lens is vertical and horizontally adjustable 
so you can super focus it. Your logo will be on a large flat surface 
on these VR Glasses. Size: 140x190x100mm. 

91147  VR GLASSES SLIDE

Virtual reality is the ultimate 

in entertainment. Put on the 

VR glasses and imagine 

yourself in a virtual world, 

as many games are now 

available. For example, you 

can crawl into the skin of a 

race car driver and see the 

asphalt fly by. It is so real 

feels like you are behind the 

wheel yourself.  

Ready... set... go! 

Get in the car of 

a race driver! 
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Fuel for your smartphone or tablet. Iconic model of 
TopRide design. This 4000mAh powerbank will be 
delivered in a retro style giftbox including cable to 
charge your powerbank. Size: 35x50x120mm. 

91024  POWERBANK FUEL 4000MAH

The TopRide design double walled stainless steel 
drinking mug with spout and straw is 100% leak-free 
and BPA free. Beside the sleek design, the mug is 
developed and produced under high quality 
conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the 
desired temperature for longer. This flask can be 
used for cold drinks. Size: Ø70x200mm. 
Content: 40cl.

98843  FLOW THERMO DRINKFLES 400ML

This canon shaped wireless speaker is appealing due to 
the music level and because it is easy to use. Apart from 
the high quality sound this speaker produces it is handy 
to carry using the tough handle. Size: Ø136x254mm. 

91121  SOUNDCANNON WIRELESS SPEAKER 12W
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THE 
AMERICAN
DREAM CAR

The classic American road trip. 

Discover stunning routes that will 

let you experience classic road 

trips. Let the classic dream car 

do the work and just keep the 

tires rolling. Start your adventure 

and live the American Dream. 
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USB car charger with two USB ports (2.1A and 1A). Handy 
for on the road, you can charge two devices at the same 
time. Size: 69x30x30mm. 

91143  USB CAR CHARGER SQUARE

With this handy wireless car charger you have a top ride, 
as your phone can be easily placed in the holder and will 
be charged without using any cables. The car charger 
comes in matching giftbox including USB cable (for the 
USB connection of the charger itself) and manual. 
Size: 65x90x105mm. 

95090  WIRELESS CAR CHARGER 5W

TopRide design FM radio, speaker and powerbank in 
one with a metal handle. Retro design with antenna, 
speaker and powerbank (6000mAh). Nice to take with 
you on a business trip or holiday or even to the beach or 
park. The LED on the dial indicates the power level of 
the powerbank. You can even stream music from your 
phone or tablet. A super cool business gift. 
Size: 65x180x139mm. 

91110  RETRO POWERBANK 6000MAH & 
RADIO SPEAKER 3W
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Pouch for safety vest. Size: 198x159mm. 

90934  POUCH FOR SAFETY VEST

Safety vest for children with two reflective stripes. According to 
the European regulations EN1150. Size: 500x450mm. 

90922  SAFETY VEST CHILDREN

Powerbank 2600mAh with power indicator that shows the 
percentage of the remaining capacity in the powerbank. The 
powerbank will be delivered including cable and individualy 
packed in a box. Size: 103x24x23mm. 

91134  POWERBANK POWER INDICATOR 2600MAH

Handy flashlight with a torch design. With innovating COB 
technology, where multiple LED lights are combined into one 
bright light. Thanks to the magnet in the clip its easy to hang. 
Size: 155x16x32mm. 

91216  COB TORCH
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In-ear wireless earbuds with an elegant charging station 
included. Enables you to listen to your music or pick up 
your phone calls wireless. Charge the earbuds easily by 
placing back in the charging station. With a large printing 
space and packed in a giftbox. Size: Ø64x35mm. 

95075  IN-EAR EARBUD BLUETOOTH

Lamp with adjustable stand, so this lamp is easy placed anywhere. 
The stand is provided with magnets and a hook for multi-purpose 
use. Each a giftbox and delivered including batteries. 
Size: 149x55x25mm. 

93309  TORCH COB

Luxury key finder with selfieshutter for iPhone and Android 
phones. Never need to search for long for your keys. With a click 
on the button on the app of this key finder you will hear an alarm 
from the key finder and you will find your keys in no time. 
Size: 72x30x9mm. 

93200  KEY FINDER DELUXE
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WHEREVER 
YOU GO, BRING 
SOME COFFEE

THE FLOW MUG

Make a car ride even more 
comfortable with the sturdy Flow 
mug on the go. Thanks to the 
special design, it stays firmly in 
the cup holder. The leak-proof 
thermo travel mug is double-
walled stainless steel insulated, 
so that the coffee stays on 
temperature for hours. Enjoying a 
cup of coffee on the go has never 
been easier. Enjoy your ride! 
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Keyring with a leather strap and rectangular 
doming. Size: 122x18mm. 

99703  KEYRING/STRAP LOGOTOP RECTANGLE

The Brixton briefcase is a unique laptop bag that is TopRide 
design. This hip bag offers enough space & protection for multiple 
devices & paperwork. Made from 300S polyester. Main 
compartment with a zip closing and multiple compartments 
including a tablet compartment (Size 268x210mm). With a 
reinforced bottom and an adjustable shoulder strap. 
Size: 390x100x3300mm. 

91297  BRIXTON BRIEFCASE / LAPTOP BAG

Double wall vacuum isolated car mug from the 
TopRide design ‘Flow’ series. The flip lid is 
100% leak-free so, it is easy to carry. The inner 
and outer wall are made of stainless steel. 
Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed 
and producedunder high quality conditions, 
which helps to keep your drink at the desired 
temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x157mm. 
Content: 30cl.

98779  FLOW THERMO CAR MUG 300ML



From ‘9 to 5’ morphs into ‘8 to 8’ 
just as easily. Whether you’re a 

workaholic or not, if something can 
ease your schedule and make it 

more fun, it’s more than welcome. 
A great environment helps. The right 
interior decoration helps. Having the 

obvious useful tools within reach 
helps. Why don’t you focus on your 
work, on what you’re good at? The 
meeting, the presentation, and let’s 
not forget the comprehensive prep 

in advance. Then we’ll focus on 
everything you need to accomplish 

that. Let’s call it a meeting of 
the useful and the pleasant.
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Stylish office 
tool

BusinessTop • Office tools for professionals

A BusinessTop design powerbank and a 
fashion accessory in 1. This artificial leather 
powerbank with 4000mAh is beautiful as 
well as powerful. Size: 10x70x130mm. 

91253  COVER POWERBANK 4000MAH

A BusinessTop designed metal ball pen with a wave clip and twist 
mechanism. Including European metal refill (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø11x142mm. 

87768  BALPEN EVOLUTION

High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our BusinessTop design ‘Satellite’ 
series. The cup is stackable. The cup offers a large imprint area. 
Size: Ø77x70mm. Content: 18cl.

51481  SATELLITE, SMALL CUP&SAUCER, 
SQUARE 180ML  
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The digital generation finds it normal 

to be online anywhere and anytime. 

They grew up with the internet 

and technological revolutions are 

the most common thing in the 

world for them. But how do you, 

as an organisation, respond to this 

new culture of ‘digital natives’? 

First, social networks. Communicate 

clearly and strive for an inspiring, 

open corporate culture with room 

for reflection and talent. Variety, 

flexibility, self-development and 

a positive working atmosphere 

are essential for this digital 

generation when choosing 

an employer. So invest in the 

mutual working relationship. 

Rise of the 
digital 
generation. 
They’re 
always 
online, 
always 
available 
and taking 
the world 
by storm. 
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A6 notebook with 80 lined white pages and elastic pen loop and 
convenient bookmark. On the front of the cover contains a handy PU 
box where you can put your business cards! The design of this 
notebook creates an optimum printing space. Size: 145x102x16mm. 

92501  NOTEBOOK NOVEL A6

Stylish hardcover notebook with wide elastic strap and double page 
markers. The 192 pages are printed with a dot-grid pattern combining 
the advantages of lined and squared paper. Size: 148x16x212mm. 

92515  A5 NOTEBOOK HARDCOVER

PU A4 portfolio from our Buckle collection. Metal part suitable for 
laser engraving. Inside pocket for your tablet and storage of your 
papers. A4 notepad included (50 sheets) and pen loop. Gift box 
included. Size: 15x260x314mm. 

90917  PORTFOLIO HEAVY BUCKLE A4

PU A5 portfolio from our Buckle collection. Metal part suitable for 
laser engraving. Inside pocket for storage of your papers and 
business cards. A5 notepad included (50 sheets) and pen loop. 
Gift box included. Size: 15x170x230mm. 

90909  PORTFOLIO HEAVY BUCKLE A5
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Double wall vacuum bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. The 
flip lid is 100% leak-free so, it is easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are 
made of stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and 
produced under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at 
the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 40cl.

98778  FLOW THERMO MUG 400ML

A BusinessTop design metal stylus ballpen, provided with a metal 
refill (standard: blue ink). Including twist mechanism, metal clip and 
tip. Laser engraving possible. Size: Ø10x147mm. 

87775  BALPEN MODENA STYLUS

Slim USB flash drive with 8GB memory in plastic housing with cap. 
Standard supplied in a white gift box. Size: 70x20x7mm. 

26203  USB SLIM 8GB

This fancy lunch box is based on an age-old Japanese principle, the 
bento box. This is the ideal lunch box or for a summer picknick with 
multiple compartments . Made from indestructible material and 
suitable to heat up the contents in a microwave. Comes with cutlery. 
Size: 180x110x105mm. 

91107  BENTO BOX WITH CUTLERY 1250ML
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Store your 
business 
gear in 
style

BusinessTop design Business bag in stylish design made out of 
heavy duty material. One front pocket and one main compartment 
with laptop or tablet pocket. The secound main compartment is 
extandable and contains 5 innerpockets for ultimate organization. 
Size: 430x180x330mm. 

95123  HEATHROW LAPTOP/DOCUMENTBAG

Double wall vacuum isolated bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. 
The mug is 100% leak-free, which makes it easy to carry. The inner and outer 
wall are both made of stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is 
developed and produced under high quality conditions, which helps to keep 
your drink at the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x132mm. Content: 25cl.

98775  FLOW THERMO MUG 250ML

BusinessTop design business rucksack in stylish design made out of 
heavy duty material. One front pocket, one main compartment with 
laptop or tablet pocket. The secound main compartment is extandable 
and contains 5 innerpockets for ultimate organization. A s Size: 
150x300x500mm.

95127  HEATHROW BACKPACK
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A BusinessTop design metal ball pen with a bow clip and superiour twist 
mechanism. Including European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). 
Size: Ø12x140mm. 

87867  SEATTLE, METAL TWIST PEN BOW CLIP

Put this card in your wallet between RFID enabled bank cards and 
prevent fraud with bank cards stacked next to the blocker by illegal use 
of RFID scanners and readers.The card is fitted with a resistant foil 
which disrupts the frequency of card readers. Size: 1x86x54mm. 

93204  RFID BLOCKING CARD

A BusinessTop design USB 2.0 flash drive with aluminum twist cap. With 
retractable cord to attach to your bag. Including doming stick with full 
colour printing. You will never forget your flash drive. Available from stock 
in black with silver cap.Delivered in a white giftbox. Size: 84x35x11mm. 

26702  USB FLASH DRIVE RETRACTABLE 4GB

A 6000mAh Square powerbank with a double USB port to charge 
multiple devices and a power indicator that shows the percentage of 
the remaining capacity in the powerbank.Large imprint surface for 
digital imprint. Cables included to charge your powerbank. Each packed 
in a gift box. Size: 73x73x22mm. 

91044  POWERBANK SQUARE 6000MAH
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White porcelain mug. The original version 
of the Nice. Conical model with large print 
area. Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 25cl.

98001  NICE WHITE, CUP 
PORCELAIN 250ML

Cup and saucer, high porcelain quality. 
Espresso model. Made in Europe. 
Size: Ø65x56mm. Content: 10cl.

50221  FIRENZE CUP AND SAUCER 
PORCELAIN 100ML

A white high quality porcelain mug. The original 
version of the Nice. Made in Europe. Conical model 
with a large print area. Size: Ø80x98mm. 
Content: 25cl.

51451  NICE WHITE EU PRODUCTION 250ML
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Bright red mug. Conical model with a large 
imprint area. Size: Ø80x98mm. 
Content: 25cl.

51431  NICE BRIGHT RED 250ML

The start of a good working day starts 

with a nice cup of coffee. Coffee plays 

a prominent role on the work floor. 

Whether it’s to chat with co-workers or 

you really need a caffeine boost, coffee 

remains a stimulating product. This 

black drink is therefore indispensable 

on the work floor. The caffeine provides 

more alertness and energy so that you 

are not only more productive, but also 

more focused. Allow yourself several 

nice coffee moments per day. 

Good 
ideas 
start 
with 
coffee 
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Adapter with six USB ports with an output of 6A where you can charge 
multiple mobile devices at once. This power station has good printing 
possibilities and is a great product to promote your brand within the 
household. Size: 85x66x112mm. 

91248  USB POWER STATION

Always up to date with the weather with this electronic weather station. 
It can stand or be hung up. LCD display where a thermometer (C&F), 
hygrometer, time and calander are displayed. Operates on 2 AAA 
batteries (excluded). Gift box also included. Size: 20x80x140mm. 

91076  WEATHER STATION ELECTRONIC SILVER

Beautiful gift set with micro fibre cleaning cloth for your smartphone 
(115x155mm), stylus, earbuds and a charging cable USB-micro USB. A useful 
set when you are travelling. Size: 67x114x22mm. 

95074  ACCESSORIES CASE

A BusinessTop design wall clock with a transparent front. The dial can 
be printed all-over due to full colour digital imprint. Each clock will be 
deliverd in a giftbox. A notable business gift. Size: Ø304x47mm. 

91100  WALL CLOCK
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Sophisticated aluminium BusinessTop Design cardholder to protect your 
cards from RFID skimming. Simply push the button and retrieve up to 6 
cards (4 with embossing). Size: 62x8x97mm. 

91190  ALUMINIUM CARD HOLDER

Aluminum ball pen with 5 rings with silver finish. Single name engraving 
available from orders of minimal 50 pieces. Provided with a plastic ink 
holder (standard: black ink). Size: Ø10x139mm. 

87926  TALAGANTE ALU BALPEN / 5 RINGEN

Spacious BusinessTop Design laptop backpack in a classic tweed look 
polyester material and fully lined. Store a laptop (up to 17”) in the padded 
pocket and keep keys safe in the zipper pocket. With the padded 
shoulder straps this bag is very comfortable, even when fully loaded. 
Size: 310x150x480mm. 

95146  BACKPACK OFFICE M

Convenient socket with three European 220v and three USB plugs. 
Beautiful and special design. Cable length 150cm. Size: 93x93x73mm. 

91996  SOCKET CUBE
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THE  
ULTIMATE 
CONFERENCE 
TOOL

Polyester keycord with a detachable plastic buckle, a metal clip 
and a safety connection. Size: 520x20mm. 

90879  LANYARD 20MM/POLYESTER/
BUCKLE/HOOK

A transparent badge holder to attach to your keycord. Ideal for 
conferences, events and client days. Size: 80x100mm. 

91088  BADGE HOLDER HORIZONTAL, 100X80MM

A transparent badge holder to attach to your keycord. Ideal for 
conferences, events and client days. Size: 75x125mm. 

91087  BADGE HOLDER VERTICAL, 75X125MM
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Name badge with a magnet and doming. Each name personalised. 
Size: 50x30x8mm. 

99891  NAME BADGE, PERSONALIZED

Name badge with a magnet and doming. The business card for your 
company. Size: 50x30x8mm. 

99892  NAME BADGE

Transparent card holder with drawstring and clip. Print on the holder by 
doming. Length of drawstring: 50 cm. Size: 85x32x15mm. 

90766  CARD HOLDER

Frosty card holder with drawstring. Clip can be attached to items such 
as belts. Length of drawstring: 60 cm. Pad print possible on the holder. 
Size: 87x36x12mm. 

90768  CARD HOLDER
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The only way 
to do great 

work is to love 
what you do
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A rectangle pin with doming. Butterfly 
closure. Size: 26x14x10mm. 

99743  METAL PIN, RECTANGLE 
26X14X10 MM

A rectangle pin with doming. Butterfly 
closure. Size: 30x10x10mm. 

99742  METAL PIN, RECTANGLE 
30X10X10 MM

An oval pin with doming. Butterfly closure. 
Size: 20x12x10mm. 

99739  METAL PIN, OVAL 
20X12X10 MM

Round pin with doming. Butterfly closure. 
Size: Ø20x10mm. 

99735  METAL PIN, ROUND 
20 MM

A rectangular pin with doming. Butterfly closure. 
Size: 19x13x11mm. 

99737  METAL PIN, RECTANGLE 
19X13X11 MM

A square pin with doming. Butterfly closure. 
Size: 15x15x11mm. 

99744  METAL PIN, SQUARE 
15X15X11 MM
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Touchscreen ball pen out of the metal Sienna series. BusinessTop 
design! A twist mechanism and standard: blue ink. 
Size: Ø10x147mm. 

87859  SIENNA STYLUS PEN

Double wall vacuum bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. The 
flip lid is 100% leak-free so, it is easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are 
made of stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and 
produced under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at 
the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 40cl.

98783  FLOW MUG 400ML

Spacious BusinessTop Design messenger bag in a classic tweed look 
polyester and fully lined. Store a laptop (up to 15”) in the padded 
pocket, use the small organizer and keep keys safe in the zipper 
pocket. With the rubber shoulder pad this bag is very comfortable, 
even when fully loaded. Size: 360x110x290mm. 

95147  MESSENGER BAG OFFICE L

Nowadays there are never enough USB ports to connect all your 
mobile devices. This Light HUB with 4 extra ports can solve that. 
Size: Ø75x20mm. 

91183  LIGHT HUB WITH 4 USB PORTS
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Black round pencil. Sharpened. Size: Ø7x175mm. 

91582  PENCIL, BLACK SHARPENED

This 5W wireless charging pad has a trendy design. Connect the pad to 
your device and easily charge your phone without using a charging 
cable. The transparent parts of the product will light-up when charging. 
Size: 10x100mm. 

95077  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W

High quality porcelain cup and saucer from our BusinessTop design 
‘Satellite’ series. The cup is stackable. The cup offers a large imprint 
space. Size: Ø77x71mm. Content: 18cl.

51381  SATELLITE, SMALL CUP& 
SAUCER, TRIANGLE 180ML  

Lacquered metal ball pen with chromed parts and rubbergrip in black 
or blue. Blue writing ink with metal longlasting refill. Laser engraving 
possible. Size: Ø10x137mm. 

87842  ATLANTA, BALLPEN METAL
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Connect this station to the plug socket at home and put your wireless 
charging phone on it. Your phone will charge without a plug. 
Size: Ø100x8mm. 

95065  WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W

Double wall vacuum isolated bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. 
The flip lid is 100% leak-free, so it is easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are 
made of stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and 
produced under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the 
desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x132mm. Content: 25cl.

98780  FLOW THERMO MUG 250ML

Cup and saucer, porcelain. Perfect quality. Made in Europe. 
Size: Ø80x65mm. Content: 18cl.

98601  MILANO CUP AND SAUCER 
PORCELAIN 180ML

Robust metal ball pen. Glossy with chromed parts. Blue writing ink with 
metal longlasting refill. Laser engraving (silver) possible. 
Size: Ø12x138mm. 

87836  NAUTILUS, BALLPEN METAL
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A BusinessTop design metal pen, provided with a metal refill (standard: 
blue ink). Twist mechanism and metal tip. Laser engraving possible. 
Size: Ø10x140mm. 

87856  SIENNA BALLPEN

Conical coloured stoneware mug with a large imprint area. 
Size: Ø80x98mm. Content: 25cl.

50421  NICE COLOUR, STONEWARE 250ML

The most complete VR experience that BusinessTop has this in their 
assortment. With integrated images and sound. Stream videos to your 
device and enjoy an intense VR feeling. Size: 115x175x95mm.   

91158  VR GLASSES EXCLUSIVE

Powerbank (4000mAh) with wireless charge function. Put your wireless 
chargeable smartphone on the powerbank and your phone will charge 
without a cable. Also available as a set. Size: 127x66x13mm. 

95064  WIRELESS CHARGING POWERBANK 
4000MAH
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A BusinessTop design USB connector with flashlight. From USB to 
micro-USB or MFI certified Apple lightning cable all in one card. Including 
flashlight on the side. Very suitable for digital imprint and Each piece is 
delivered in a giftbox. Size: 96x63x11mm. 

91073  USB CONNECTOR FLASHLIGHT 
(APPLE CERTIFIED)

Double wall vacuum isolated bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. 
The flip lid is 100% leak-free, so it is easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are 
made of stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and 
produced under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the 
desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x132mm. Content: 25cl.

98777  FLOW THERMO MUG 250ML

Rectangular wireless speaker. Due to the wireless technology you can 
play music from your device. A clean and classic design with an excellent 
sound quality. Size: 78x60x90mm. 

91145  WIRELESS SPEAKER CLASSIC 3W

This powerbank (8000mAh) has an USB, Micro-USB and type-C port. 
Type-C is the new norm. Apple and Android already use these plugs 
for all their new products. Type-C ensures a faster communication, is 
thinner in design and will be more supported thanMicro-USB. 
Size: 140x69x15mm. 

91272  POWERBANK TYPE-C 8000MAH
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Always aware of the weather with this trendy electronic weather station. 
The transparent display provides a modern look and feel. Including digital 
clock, calendar, alarm and a clear digital display of temperature and 
humidity. Delivered in a giftbox including batteries. Size: 30x132x75mm. 

93221  WEATHER STATION

This luxury wooden speaker has a beautiful design and excellent sound 
quality. The unique 2-in-1 speaker also functions as wireless charging station. 
By placing your smart phone on top of the speaker, it will simultaneously 
playing music while the phone is being charged wirelessly. The product 
comes in a luxurious giftbox including cable and manual. Size: 75x75x75mm. 

95093  WOOD SPEAKER & WIRELESS 
CHARGER 5W

A metal 4 in 1 ball pen which includes a laser pointer, stylus and LED light. 
You can use the ball pen by taking off the cap. Will be supplied in a giftbox 
including 3 batteries. Standard: black ink. Size: Ø10x120mm. 

87876  LASER PEN 4 IN 1 SLIM MODEL

A BusinessTop design powerbank (550mAh) and stylus pen in one. Slim 
model with twist mechanism. Features a micro-USB entrance port and 
a USB exit port. Delivered individually packed in a transparent zip bag 
including cables. Size: Ø13x152mm. 

87847  POWERBANK BALL PEN 550MAH
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BusinessTop design USB card with flashlight. From USB to micro-USB 
and lightning cable in one card. Including flashlight on the side. Very 
suitable for digital imprint and each piece is delivered in a giftbox.  
Size: 91x58x6mm.

91140  USB CONNECTOR FLASHLIGHT

BusinessTop design powerbank, stylus, ball pen and USB flash drive in 
one. This stylus ball pen features a intern powerbank 550mAh, 4GB 
flash drive memory, micro USB input and USB output. Small model 
with a twist mechanism. Individually packed in a transparent zip bag 
including USB and micro-USB charger. Size: Ø13x152mm. 

87849  POWERBANK BALL PEN 550MAH & 
4GB USB

Conference bag with a natural look. Stand our from the crowd at 
trade shows, conferences or seminars. Size: 400x80x290mm. 

95154  CONFERENCE BAG JUTE/JUCO

Double wall vacuum bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. 
The mug is 100% leak-free which makes it easy to carry. The inner and 
outer wall are both made of stainless steel. Beside the sleek design, 
the mug is developed and produced under high quality conditions, 
which helps to keep your drink at the desired temperature for longer. 
Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 40cl.

98781  FLOW THERMO MUG 400ML
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Metal ball coloured pen with chromed parts. Provided with a metal ink 
holder (standard: blue ink). Also possible with laser engraving (gray). 
Size: Ø9x140mm. 

80340  TOPPER BALLPEN

Black round pencil with eraser, sharpened. FSC wood. Size: Ø7x188mm. 

91583  PENCIL, BLACK WITH ERASER

When using this wireless powerbank, you don’t need a cable to charge 
your phone. Simply put your mobile phone on the powerbank to charge 
your device. If you don’t have a wireless function you can use the included 
micro USB cable to charge your phone. Size: 16x140x76mm. 

95081  OMNI WIRELESS POWERBANK 8000MAH

Stylish A5 notebook with 80 lined white pages, elastic pen loop and 
convenient bookmark. On the front of the cover there is a PU box 
where you can put your phone! The design of this notebook creates 
an optimum printing space. Size: 220x162x16mm. 

92502  NOTEBOOK NOVEL A5
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This 5W wireless charging station can be used as a pad or as a phone stand. 
Connect the pad to a power supply and charge your phone easily without 
using a cable. The product has a soft touch finish and is very suitable for 
digital printing. Size: 11x95x76mm. 

95084  WIRELESS PHONE STAND 5W

The pop-up wireless charger with 7-LED light colours that appear in the 
expanded mode charges smartphones quickly. This wireless charger has a 
siliconefunnel that can be expanded in various levels, which also allows it be 
used as a telephone stand. This Size: 20x138x138mm. 

95079  POP-UP WIRELESS CHARGING PAD 5W
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Thin metal ball pen. Matt colour with golden parts. Provided with a metal ink 
holder (standard: blue ink). Laser (Gold) engraving possible. Size: Ø8x134mm. 

87060  SLIM BALLPEN

Metal ball pen. Glossy, with gold coloured parts and a rubber grip. 
Provided with a metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). Laser engraving 
possible. Single name engraving available from orders of minimal 50 
pieces. Size: Ø12x135mm. 

87882  MARATHON, BALLPEN METAL

Lacquered metal rollerball with chromed parts. Provided with a plastic 
rollerball ink holder (standard: blue ink). Employees name laser engraved 
available from orders of minimal 50 pieces. Size: Ø11x138mm. 

81182  ATLANTA ROLLERBAL METAL

Double wall vacuum bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. The 
mug is 100% leak-free. The inner and outer wall are both made of stainless 
steel. Beside the sleek design, the mug is developed and produced under 
high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at the desired 
temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x200mm. Content: 40cl.

98776  FLOW THERMO MUG 400ML
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TIMELESS GIFTS 
NEVER GO OUT 
OF FASHION

Metal writing set with ball pen and rollerball. Ball pen with twist 
function. Rollerball with cap. Blue refill. Stylish top of the pens and two 
silver coloured rings. Size: 170x50x29mm. 

82365  PEN SET 2 STRIPES BARREL METAL  

Aluminum ball pen with two stripes. Laser engraving possible. 
Blue refill. Size: Ø11x138mm. 

87863  BALLPEN METAL 2 STRIPES

Aluminum rollerball with cap and two stripes. Laser engraving possible. 
Blue refill. Size: Ø11x138mm. 

81155  ROLLERBALL METAL 2 STRIPES
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A metal twist stylus ball pen with a black ink long lasting refill. 
Size: Ø13x143mm. 

87914  STYLUS PEN BOLD  

A paper pen box for 1 or 2 writing instruments. Size: 170x50x29mm. 

83141  PAPER PEN BOX 1 OR 2 PENS

Oval transparent gift box for 1 ball pen. Printing on the box is possible. 
Size: 165x32x23mm. 

83107  PACKAGING, OVAL FOR 1 BALLPEN

Metal gift box for 2 ball pens without window. Printing on the box is 
possible. Size: 177x52x24mm. 

83119  PACKAGING, METAL FOR 2 BALLPENS
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Luxurious trolley with four compartments with black lining. 
Including intergrated TSA lock. The trolley has four spinner 
wheels. Each packed in a box. Size: 350x230x550mm. 

95136  TROLLEY 20 INCH DELUXE

Double wall vacuum bottle from the BusinessTop design ‘Flow’ series. The 
flip lid is 100% leak-free so, it is easy to carry. The inner and outer wall are 
made of stainless steel. Besides the sleek design, the mug is developed and 
produced under high quality conditions, which helps to keep your drink at 
the desired temperature for longer. Size: Ø70x132mm.Content: 25cl.

98782  FLOW MUG 250ML

Stay hydrated at work with the luxurious Swing wood edition stainless steel 
drinking bottle. These reusable water bottles are BPA-free and eco-friendly. 
Due to a double layer of insulation the contents remain warm or cold for a 
longer period of time. Size: Ø70x245mm. Content: 50cl.

98840  SWING WOOD EDITION 500ML  
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Wireless  
Charging,  
endless  
possibilities.
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4GB 87659 
8GB 87759

When using this wireless powerbank, you don’t need a cable to charge 
your phone. Simply put your phone on the powerbank to charge your 
device. If you don’t have a wireless function on your mobile phone, you 
can use a micro USB cable to charge your phone. Size: 11x130x70mm. 

95080  OMNI WIRELESS POWERBANK 4000MAH

Stylish metal ball pen with cap (blue ink) and highlighter (yellow). 
For orders from 5.500 pieces, other writing colours are available 
(Delivery time approx 12 weeks). Size: Ø10x138mm. 

81416  BALLPEN WITH TEXTMARKER 2IN1

87759  METAL USB PEN  
TOPPOINT DESIGN 8GB

87659  METAL USB PEN  
TOPPOINT DESIGN 4GB

A BusinessTop designed metal ball pen with integrated USB 2.0 flash 
drive which is positioned in the holder of the ball pen. Including 
European metal ink holder (standard: blue ink). Size: Ø14x149mm. 

METAL USB PEN TOPPOINT DESIGN
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